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Abstract 
We adopt a Bayes linear approach to tackle design problems with many variables 
cross-classified in many ways. We investigate designs where we wish to sample 
individuals belonging to dilTerent groups, exploiting the powerful properties of the 
adjustment of infinitely second-order exchangeable vectors. The types of information 
we gain by sampling are identified with the orthogonal canonical directions. We show 
how we may express these directions in terms of the different factors of the model. 
This allows us to solve a series of lower dimensional problems, through which we 
may identify the different aspects of our adjusted beliefs with the different aspects of 
the choice of design, leading both to qualitative insights and quantitative guidance 
for the optimal choice of design. These subproblems have an interpretable form in 
terms of adjustment upon subspaces of the full problem and remain valid when we 
consider adjusting the underlying population structure and also for predicting future 
observables from past observation. We then examine the adjustment of finitely 
second-order exchangeable vectors, and show that the adjustment shares the same 
powerful properties as the adjustment in the infinite case. We show how if the 
finite sequence of vectors is extendible, then the differences in the adjustment of 
the sequence is quantitatively the same for all sequence lengths and it is easy to 
compare the qualitative differences. Extending to an infinite sequence allows us to 
draw comparisons between the finite and infinite modelling. Such comparisons may 
also be made when we consider sampling individuals belonging to diff"erent groups, 
where each group contains only a finite number of individuals. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction: Bayes linear analysis 
for infinite second-order 
exchangeable sequences 
SUMMARY 
This chapter is an introduction. In Section 1.1, we consider 
Bayesian experimental design and highlight a number of prob-
lems that we would like to overcome. In Subsection 1.3.1, we 
argue for the adoption of a subjectivist approach to the revision 
of belief and in Subsection 1.3.2 consider the Bayesian approach 
and problems caused by our abilities to only make limited belief 
specifications. As such, we advocate a system of partial belief ad-
justment; this system is commonly known as the Bayes linear ap-
proach and is motivated in Subsection 1.3.3. One of the lynchpins 
of statistical modelling is the use of exchangeability. In Section 
1.5, we highlight ful l exchangeability and point out drawbacks to 
its adoption. Instead, we use second-order exchangeability, and 
this is reviewed in Subsection 1.5.3 and the representation theo-
rem for second-order exchangeable sequences discussed in Section 
1.6. The adjustment of beliefs in the Bayes linear framework is 
examined in Section 1.7, in particular highlighting the use of the 
resolution as a means of assessing the impact of an adjustment 
upon a quantity. Section 1.8 summarises the resolution transform 
and the related canonical resolutions and directions. These are 
tools that we shall find of great use in this thesis. In Subsection 
10 
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1.8.1 we review the concept of Bayes linear sufficiency and illus-
trate this with the Bayes linear sufficiency of the sample means 
for a sample of individuals for adjusting exchangeable collections. 
In Subsection 1.8.2 we review the adjustment of second-order ex-
changeable sequences and the strong coherency conditions be-
tween adjustments with different sample sizes. These features 
are also exhibited in predictive adjustment which is examined in 
Section 1.9. In Section 1.10, we look at matrix implementations 
of the theory; within this thesis, we shall make heavy use of such 
implementations. Throughout this chapter, we use a simple mo-
tivating example concerning an examiner assessing marks on an 
exam paper as a means to illustrate the methodology. 
1.1 Bayesian Experimental Design 
The early work on the study of experimental design is typically assigned to the 
work of Fisher (1925, 1935) after he was set to work, at Rothamsted in 1919, to see 
what could be statistically gleaned from the years of records of experimental and 
observational data that had been collected there. Chapter 6 of Box (1978) provides 
an insight into Fisher's work on, and motivation for, the design of experiments. 
To give a precise definition to what we mean by experimental design is hard, for 
as Deely (1992; p475) writes 
The expression "Experimental Design" has come to mean 
many things to many people . . . In its simplest form I think 
of experimental design along the following lines. There is a core 
of experimental units about which we want to know something 
because we have some purpose in mind. There is some informa-
tion available about these experimental units and generally it has 
some influence upon what we want to know. In this context then 
the design of experiments can be stated as simply determining 
which experimental units to use and how many. 
This is a definition we find appealing and is the one we wish to bear in mind. 
Determining "which" and "how many" however is not simple. To borrow the title 
of Lad & Deely (1994) , we view "experimental design from a subjective utilitarian 
viewpoint". Personally speaking, the very nature of experimental design advocates 
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a Bayesian approach. We shall consider the subjectivist perspective in Subsection 
1.3.1 and the Bayesian standpoint in Subsection 1.3.2. Consider, for example, the 
opening lines of Cochran k Cox (1957; p i ) when they write 
I t is true that on many important aspects of experimentation 
the statistician has no expert knowledge. Nevertheless, in recent 
years, research workers have turned increasingly to statisticians 
for help both in planning their experiments and in drawing con-
clusions from the results. That this has happened is convincing 
evidence that statistics has something to contribute. 
The statistician himself may have no expert knowledge on the nuances of the exper-
iment and what is envisaged as potential outcomes. This does not mean however, 
that such information is not available, for the research worker/experimenter has this 
information. Indeed, it is his beliefs about the experiment that we, as the statis-
tician, are attempting to model. Thus, we envisage a synergy between experts in 
different fields: the research worker with his beliefs and knowledge about the prob-
lem he wishes to investigate and the statistician who provides the tools to enable 
this analysis of beliefs. 
Early work on Bayesian experimental design may be found in the work of Raiffa 
& Schlaifer (1961) and Lindley (1972). These provide a decision-theoretic approach 
to experimental design. Lindley (1972; p20) considers an experiment as a triplet 
e = {X, Q,p{x\d)), where X is a sample space of elements a;; 9 is a parameter space 
of elements 9, and p{x\9) a density function. We have a collection, E, of experiments 
e having a common 6, together with a decision space D. The decision process is 
two part. Prior to choosing e and observing x, we determine which is the best e to 
choose from E. Based on our observation x, we choose a decision d G D. Selecting 
e, yielding the data x, choosing d and yielding 6 produces the utiHty U{d,6,e,x). 
As Chaloner & Verdinelli (1995; p275) write 
Lindley's argument suggests that a good way to design ex-
periments is to specify a utility function reflecting the purpose of 
the experiment, to regard the design choice as a decision problem 
and to select a design that maximises the expected utility. 
Thus, the Bayesian solution to the experimental design problem is provided by 
equation (4.7) of Lindley (1972), namely 
max / dx max d9U{d,9,e,x)p(9\x,e)p{x\e). (1.1) 
Jx ^ Je 
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Notice that maximising this function is unlikely to be easy, even when closed forms 
exist for the integral. I f closed forms do not exist, then numerical methods will be 
required to solve the integral. Observe that these will have to be applied for each 
decision, parameter, experiment and data point; a potentially large, if not infinite, 
set. 
Recent reviews of work in Bayesian experimental design may be found in Verdinelli 
(1992), Chaloner & Verdinelli (1995) which also contains an extensive reference list 
to the field, and Toman (1999). 
We perceive the experiment as being used to analyse beliefs, or more precisely 
the beliefs of the expert or experimenter. As Goldstein (1994a; p l l8 ) writes 
It is the analysis of beliefs which is fundamental - the data 
analysis is of interest purely as an ingredient from which informed 
beliefs may be constructed. 
Hence, we believe that the type of utility function used is completely specific to the 
experiment at hand. For example, the costs associated with the experiment, be they 
financial or ethical, are specific to the experiment and experimenter. Typically, we 
want to make inferences about various combinations of the elements of the model, 
but i t is unlikely that all combinations will be equally important; indeed different 
experimenters may have different views as to which combinations of the elements 
they would like to focus attention upon. Thus, a group decision may be required 
and achieving group consensus is unlikely to be straightforward. Different objectives 
will lead to different choices of optimum (for example in terms of variance reduction 
for the quantities of interest). Often it is difficult for formal design criteria to 
capture all of our aims, so that we need to have heuristic insights into the types 
of information that each design conveys. Further, introducing fully specified prior 
beliefs over a complex model may be a difficult elicitation problem, and may also 
make the optimal choice of design highly complex computationally. For example, as 
Farrow & Goldstein (1992; p613) write 
. . . there may be an excessively large number of possible 
designs from which to choose and no clear rules to guide our 
search. 
The specification of a utility function for the problem is also likely to be intricate. 
Typically, it may involve costs of more than one type. For example, in medical 
experiments there are likely to be not only financial costs associated with performing 
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the experiment but also ethical costs, such as potential side-effects that patients 
involved in the experiment might incur. Farrow & Goldstein (1992) point out that 
there may be a reluctance for the experimenter to specify trade-offs between the 
different costs and also between the costs and benefits. They propose using graphical 
methods to display the results and allow the experimenter to make the final choice. 
As they point out on p613, 'although we might not locate the "best" design, we can 
display the characteristics of a large number of designs including those which are 
"good" under various different trade-off regimes.' Another problem is pointed out by 
Lad & Deely (1994). Specifications of the utilities might depend on the relationship 
of the experimenter to the problem. Different doctors or concerned family members 
might proffer different values. A doctor may be more concerned with survival; a 
patient with quality of life. To quote Lad & Deely (1994; p276) 
The important thing here is to realize that some such value-
judgement must be made if a design decision is to be concluded, 
and different people may make this evaluation in different re-
spectable ways, depending on their personal concerns in the mat-
ter. I t is in this way that the utilities become relevant to the 
particular problem being addressed. 
Thus, experimental design with many variables cross-classified in many ways 
is a challenging problem for Bayes analysis. In this thesis, we shall concentrate 
upon looking at various designs, as opposed to solving a specific problem. Whilst 
we advocate that the individual nature of each experiment means that we should 
be solving specific problems as opposed to developing a toolbox of design, we em-
phasise once more that we view an experiment as a means of helping to analyse 
our beliefs and an understanding of how limited belief specifications are altered by 
data is an area that merits attention. Verdinelli (1992; p473) points out that "the 
need for deriving tractable analytical results has overshadowed the need for more 
realistic assumptions". Instead, we focus upon making modelling as accurately as 
possible, within our limited specification capabilities, whilst still hoping to maintain 
a tractable analysis. We aim to i) simplify the elicitation requirements ii) tame the 
computational problems for the design choice iii) provide qualitative insights into 
the effectiveness of the different choices of design. 
We shall now review the methodology upon partial belief specifications that we 
wish to use. We motivate the methodology using the simple example we explain 
below. 
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1.2 The problem 
An examination has been sat by a number of candidates. The exam consists of 
a number of compulsory questions, each question being marked out of ten. Any 
question not attempted receives a mark of zero. Each question consists of a number 
of distinct parts designed to test the candidates' abilities in a number of ways. For 
example, there is an initial straightforward part on which each candidate is expected 
to score highly, and then progressively harder parts, designed to separate the weaker 
students from the more able. 
The marking of the exam is overseen by an examiner who has a number of 
immediate questions about the exam. Principally, he has to ensure that the exam 
is of the desired level of difficulty and also that there is not a discernable difference 
in the severity of the questions. I f the examiner discovers any differences, he may 
rescale the marking schemes of the individual questions to try to eliminate the 
discrepancies. Of course, any changes to the mark scheme means that any scripts 
already marked would need to be reappraised. The examiner would like to minimise 
the number of scripts that need reappraising, but balance this against the desire to 
check that the exam is fair. 
1.3 The quantification of uncertainty 
The examiner is faced with uncertainty over the performance of the candidates in 
the exam. However, he has some knowledge, garnered through his years of teaching 
and examining, as to how he feels that students will fare on the exam; indeed much 
of this knowledge has already been used in the initial setting of the exam, and 
the design of the first marking scheme. Thus, the examiner is willing and able to 
quantify beliefs about certain quantities of interest and he would like to analyse 
these beliefs in the light of new information, the exam data. We now explore how 
he may go about doing this. 
1.3.1 The subjectivist perspective 
Throughout this thesis, we adopt a subjectivist approach to the revision of belief. 
Personally, it seems inherently clear that this is the right way to proceed. An event 
can occur once, and once only. For example, every toss of a coin is different: the air 
conditions will have, however slight, changed; the coin may have altered, however 
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minimally, in shape as a result of it having been tossed previously; the tosser, be 
it machine or human, will be more fatigued; even for seemingly a straightforward 
process as tossing a coin more than once we can draw up sundry differences between 
the circumstances of each coin toss. Thus, attempting to found a theory based upon 
a frequency measure of repeatable events stumbles at the first hurdle. My viewpoint 
is that I am able to make an assessment of my own personal uncertain knowledge 
for any event I feel inclined to do so for. I also believe that any other individual is 
also able to make an assessment of their uncertainty for the same event and it may 
not be the same assessment I make. The quintessential account of the subjectivist 
perspective may be found in the work of Bruno de Finetti, in particular the two 
volume Theory of Probability, de Finetti (1974, 1975). The following quotation from 
the preface perhaps best summarises the position 
Probabilistic reasoning - always to be understood as subjec-
tive - merely stems from our being uncertain about something. 
I t makes no difference whether the uncertainty relates to an un-
forseeable future, or to an unnoticed past, or to a past doubtfully 
reported or forgotten; it may even relate to something more or 
less knowable (by means of a computation, a logical deduction, 
etc.) but for which we are not willing or able to make the effort; 
and so on . . . the only relevant thing is uncertainty - the extent of 
our own knowledge and ignorance. The actual fact of whether or 
not the events considered are in some sense determined, or known 
by other people, and so on, is of no consequence. 
Cifarelli & Regazzini (1996) provide a summary of de Finetti's work as well as an 
extensive bibliography of his scientific output and of references dealing with later 
developments of his ideas. Chapter 8. of von Plato (1994) treats at length the ideas 
of de Finetti in the context of the development of probability theory. 
The book by Kyburg & Smokier (1964/1980) provides a selection of articles 
on the early developments of the subjective standpoint, whilst the work of Savage 
(1954, 1981) should also be considered. Shafer (1986) provides a re-examination of 
Savage's (1954) argument for subjective expected utility. Fishburn (1986) surveys 
the development of subjective probability. The book by Lad (1996) attempts to 
make the viewpoint of de Finetti more accessible, and the first chapter provides an 
exemplary introduction to the philosophical questions and historical development of 
the subjectivist standpoint. 
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1.3.2 A Bayesian approach 
We seek a methodology for organising and analysing our subjective beliefs in a 
systematic and logical fashion. The most familiar methodology is the so-called 
Bayesian approach. In a Bayesian approach, beliefs are represented by a joint prob-
ability measure for all of the random quantities of interest; a random quantity being 
any well-defined quantity about whose value we are uncertain, see de Finetti (1974; 
Section 2.3.3). Conditioning arguments allow us to update, via Bayes theorem (see 
Bayes (1764) and Laplace (1774/1986)), our beliefs about some of these random 
quantities given the values of the remaining random quantities. Text book develop-
ments of the Bayesian methodology may be found in, for example, Lindley (1965), 
Bernardo & Smith (1994), and O'Hagan (1994). On the surface, Bayesianism seems 
attractive, but there are immediate practical and logical dilemmas. 
De Finetti (1973) draws a distinction between what he calls the Bayesian stand-
point and Bayesian techniques. The latter consists of using standardized models and 
prior distributions and Bayes theorem to update beliefs, instead of, as de Finetti 
says, "carefully keeping realistic adherence to the specific features of each particular 
case and to the true opinion of the person concerned" and thus "Bayesian tech-
niques, i f considered as merely formal devices, are no more trustworthy than any 
other tool of the plentiful arsenal of the objectivist Statistics". We are concerned 
with adopting the Bayesian standpoint, and this is what we mean by Bayesian, 
where we attempt to model our true feelings for the problem at hand. However, 
even allowing for this, there are still problems with the adoption of the methods 
developed from this standpoint. 
As the updating of beliefs in the Bayesian paradigm is done by conditioning, it is 
necessary that ful l probability distributions are specified. We require that, at least 
in principle, all possible data outcomes can be specified. As Goldstein (1981) points 
out, often qualitative data can not be expressed in such an exhaustive form; we will 
observe previously unconsidered features in our data outcomes. Full specification 
also means that an extremely large number of statements of prior knowledge are 
required to express beliefs to such a level of detail, a level that we often have neither 
the inclination nor ability to reach. The response to the discussion of Goldstein 
(1990) quickly shows how even a seemingly simple problem results in a "monster 
probability specification". Goldstein (1994a) shows how this problem is exacerbated 
when we have to tackle harder problems: 
"We require theory and methods to help us to think more 
clearly about our uncertainties. The larger and more complex 
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the problem, the more such help is needed, but the less help 
formal methods seem able to provide. To make progress, it seems 
unavoidable that we must root the theory in our actual limited 
abilities to specify and analyse beliefs." 
1.3.3 The Bayes linear approach 
In an attempt to resolve these difficulties and to establish a fully subjective approach 
to belief revision, a series of papers by Goldstein (1981, 1986a, 1986b, 1988a, 1988b, 
1991, 1994b) and Goldstein & Wooff (1998) have developed a system of partial 
belief adjustment based upon the revision of prevision, as defined in the following 
section. Summaries of the methodology may be found in Goldstein (1999, 2000). 
Goldstein (1994a) lists an irreducible minimum of belief considerations that allow 
the construction of a fully subjective approach to belief revision: 
1. quantitative judgements of belief about the magnitudes of the quanti-
ties of interest 
2. expression of uncertainty in our judgements of the magnitudes 
3. judgement on the relationship between the magnitudes of the quantities 
A simple quantification is sought, in order to keep the specification process as simple 
as possible and this is achieved through expectation statements; the above quan-
tifications being achieved by the expectation of the quantity, the variance of the 
quantity and the covariance between the two quantities, respectively. Specification 
of the expectations is made directly, so that expectation is treated as primitive. 
This approach has been termed the Bayes linear approach and is the approach we 
shall follow in this thesis. Linear Bayesian methods have been considered by other 
authors, see for example Stone (1963) and Hartigan (1969) . 
1.3.4 Prevision 
In treating expectation as primitive, we follow the development of de Finetti (1974, 
1975). An alternative treatment of expectation as primitive may be found in Whittle 
(1992). His approach is from a different foundational perspective, arguing that the 
long-term average of a variable is empirically meaningful and that expectation is the 
idealization of this. Thus, his approach is similar to that of the frequentist approach 
to probability. 
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De Finetti (1974; Chapter 3) suggests that when confronted with uncertainty 
we do not remain agnostic between possible alternatives but instead feel a strong 
inclination that certain alternatives, as opposed to others, will turn out to be true. 
As de Finetti (1974; p72) writes 
"Uncertain things remain uncertain, but we attribute to the 
various uncertain events a greater or lesser degree of that new 
factor which is extralogical, subjective and personal and which 
expresses these attitudes . . . Prevision, in the sense we give to 
the term and approve of, consists in considering, after careful re-
fiection, all the possible alternatives, in order to distribute among 
them, in the way which will appear most appropriate, one's own 
expectations, one's own sensations of probability." 
To each random quantity X, there corresponds the individual's evaluation E{X), 
the prevision of X. We seek an operationally defined measurement oi E{X). Lad 
(1996; Section 2.1) defines this to be "a specified procedure of action which, when 
followed, yields a number". In terms of prevision, this reduces to finding the fair 
price of X in the following sense. Your uncertain knowledge is quantified by you 
evaluating your preference between having a claim to a specified gain (eg. a specified 
amount of money) and a claim to an unknown gain (eg. an unknown amount of 
money), X. The specified gain that you considered equivalent to X is the fair price 
of X and is called your prevision, being denoted by E{X). By equivalent we mean 
that you would willingly exchange the unknown gain, X, for the specified certain 
gain, E{X) and vice versa. 
De Finetti (1974; Section 3.3.6) gives a criterion for obtaining the measurement. 
E{X) is the value x which you would choose if, having made this choice, you were 
to suffer a penalty L given by 
L - i ^ S (1.2, 
for some unit of loss, k. I f the quantity X = E, an event, then your prevision 
is also called your probability for the event, denoted P{E). As Wilkinson (1995) 
points out, this definition is not without its flaws, for example it makes no recourse 
to utility. The definition assumes that for money bets we make an assumption of, 
what de Finetti calls, "rigidity in the face of risk". However, this is not really valid 
for individuals tend to be risk averse for large sums of money, and the value of 
a certain sum of money is not the same for each individual. In his addendum to 
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Section 2.4, Lad (1996) poses the problem of "how much would you pay to receive 
$1 if your local nuclear power plant has an accident and releases high intensity 
radioactive contaminants into the river?" As Lad explains, the resolution to this is 
not easy, requiring not only consideration of the utility for the monetary yield, but 
also the utility of what's happening. De Finetti (1974; p77) asks the question: 
"Are the conclusions which we draw after observing the actual 
behaviour of an individual, directly making decisions in which he 
has a real interest, more reliable than those based on the pref-
erences which he expresses when confronted with a hypothetical 
situation or decision? Both the direct interest and the lack of 
i t might on the one hand favour, and on the other obstruct, the 
calmness and accuracy, and hence the reliability, of the evalua-
tions." 
In the power plant example, the consequences of winning the bet, namely that of the 
contamination of the river and the consequences of that might mean that we'd prefer 
to lose the bet. Ramsey (1926) (see Kyburg & Smokier (1964; p77)) is also aware of 
the diflficulties posed by such propositions and he considers that propositions where 
the options offered are not of desire are ethically neutral. Thus, the power plant 
proposition is not an ethically neutral proposition. A similar consideration is taken 
by Lad (1996; p59, p63-67) in one of his three qualifications to the definition of 
prevision. De Finetti is aware of such problems and .considers them in Section 3.2 
of his magnum opus and also Footnote a. in Kyburg & Smokier (1964; pl02) of 
the translation of de Finetti (1937), but these are more digressions than solutions. 
Solutions have been suggested, for example the loss could be considered in units of 
probability currency, see Walley (1991). To delve too deeply into these dilemmas 
would be to move away from the thrust of this thesis and so we shall proceed 
assuming that there is a well-defined prevision, although always bearing in mind 
de Finetti's (1974; p76) observation that "every measurement procedure and device 
should be used with caution, and its results carefully scrutinized". 
There is one requirement of prevision and that is that your assertions are coher-
ent. By this we mean that you do not assert previsions for which you will make a 
certain loss. De Finetti shows that the following two considerations are necessary 
and sufficient for coherence: 
EiX-hY) = E{X) + E{Y); (1.3) 
infX < E{X) < s u p X (1.4) 
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1.3.5 The geometric interpretation of prevision 
De Finetti (1974; Sections 2.8, 4.17) formulated a geometric interpretation of an 
individual's current previsions. For a general collection of random quantities B = 
{Bo, Bi,B2, • • •}, construct the space (B) of finite linear combinations of the elements 
of B. The quantity BQ is a random quantity taking the value BQ = 1 with certainty 
(see de Finetti (1974; p51)). A typical element, A, of (B) is then 
A = vo + J2^uBv^' (1-5) 
u 
where {vi,V2, • • •} is a general finite subset of integers and Vo = VOBQ. We view (B) 
as a vector space by considering each By as a vector with linear combinations. A, of 
random quantities represented as the corresponding linear combination of vectors. 
The linear representation is such that specifying previsions for each By uniquely 
fixes your prevision for all linear combinations. A, but not in general for any other 
function. Thus, random quantities B and B'^ would correspond to different vectors 
By and By' in our representation as they are not, in general, linearly related. 
Having fixed the linear structure, we add the geometric framework by forming the 
inner product space [B] from the minimal closure of (B) by imposing the following 
inner product and norm for A, A* G (B), 
{A, A*) = CoviA,A*); (1.6) 
I M I I ' = Var{A). (1.7) 
We restrict B to elements with finite prior variance. This inner product generated 
by covariance is, as de Finetti (1974; Section 4.17) argues, a natural way to form a 
geometric interpretation of prevision. Since the norm of a quantity corresponds to 
its standard deviation then large norms are attached to quantities with large uncer-
tainty, whilst orthogonality between two quantities corresponds to these quantities 
being uncorrelated. We have to be careful though for strictly this inner product 
should be formed over the closure of the equivalence classes of random quantities 
which differ by a constant. If we neglect to do so, then we will have non-zero vec-
tors (non-zero constants) corresponding to a zero norm. Goldstein (1981; pl08) 
follows the convention of standardising every quantity A by subtracting its prior 
mean rather than use equivalence classes. Goldstein (1986b; p200) then explains 
how by considering the inner product, [B*], given by { ^ , = E{AA*) over the 
unstandardised quantities we may understand the inner product given by covari-
ance over the standardised quantities. Observe that E{A) = {A, Bo}Bo so that the 
prevision of each A is the projection of A into [BQ]. The inner product given by 
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covariance over the standardised quantities, [B], is then equivalent to the subspace 
BQ]-^ of [B*]. In the work that we shall develop in this thesis, our primary interest 
lies in measuring uncertainty and examining the changes in uncertainty in the light 
of data as opposed to the previsions explicitly and so we may proceed by using the 
standardised quantities. However, for completeness, in this introductory chapter we 
shall give the details of how we may revise our previsions. 
Goldstein (1986a) terms [B] a belief structure with base b{[B]) = B. Two sub-
spaces [B*] and [B^] are said to be orthogonal, written [B*] ± [B^, if every element 
of the collection B* is uncorrelated with every element of B^. 
The base B will not contain all the quantities for which you are prepared to give 
a prevision, rather it will be a subset of your choice. For example, it may contain 
only those random quantities that you are interested in revising beliefs about in the 
light of new information. 
Consider the examiner. He is about to make a series of measurements, such as the 
total score on question v, on an exam candidate. He introduces into B the quantities 
he will explicitly express beliefs about. He must decide whether to include quantities 
such as (score on question w)^, (score on question v/score on question w) and so on 
as well as the simple score quantities. He has the option of not including some of 
these quantities (most likely, he will choose to exclude almost all of them). Contrast 
this with the scenario under the usual Bayes specification. Here, for any specified 
quantity, it is an implicit requirement to state the prevision of all possible functions 
of the quantity. Often, this is an incredibly difficult and largely unnecessary task. 
Constrained only by the requirement that we are able to make the specifications, 
we may include as many functional forms as we feel relevant to the problem. In 
this way, we may specify whatever product order of moments we desire. A full 
probability specification is then the limit of the above approach in specifying all 
joint prior moments. Hence, the above framework affords us the opportunity to 
work with whatever level of detail we feel appropriate to the problem in question. 
1.4 Formalising the problem 
At this point, we draw the reader's attention to Appendix A which contains a 
summary of potentially useful notation. 
We have a sequence of individuals upon whom we wish to make a series of 
measurements. We are interested in traits common to the individuals and so we 
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elect to make the same series of measurements on each individual. We gather these 
together as the collection C = {Xi,X2,... } , finite or infinite, where each Xy is a real 
valued function of the quantities that will be measured on the individuals. From C 
we generate the collection for each individual. Let Cj = {Xu, X2i,... } be the values 
of the measurements for the ith individual. Thus, Xyi denotes the value of the vth 
quantity for the i th individual and Ci is a collection of observable random quantities. 
Form the ful l collection C*, the union of all of the elements in all of the collections 
Ci, where i ranges over some indexing set of individuals. We specify our prior mean, 
variance and covariance for each pair of quantities. 
1.4.1 The examiner's problem 
The examiner decides that he is only willing and able to specify beliefs about the 
marks awarded on each question. For simplicity of exposition, we shall consider that 
there are only two questions; the execution of the theory is the same for any number 
of questions. Thus, he intends to make a series of measurements C = {Xi, X2} on a 
sample from a collection of exam candidates. From C he generates the collection for 
each candidate. Let Ci = {Xii,X2i} be the values of the measurements for the zth 
candidate. Thus, Xyi denotes the mark on the vth question for the ith candidate 
sitting the exam. The examiner forms the full collection C*, the collection of all the 
marks for all of the candidates sitting the exam. The examiner specifies his prior 
mean, variance and covariance for each pair of quantities. 
1.5 Second-order exchangeability 
The examiner, who does not know the identity of the candidates, considers the 
sequence of exam results for the individuals. He judges that there are similarities 
between his beliefs in that his beliefs seem not to depend on the individuals, in short 
the individuals are exchangeable. Having adopted an approach of limited belief 
specification, our interest lies in second-order exchangeability, but first we must 
make clear what we mean by exchangeability and also make explicit any problems 
we may find with this approach. 
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1.5.1 Full exchangeability 
De Finetti (1931) introduced the concept that was to become known as exchange-
ability in terms of personal judgements about sequences of quantities. Kyburg & 
Smokier (1980; pl5) suggest that the concept of exchangeable events is the most 
crucial component for the subjective theory for it provides a bridge between the 
classical procedures of statistical inference and subjective probability. The paper 
of de Finetti (1937) contains the details of this hnk. To quote Kyburg & Smokier 
(1980; pl5-6) 
"de Finetti shows that the classical limit theorems on which 
many forms of statistical inference depend hold just as well for 
sequences of exchangeable events as they do for the sequences of 
independent, equiprobable events to which they have tradition-
ally been applied. He shows, for example, that in the case of a 
sequence of exchangeable events, a person, whatever be the opin-
ion with which he starts out, must, if he is to be coherent in his 
beliefs, after a sufficient amount of observation come to assign a 
probability to the type of event in question that is close to its 
observed relative frequency." 
He does this through what became known as 'de Finetti's representation theorem'. 
Although some of the results had been derived before (see Dale (1985) for a detailed 
study) it was de Finetti's understanding of exchangeability in terms of subjectivity 
that was the breakthrough; as he says himself "the above-mentioned representation 
theorem, together with every other more or less original result in my conception 
of probability theory, should not be considered as a discovery. Everything is es-
sentially the fruit of a thorough examination of the subject matter, carried out in 
an unprejudiced manner, with the aim of rooting out nonsense" (de Finetti (1974; 
pxii)). 
So what do we mean by exchangeability? We shall borrow an example from de 
Finetti (1959). Suppose that we have a sequence of trials of the same phenomenon, 
for example an archer firing arrows at a target from the same location. Suppose that 
after six attempts, he has recorded the sequence of successes S and failures F in the 
order FFFSFS. How might we view this sequence, especially if we wish to consider 
future throws? We might see it as the start of an improvement that is bound to 
continue, or that odd-numbered trials are almost all failures whilst the even trials 
have a greater proportion of successes; there could be any number of systematic 
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dependencies upon order that we perceive. However, in the case of exchangeability, 
we wish to exclude notions of dependence on ordering, exchangeability is where we 
perceive symmetry with respect to order. O'Hagan (1994; Section 4.40) provides a 
definition for exchangeable events that we use here. 
Definition 1 You regard events Ai,A2,... ,An as being exchangeable if 
P ( n , t : ^ . , ) = ^ ( n J = i A , ) (1.8) 
for all k = 1,2,... ,n and for all 1 < ii < i2 < • • • < ik < n. 
Notice that since we are dealing with the probability of events, this definition is 
consistent with our prevision notation. As O'Hagan points out, it is clear from this 
definition how the belief of exchangeability reduces the specification burden from 
2" — 1 probabilities to the n probabilities 
dk = P ( n t i ^ , ) for A; = 1 , . . . , n. (1.9) 
This definition may be extended to cover an infinite sequence of events. The infinite 
sequence of events Ai,A2,. •. are (infinitely) exchangeable if every finite subsequence 
is exchangeable. We are now in a position to state the representation theorem for 
exchangeable events. We adapt Proposition 4.1 of Bernardo & Smith (1994). 
Theorem 1 If Ai, A2,... is an infinitely exchangeable sequence of events (so Ai — 
1 if Ai occurs, 0 otherwise), there exists a distribution function Q such that 
P{A,,...,An) = rf\9^^il-e)'-^^dQ{9), (1.10) 
•^ 0 i=i 
where, 
Q{9) = lim P 




Where the limits mean convergent in distribution; see Bernardo & Smith (1994, 
section 3.2.3). Thus, it is as if, conditional on 9, the ^ 1 , . . . ,An are a random 
sample from a Bernoulli distribution with parameter 9. 
We may extend our exchangeability definition to include random quantities. Bor-
rowing from Lad (1996; Definition 5.14) we make the following definition: 
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Definition 2 You regard random quantities Xi,X2,... ,Xn as being exchangeable 
if you assert a prevision for the product events of the form {Xi^ = Xi^){Xi^ = 
X i J • • • {Xi^ = Xif^) that is constant for every permutation of the numbers Xi^,Xi^,... , 
for all k = 1,2,... ,n and for all 1 < ii < (2 < ... < ik < n. 
The representation theorem for exchangeable events may then be generalised to 
encompass exchangeable random quantities. Further details on exchangeability may 
be found in Galambos (1982) and the references therein, whilst detailed references to 
representation theorems for exchangeable sequences may be found in Section 4.8.1. 
of Bernardo & Smith (1994). 
1.5.2 Problems with full exchangeability 
As Goldstein (1994b) points out, there are two major drawbacks to the represen-
tation theorem. Firstly, although we have reduced the prior specification process 
through the judgement of exchangeability, we are still required to make a specifica-
tion which is far more detailed than it would ever be possible for us to make. We 
need to specify the d^s of equation (1.9) for all possible values of k, an impossible 
task, unless we start with the representation theorem. 
Difficulties also arise with our beliefs about future quantities in the sequence and 
our attempts to use induction. Point 5. of de Finetti (1959) (see de Finetti (1972; 
pl94)) states that: 
"Inductive reasoning is nothing other than reckoning P{H\E), 
the probability of H after the observation of E, in accordance 
with Bayes' theorem-or, equivalently, according to the theorem 
of compound probability, of which Bayes' theorem is a corollary." 
As de Finetti points out, P{H\E) and P{H\E) are proportional to P{EH) and 
P{EH) so that experience adds no new elements for evaluation, it merely reduces 
the number of possible cases. Thus, to return to the archer problem of the previous 
section, i f we wish to evaluate the probability of hitting the target on the seventh 
attempt we need only compare the probabilities that would have been attributed 
to the cases FFFSFSS and FFFSFSF. In particular, if we viewed the attempts as 
being exchangeable initially, we would also need to view the future shots as being 
exchangeable for the inductive argument of point 5 to hold. There are various 
problems with this. Firstly, why is there any link between our current and future 
beliefs? Goldstein (1997) concerns itself purely with this question and suggests 
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that the inductive reasoning suggested above should act as a prior inference for our 
posterior judgements. Furthermore, why should we be certain that our future events 
will be exchangeable? Is our judgement of exchangeability not something that we 
might want to explore through sampling? Goldstein (1994b) considers the issues at 
hand in revising exchangeable beliefs. 
1.5.3 Second-order exchangeabihty 
As explained in the previous section, ful l exchangeability imposes constraints upon 
our beliefs that are so harsh, that, in practice, it is unlikely that they are ever likely to 
be realised. We restrict attention instead upon second-order exchangeability which 
places sufficient structure to allow for tractable belief revision without placing too 
harsh a constraint upon our prior beliefs. 
We regard a sequence of quantities as second-order exchangeable if our first and 
second-order beliefs about the sequence is unaffected by permuting the order of the 
sequence. We have the following definition: 
Definition 3 The collection of measurements C is second-order exchangeable over 
the full collection C* if 
E{Xyi) = my^v,i; (1.12) 
Cov{Xyi,Xy,i) = dyy, \/v,w,i; (l.lS) 
Cov{Xyi,Xwj) = Cyy, \/v,w,i ^ j. (l-14) 
I f C* is, at least in principle, the union of an infinite number of individuals' collec-
tions, then we say that the sequence is infinitely exchangeable. 
Initially, the examiner judged that the candidates were exchangeable. Addition-
ally, the examiner also judged that the questions were exchangeable. He made the 
following specifications: 
E{Xy^) = Oyv,i; (1.15) 
CoviXy.,x^.) = { 3 ^ 5 l ^ : ^ : : ; ; ^ : : (1.16) 
cov{Xy.,x^,) = { , \ , i f : ; : : ; ; ^ : ^ ^ : n.u) 
Thus, the examiner has chosen to standardise his quantities to have mean zero. 
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1.6 The representation theorem for infinite second-
order exchangeable beliefs 
Goldstein (1986a) derives a representation theorem for infinitely exchangeable mea-
surements as follows. 
Theorem 2 If C is second-order exchangeable over the individuals, then we may 
introduce the further collections of random quantities M{C) = {M{Xi),M{X2), 
...,}, and TZiiC) = {Tli{Xi), 7Z2iX),... }, and write 
X,, = M{X,) + n,{X,), (1.18) 
where 
M{X,) = lim - y x , i ; (1.19) 
1=1 
the limit here being in mean square (see Bernardo & Smith (1994, section 3.2.3). 
The collections M{C) and TZi{C) satisfy the following relationships 
E{M{X,)) = m.,\fv; (1.20) 
E{n,{X,)) = OV^,z; (1.21) 
Cov{M{X,),M{X^)) = c,^yv,w; (1.22) 
Cov{M{X,),nj{X^)) = Oyv,w,j; (1.23) 
Covmx.),nM.)) ^ f,L;ie'"= (1-24) 
The quantities in M{C) and in the Tli{C) are not observable. Instead, the quantities 
in M. {C) may be viewed as being analogous to underlying population means for the 
various quantities, with the collections 'Ri{C) viewed as the individual discrepancies 
from the overall means. As noted in Goldstein (1994b), this representation theorem 
is operational in practice as well as in principle. We are required solely to elicit 
the actual belief statements ruy, d^w, Cvw over the observable sequence, as described 
in equations (1-12) - (1.14). Thus, application of the representation theorem here 
remains feasible. 
We may extend the representation theorem to encompass linear combinations. 
Let (C) be the collection of finite linear combinations of the elements of C, so that 
A' - (1.25) 
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where {vi,V2,. • •} is a general finite subset of integers, is a typical element of (C). 
For each X e (C), we construct the corresponding quantity for each individual i, 
namely the value 
= J2vuXy^i, (1.26) 
U 
and denote by {Ci) the collection of finite linear combinations of {F j} . We may then 
apply the representation theorem to X e (C), for each individual i, to yield 
Xi = M{X) + niiX), (1.27) 
where Mix) = EuVuM{XyJ G {M{C)) andUiiX) = X,-M{X) = E„^.^^(A^«J 
G {TZi{C)). {M{C)) and {TZi{C)) are, respectively, the collection of finite linear com-
binations of the elements of M{C) and TZi{C). 
1.6.1 Applying the representation theorem for the example 
The examiner reasons that the students taking the exam are from a (potentially) 
infinite population. Thus, from the specifications the examiner has made, we may 
introduce the collection of random quantities M{C) = {M.{Xi),M{X2)}, the col-
lection of underlying mean scores for the questions, and TZi{C) = {TZi{Xi),'}Zi{X2)}, 
the individual residuals from the mean score and write: 
Xyi = M{Xy)-hni{Xy). (l.28) 
The induced beliefs over the newly introduced random quantities are as follows: 
E{M{Xy)) = OVu; (1.29) 
E{n^{Xy)) = OVy,z; (1.30) 
Cov{MiXy),M{Xy,)) = {o^25 i f ^ J J ^ ! (l-^^) 
CoviM{Xy),n,{Xy,)) = Oyv,w,j; (1.32) 
{ 4 if i — j and v = w; 3.5 i f i = jandv^w; (1.33) 0 otherwise. 
1.7 The adjustment of beliefs 
We have looked at how the examiner may go about quantifying his beliefs about the 
examination. However, the examiner is concerned with the effect of new information 
on the collection of previsions he has specified. In terms of our development, the 
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examiner is interested in learning about various linear combinations of the M{C). 
For example, he is interested in the overall total, 
M{X+) = M{Xi)-hM{X2), (1.34) 
as a means of assessing the difficulty of the paper, and also 
M{X^) = MiXi)-M{X2), (1.35) 
illustrating the difference in marks between the first and the second question. We 
need to consider the effect of new information upon the beliefs. 
1.7.1 Revising previsions 
The previous sections have summarised the static features of beliefs. In a Bayes 
linear analysis, we are interested in what happens to the elements of the geometric 
structure i f we receive some new information. Suppose that we are to receive the 
values of a data collection V = (VQ, Vi,V2, •. •), where VQ is the unit constant. This 
will cause us to revise the values of the previsions we had assigned for the elements 
in [B]. 
Definition 4 For a random quantity Ae (B), the linear combination 
Ev{A) = ^o + Y^^uV,., (1-36) 
u 
where the coefficients are chosen to minimise 
u 
over all collections (^o, Ci) • • • ) ; •^^  termed the adjusted expectation of A given V. The 
minimal value is termed the adjusted variance of A given V, written Varx>{A). 
As Goldstein (1983) shows, to be coherent adjusted expectation requires that 
1. For any quantities A, A* and constants 9 and'd, we have 
EvieA^-dA*) = eEv{A) + 'dEv{A*). (1.38) 
2. For any A, we have 
E{Ev{A)) = E{A). (1.39) 
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An equivalent definition of Ej){A) is as the element A^ G [V] which minimises 
II A — A^ II. Thus, E-o{A) is the orthogonal projection of A into [V]. VaTj,{A) is 
then the squared orthogonal distance from A to [D]. We may thus decompose A 
into the sum of two uncorrelated components, 
A = Ev{A) + {A-Ev{A)}. (1.40) 
Definition 5 The residual form 
[A/V] = A-Ev{A) (1.41) 
is called the adjusted version of A. 
Adjusted quantities thus obey the following properties: 
E{[A/V]) = 0; (1.42) 
Cov{Ev{A),[A/V]) = 0. (1.43) 
Hence, by taking the variance of equation (1.40) and using equation (1.43), we may 
decompose the variance of A as 
Var{A) = Var{Ev{A)) + Var{[A/V]) (1.44) 
= Var{Ev{A)) + Varv{A). (1.45) 
As Hartigan (1969; p447) points out, i f A, Vi, V2, ... are jointly normal, then 
these definitions coincide with the usual definitions of conditional expectation and 
variance; that is Exi{A) = E{A\V) and Varx){A) = VariAlV). In hnear regression 
analysis, Goel & DeGroot (1980) show that only normal distributions have linear 
posterior expectations. Goldstein (1976; p51) is aware of such restrictions and pro-
poses a Bayes linear formulation of the regression model; this is an early version of 
the Bayes linear methodology he goes on to develop. In Section 1., Goel & DeGroot 
(1980) also provide a brief summary and references to examples when the posterior 
expectation of the population mean is a linear function of the sample observation. 
The first interpretation of belief adjustment of Goldstein (1999; p30) provides an 
explanation to the link to normality, but as he explains in the fourth interpretation, 
there are more foundational perspectives. This provides a detailed argument for the 
justification of Hartigan (1969; p452) when he writes 
"A referee has expressed reservations about the usefulness of 
linear expectation and variance - "Why should a Bayesian be 
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interested in such things? Are they meant to represent approxi-
mations to the expectation and variance of the posterior distribu-
tion? If so, then the restriction to hnear expectation is no more 
innocuous than is the assumption of normahty itself." A Bayesian 
(or non-Bayesian) should be interested in linear expectation and 
variance because it is possible to use them, without requiring the 
ful l Bayesian probability apparatus, but still retaining the basic 
Bayesian form of combining prior and present data." 
Having observed V, we would like a means of assessing the impact of the adjust-
ment upon A. Observe equation (1.45). Var{Ex>(A)) is the variability of A which 
is accounted for by the variability in V as Ex>{A) is determined when we observe 
V. Var{[A/'D]) is the residual variance of A given V. We thus make the following 
definition. 
Definition 6 The variance of A resolved by V is defined to he the quantity 
RVarv{A) = Var{Ev{A)). (1.46) 
Thus, from equation (1.45), we write the variance partition for A as 
Var{A) = Varv{A) + RVarv{A). (1.47) 
Thus, intuitively, the observation of V is expected to be informative for A liVar-D^A) 
is large relative to Var{A). This motivates the following definition. 
Definition 7 The resolution, R-D{A), for A induced by V is defined to be the quan-
tity 
_ Var{A)-Var^{A) 
Rv{A) - . (1.48) 
The resolution ratio, RRx>{A), for A induced by V is defined to be the quantity 
_ Var{A) - Var^jA) 
^^^^^^ - v ^ ) • (^-^^^ 
The resolution and resolution ratio give equivalent simple, scale free, measures of 
the impact of the adjustment upon A. I f Rv{-A) is near zero, then, relative to our 
prior knowledge about A, we do not expect the Bayes linear analysis of the sample 
to be informative for A. A value of R-oiA) close to one suggests that the Bayes 
linear analysis of the sample is expected to be highly informative for A. Likewise, 
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if RR-D{A) is very large, then we expect the Bayes linear analysis of the sample to 
be highly informative. Typically, see Goldstein & Wooff (1997, 1998) for examples, 
we may use such summaries to aid the choice of optimal sample sizes for design 
problems where variance reduction of certain quantities of interest is viewed as a 
benefit, balanced against the cost of the sample. 
1.7.2 Revising belief structures 
In a belief analysis, we are interested not just how our beliefs change with the 
observation of data for a single quantity A but also for the entire belief struc-
ture, [B]. Goldstein (1988a) deals extensively with this problem and derives various 
properties of such adjustments. We shall briefly summarise them in this section. 
For any collection /C = {/Ci, /C2, • • • } of random quantities, [JC/V] denotes the set 
Definition 8 / / [B] is a belief structure with base b{[B]), then the belief structure 
B/V] IS the belief structure with base b{[B/V]) = [b{[B])/V]. [B/V] is the belief 
structure [B] adjusted by V. 
The following properties of adjusted belief structures are described in Section 2.6 of 
Goldstein (1988a). 
Theorem 3 Adjusted belief structures satisfy the following properties: 
1. (a) [B/V] = 0 if and only if [B] is contained in [D . 
(b) [B/V] = [B] if and only if [B] and [V] are orthogonal spaces. 
2. For any [B], [B'^] and \p], we have 
[{B^-B^)/V] = [B/V] + [B^V]. (1.50) 
3. For any collection of belief structures [B\\, [ B ^ ] , . . . , [ . B ] ] , we have 
[^I] + [-^ 5] + • • • + [^J] = [^^I] + N ] + • • • + [^J], (1-51) 
where [V\] = [B\], and for i > 2, [vj] = [BI/{B\ + ••• + BI_I)]. The spaces 
Vl], ..., [X>j] are mutually orthogonal. 
4. For any [B] and any [Vl] orthogonal to [Vl], we have 
[B/{V\+Vl)] = [[B/V\]/Vl] = [[B/Vl]/Vl]. (1.52) 
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5. For any [B], [Vl], and [Vl], we have 
[B/{VI + Vl)] = [[B/Vl]/[VI/Vl]]. (1.53) 
6. For any [T>1], [Vl], we have 
7. For any [Vl], and any A, A* in [B] we have 
(E^liA), E^,{A*)) + {E^vl/vlM)' E^vl/vlM*))- (1-55) 
In particular, for any [V], we can decompose the inner product over [B] as 
{A, A*) = {{ET,{A),ETy{A*)) + {Eis/v]{A),E[^^T,^iA*)). (1.56) 
I f both B and V are finite, then we may implement the theory through the use 
of matrices. Consider adjusting the vector of quantities B = [Bi... Bp]^, by another 
vector of quantities V = [Di.. .Vg]^. We reproduce the first two statements of 
Lemma 1 of Goldstein & Wooff (1998). 
Lemma 1 The vector of adjusted expectations Ex,{B), and the adjusted variance 
matrix Varx>{B) are computed as 
Ev{B) = EiB) + Cov{B,V){Var{V)yiV-E{V)y, (1.57) 
Varv{B) = Var{B) ~ Cov{B,V){Var{V)}^Cov{V,B). (1.58) 
represents the Moore-Penrose generalised inverse of A, see Penrose (1955). Equa-
tions (1.57) and (1.58) may be considered as the generalisations of equations (1.3) 
and (1.11) of Mouchart & Simar (1980). 
1.7.3 Interpreting the adjustment 
Suppose that the examiner receives the scores on a single exam paper, and wishes to 
examine the eflFect of those scores on his prior beliefs. Table 1.1 shows the eflFect of 
this adjustment. There are a number of points to make about this adjustment. The 
combinations M{XJ^) and M { X - ) (see equations (1.34) and (1.35)) are mutually 
uncorrelated. The quantities thus form an orthogonal basis for [A^(C)] and any 
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Component Resolution (sample size 1) 
M{X+) 
M{X-) 
\ _ 1 
A+ — 7f 
A - 3 
hM{X,) + l2M{X2) 2iq+q)'^+ ' 2{q+q)^-
Table 1.1: Resolutions for quantities in [A^(C)], having seen the scores on a 
single exam paper 
Component Resolution (sample size n) 
M{X_) A(„)_ = = 
Table 1.2: Resolutions for the collection M.{C), adjusting by C{n) 
element / l A ^ ( X i ) - 1 - / 2 ^ ^ ( ^ 2 ) £ [•^('^)] n^ay be expressed as a hnear combination of 
the two stated quantities. Moreover, we can show that for this particular orthogonal 
basis that the resolution of liM{Xi) + l2M{X2) may be found as a weighted average 
of the resolutions of these two quantities. Thus, we expect to learn most about 
quantities that are proportional to M{X^) and least about quantities proportional 
to M{X+). This is very useful for the examiner. M{X_) summarises the differences 
between difficulty in the questions, something that he would like to pay attention 
to, and M{X+) is the average score received on the paper. 
Now consider the eff'ect of the adjustment when the examiner is going to receive 
a sample of n scripts. We'll consider the same quantities. Table 1.2 summarises 
the adjustment. There are a number of general points to make again. Notice 
once more that the quantities A4(X^) and A4(X-.) form an orthogonal basis for 
M{C)] that, coupled with the corresponding resolutions, completely summarises 
the adjustment. As the resolution for any quantity in [A1(C)] can be expressed as 
a weighted average for these quantities, we can easily see that we expect to learn 
most about quantities proportional to M{X^), the differences between the questions 
and least in the direction of the mean score on the exam, M{X^). Quantities in 
M{C)] that are highly correlated with the M{X^) are expected to be learnt most 
about. Notice also the straightforward modification of the resolutions belonging to 
the M{X+) and M{X^). It is thus straightforward for the examiner to assess the 
impact of taking any sample size he pleases. Moreover, it is easy to observe the effect 
for any quantity, for any sample size, by the third quantity in Table 1.2 in which 
the only dependence on n is through A(„)_|_ and A(„)_. Thus, the examiner may use 
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Quantity Sample size required for variance reduction of 
50 percent 90 percent 95 percent 
6 54 114 
M{X^) 1 6 13 
Table 1.3: Sample sizes required to achieve the given variance reductions for 
MiX+) and Mix.) 
the information, in combination with the costs associated with the sampling process 
balanced against the benefits for the variance reduction, to establish optimal sample 
sizes under various criteria. 
Suppose, for example, that the examiner would like to know the sample size 
required to achieve a proportionate variance reduction of 50 percent, 90 percent and 
95 percent for the two quantities of interest. These figures are easily calculable from 
the resolutions and are shown in Table 1.3. 
Thus, the examiner can see that he quickly expects to reduce the variation in 
his uncertainty about whether the questions are of roughly similar standard, indeed 
by a sample of size 13, he will have achieved a proportionate variance reduction of 
over 95 percent. However, he must take a sample 9 times bigger to achieve a similar 
variance reduction for the total on the paper. Note that a sample size of 114 will 
guarantee that all the quantities in [M {€)] have a proportionate variance reduction 
of at least 95 percent. Notice also how the examiner may use this information to 
his advantage. He may feel that it is necessary to assess whether the questions are 
of roughly the same level of difficulty, and a small sample size allows him to do this. 
The task of aligning the questions through mark scheme adaption is likely to be 
complicated, and so the examiner may be relieved that he is able to investigate this 
quickly. He may further decide that having done this, knowledge about the overall 
total is not that important. He may decide to simply adjust the overall pass rate 
once all the papers are marked, especially when faced with the comparably large 
sample he would have to take to reduce much of his uncertainty about the total 
mark. 
We now show that the observations made above are not specific to this example, 
but in fact hold for general adjustments of second-order exchangeable beliefs. 
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1.8 Resolution transforms 
In a typical analysis, we observe a data collection V = {Vi,V2,...} and wish to 
evaluate the effect of the collection [V] upon the expectations and variances of a 
collection of beliefs [B] where B = {Bi,B2, • • •}. The resolution transform for each 
A E [B] is defined to be 
r ^ ( ^ ) = Es{Ev{A)}. (1.59) 
Thus, for each A e [B], T-r,{A) is the point in [B] which is closest to Et){A). Gold-
stein (1981) shows that T-p is a bounded, self-adjoint operator on [B], satisfying for 
each Ae [B], 
Var-oiA) = Var{A)-Cov{A,Tv{A)). (1.60) 
Hence, substituting equation (1.60) into equation (1.48), we have that 
_ Cov{A,MA)) 
MA) - • (1-61) 
If either of the collections B or V are finite dimensional, then Goldstein (1981) 
showed that we may extract for Tp a set of eigenvectors, Z = {Zi, Z2,...}, which 
form a basis for [B] and corresponding ordered eigenvalues, 1 > Ai > A2 > . . . > 
Xr > 0. I f both the collections B and V are infinite then the eigenstructure of Tj, 
may be more complicated unless a certain compactness condition holds. Details may 
be found in Goldstein (1981). 
Definition 9 The eigenvalue Xj is termed the jth canonical resolution, and the 
corresponding eigenvector Zj is termed the jth canonical direction. 
The canonical resolutions and directions satisfy the following properties. The Zj 
have expectation 0, are mutually uncorrelated, and are scaled to have prior vari-
ance 1. As Z forms a basis for [B], each A € [B] may be expressed as A = 
Y7j=iCov{A, Z j ) Z j . In addition, however, we may use equations (1.60) and (1.61) 
to express the adjusted variance and resolution for each A G [B] as a linear combi-
nation of the adjusted variances and resolutions, respectively, of the Zi as follows: 
r 
VarviA) = ^,{1 - Xj)Cov{A, Zj)^; (1.62) 
MA) - . (1.63) 
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Hence, constrained by being uncorrelated with (Zy,... , Zj), Zj+i is the element of 
B] maximising the resolution. Thus, we expect to learn most about elements of [B] 
having strong correlations with the directions with large resolutions. The canonical 
directions thus identify the types of information that we expect to gain by sampling, 
with the quantification of how much we learn in each direction being provided by 
the canonical resolutions. 
1.8.1 Bayes linear sufficiency 
In a ful l probabilistic setting, data d is uninformative about the parameters of inter-
est 6 if d is independent of b. In which case we have p{b\d) = p{b) where p(-) is the 
probability density function. Sufficiency occurs when part of the data is uninforma-
tive for our learning. Suppose we divide our data into d— {di, ^ 2 ) and suppose that 
p{b\di, = pib\di}. Then, i f di is known, observing ^ 2 provides no inference about 
b: it is sufficient to observe di. Further details of this general probabilistic notion of 
sufficiency may be found in O'Hagan (1994; p68-70) and Kendall & Stuart (1979; 
p22-24). 
Bayes linear suflBciency was first developed in Goldstein (1986b), before being 
formalised in Goldstein & O'Hagan (1996). Bayes linear sufficiency may be seen 
as the appropriate unbracing of the general probabilistic notion of sufficiency for 
comparing estimators over linear systems where only a partial prior specification has 
been made. Suppose we observe a data collection V = {X>i, . . . , X>r, ^r+i> • • • T^s} 
and we wish to use [D] to learn linearly about a collection of beliefs [B] where 
B = {Bi,B2,...}. Then we would say that the collection [Dsuff], where Vguff = 
{Vl,... ,Vr} was Bayes linear sufficient for [D] for adjusting the collection [B] if 
there was no linear way we could use [T>] to learn more about [B] if we have already 
adjusted by [Dsuff]- Precise definitions may be found in Goldstein & O'Hagan 
(1996). 
Bayes linear sufficiency for exchangeable collections 
Suppose that we are about to observe a sample of n exchangeable collections, which 
we label for convenience, C i , . . . ,C„ and we let C(n) = U-L^Cj. We then want to 
use this data to revise our beliefs over the mean collection M{C) and also over 
future collections of observables Cr where n < r. We use the following notational 
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shorthands for our adjusted quantities: 
E^{X) = Ec^^){X)- (1.64) 
Var^iX) = Varcin){X)- (1.65) 
EM{X) = EMic){X). (1.66) 
For each X ^ [C], denote the average of the first n values by 
Sn{X) = (1-67) 
72 
i=l 
and the collection of average values by Sn{C) — {5„(Xi), » S „ ( X 2 ) , . . . }. Goldstein & 
Wooff (1998) show that the collection of sample averages is Bayes linear sufficient for 
the ful l sample for adjusting expectations about both the population mean quantities 
and future observations from the population. They derive the following theorem: 
Theorem 4 If C is exchangeable over individuals then Sn{C) is Bayes linear suf-
ficient for C{n) both for adjusting the collection M{C) and also for adjusting any 
collection Cr (r > n). 
Thus, in terms of the examination problem, the examiner does not need the indi-
vidual marks from each paper i f he only wants to learn about the [A^(C)]. It is 
sufficient for him to know the average score on each question. 
1.8.2 Resolution transforms for infinite exchangeable collec-
tions 
Goldstein & Wooff (1998) discuss the representation theorem for infinite second-
order exchangeable beliefs. They show that the resolution transform for the under-
lying population structure induced by a second-order exchangeable sample has, no 
matter what the sample size, essentially the same form. Letting r„(-) = EM{En{-)} 
denote the resolution transform for the mean collection M{C), based on n observa-
tions, C{n), they derive the following theorem: 
Theorem 5 For infinite exchangeable collections, the eigenvectors of T„ are the 
same for each n. Further, if eigenvector Y has eigenvalue X for Ti, then the corre-
sponding eigenvalue A(„) for Y as an eigenvector of T„ is 
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The canonical directions Yi for the adjustment of [A^(C)] by C{n) thus remain the 
same for all sample sizes and are termed the canonical directions induced by ex-
changeability. As Goldstein & Wooff (1998) remark, this is qualitatively important 
as the underlying features of the adjustment remain the same no matter what the 
sample size, whilst exploitation of (1.68) allows the simplification of design problems 
where the sample size required to achieve specified variance reduction over elements 
of the [A1(C)] is to be chosen. Goldstein & Wooff (1998) derive the following corol-
lary to the theorem: 
Corollary 1 Suppose that Y is an eigenvector of Ti with eigenvalue A > 0. Then 
the sample size n required to achieve a proportionate variance reduction of K for Y 
(0< K< 1), that is so that VaVniW) < (1 - K)Var{W), is 
K (1 - A) 
Further, if the minimal eigenvalue ofTi is Xmin > 0, then a sample size of {K/{1 — 
~ ^min)l^min}! Toundcd up, IS the minimum sample which is sufficient to 
achieve a proportionate variance reduction of K for every element of [M{C) . 
Think back to the examination example. The appropriately scaled M{X+) and 
M{X^) are the canonical directions induced by exchangeability, with A(„)+ and A(„)_ 
following from Theorem 5. By considering Table 1.3, an application of Corollary 
1 shows us that sample sizes of 6, 54 and 114 are the minimum sample sizes that 
will achieve a proportionate variance reduction of 50 percent, 90 percent and 95 
percent respectively, for every element of [A^(C)] as M{X+) is the smallest canonical 
direction. 
1.9 Predictive adjustment 
Goldstein & Wooff (1998) also discuss the effect of the observation of a sample of 
n individuals for predicting the values for a further collection of r individuals who 
are second-order exchangeable with those in the sample. Thus, i f we let C{n;r) = 
U'j^l^_^iCj denote the collection of future individuals, then we are interested in the 
adjustment of C(n;r) by C{n). For Y G [C], we let 
^in;r){y) = ^ E (1-70) 
j=n+l 
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and let <S(„;r)(C) = {S(^n;r){Xi), S(n;r){X2), • • •}• The predictive resolution transform, 
given a sample of size n, assessed for the r further individuals C{n;r) is denoted as 
TinM = E^n-M^ni-)} where E^n;r){X) = Ecin;r){X). Goldstciu & Wooff (1998) 
show that the canonical resolutions corresponding to non-zero canonical resolutions 
of the adjustment of [C(n;r)] by C{n) share, up to a scale factor to ensure a prior 
variance of one, the same co-ordinate representation as those of the adjustment of 
M{C)] by C{n). We repeat Theorem 3 of their work. 
Theorem 6 Suppose that Yi is an eigenvector of Tg, for each s, with eigenvalues 
X{r)i, A(n)j for Tr, T„ respectively. Thus, M{Y*) = X(^i)iYi. Then 5(„.r)(yj*) is an 
eigenvector o/T(„;r) eigenvalue 
X(n;r)i = X(^n)iX{r)i- (1-71) 
Further, all eigenvectors of T^n;r) o,re of this form. 
Hence, the crucial point is, as Goldstein & Wooff (1998) explain, that predictive 
adjustment and adjustment over the population structure share the same qualitative 
features. Thus, there are similar implications for design and interpretation in the 
predictive case as in the population structure adjustment. 
1.10 Implementations of the theory 
In this thesis, we shall largely concentrate upon adjustments where the number of 
variables we wish to measure on the individuals is finite. Thus, we shall consider 
that for each individual, we shall make a total of VQ measurements. For example, 
we may, analogously, write Q as the ;^o x 1 vector, Q = [Xu.. .X^^iY and C{n) as 
the nvQ X 1 vector, C{n) = [Cf . . . Cl^Y• 
In this case, we may implement the theory through the use of matrices. Consider 
adjusting the vector of quantities B = [Bi... BpY•, by another vector of quantities 
V = [Vl... Vq]'^. In this thesis, we wish to consider cases where the variance ma-
trices under consideration are strictly positive definite and hence invertible. If they 
are not invertible, we obtain the corresponding results to those that we develop that 
by considering the adjustment over the linear span of the columns of the matrices 
that we need to invert. For our needs, we rewrite Lemma 1 of Goldstein &: Wooff 
(1998), see also Lemma 1 in this thesis, as the following lemma. 
Lemma 2 The vector of adjusted expectations ED{B), the adjusted variance matrix 
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Vari,{B), and the resolution transform T-p are computed as 
Ev{B) = E{B)-{-Cov{B,V){Var{V)}-\V-E{V)); (1.72) 
Varv{B) = Var{B) - Cov{B,V){Var{V)}-^Cov{V,B)- (1.73) 
Tj , = {Var{B)}-'Cov{B,V){Var{V)}-^Cov{V,B). (1.74) 
In this ful l invertibility case, equations (1.57) and (1.58) reduce to equations (1.72) 
and (1.73), which are, respectively, equations (1.3) and (1.11) of Mouchart & Simar 
(1980). 
In the case of exchangeable sequences, we collect the {cyu,} (see equation (1.22)) 
into the VQ X VQ matrix C with {v, w)th entry (C)^^^ = Cy^, and the {e„u, = dy^y — Cyy,} 
(see equation (1.24)) into the VQ X VQ matrix E with (v, w)th entry (£')„„, = Cy^. We 
may then write 
Var{M{C)) = C; (1.75) 
Co.(7^,(cr),7^,(C)) = { ^  J f ^ j ^ ; ^ ^ (i.76) 
As Goldstein & Wooff (1998) show, T„, the resolution transform for the adjustment 
of [A4(C)] by C(n) may be expressed as 
r„ = {C + {l/n)E}-'C. (1.77) 
The eigenvectors of T„ are the same for each n, with simple modifications for the 
eigenvalues. They may be found by solving the generalised eigenvalue problem 
CY = {C-\-E)YA, (1.78) 
which is the form of T i . This generalised eigenvalue problem will play a significant 
role throughout this thesis. 
1.11 Progressions 
In this chapter, we have motivated and explored the use of Bayes linear methods 
through the example. However, even within this seemingly straightforward example, 
there are questions that need answering. What happens if all the scripts are not 
marked by the same marker? Is our analysis completely wasted, or is there scope 
for continuation through partial exchangeability? Indeed, what happens if there is 
more than one marker of the scripts? The examiner assumes that the candidates 
are selected from an infinite population. This is clearly an approximation. Is there 
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any way we can remove this, by tackling the problem through finite second-order 
exchangeability? If so, can we establish the effect of the examiner's assumption of in-
finite second-order exchangeability? In the remainder of this thesis, we shall develop 
methods which enable us to answer these questions, and to develop a methodology 
that is applicable to a wide range of problems in experimental design. 
Chapter 2 
Simplifying Complex Designs: 
Bayes Linear Experimental Design 
for Grouped Multivariate 
Exchangeable Systems 
SUMMARY 
Having summarised the work on the adjustment of second-order 
exchangeable sequences in Chapter 1, we consider elaborating our 
modelling through the use of partial exchangeability. In Subsec-
tion 2.1.1 we review adoptions of partial exchangeability within 
the fully specified Bayesian framework before reviewing, in Sub-
section 2.1.2, the type of partial exchangeability we shall use 
in the Bayes linear analysis we consider in this thesis, namely 
co-exchangeability. We are concerned with observing collections 
of individuals in order to learn about the underlying population 
structure and the prediction of future individuals and in Subsec-
tions 2.1.3 and 2.1.4 we show that the sample means are Bayes 
linear sufficient to perform these adjustments. For our work, we 
find it more illuminating to adopt a model, described in Section 
2.3, that, whilst being co-exchangeable,is not the most general co-
exchangeable model. In Section 2.4 we consider the adjustment of 
the mean components for this model and show that the canonical 
structure for the adjustment may be derived by solving a series 
of subproblems; an underlying canonical variable problem, as de-
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scribed in Subsection 2.4.1, and an underlying canonical group 
problem, as described in Subsection 2.4.3. Both of these sub-
problems have an interpretable form in terms of adjustment upon 
subspaces of the ful l problem. In Subsection 2.4.5, we show that 
the analysis of these subproblems completely determine the anal-
ysis for the ful l adjustment. In Sections 2.6 and 2.7, we consider 
the prediction of future individuals, firstly when the individuals 
belong to groups where we have already observed individuals, 
and secondly where the future individuals belong to previously 
unobserved groups. Once more, we may find a series of subprob-
lems for which the solution of which enable the solution of the full 
adjustment, as explained in Subsections 2.6.2 and 2.7.2. The sub-
problems may again be viewed as underlying canonical variable 
and group problems, and are discussed in Subsections 2.6.1 and 
2.7.1. In both cases, the underlying canonical variable problem 
is that given in Subsection 2.4.1, and the underlying canonical 
group problems may be interpreted in an analogous manner to 
that for the adjustment of the mean components. Throughout 
the chapter, we illustrate the theory through the simple exam-
iner example. 
2.1 Widening the scheme to include co-exchangeability 
In this thesis we have argued that a subjectivistic approach to the revision of belief 
should be adopted and that we are concerned with attempting to accurately model 
the opinion of the person concerned and investigate how these beliefs alter with 
data. Indeed, this is why we observe data, for to quote Goldstein (1992) "Why is 
a data analysis of interest? Because it can influence someone's beliefs! Our beliefs 
and how they change are what is fundamental - data analysis is simply a means, not 
an end in itself." Thus, our goal is realistic and tractable belief modelling and how 
these beliefs are influenced by the data and our natural progression is to investigate 
whether we are modelling as realistically as we can. Previously, we have reviewed the 
analysis of infinite second-order exchangeable sequences. This work was motivated 
and illustrated by a scenario where the examiner received the scores on the exam 
papers sat by a number of individuals. In reality however, the examiner may have 
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made simplifications to his modelling. He may have followed the lines that Goldstein 
& Wooff (1994) suggest are often made , for 
" . . . in a complicated analysis, we might have to make thou-
sands of numerical specifications. Typically, we will make such 
specifications by imposing pragmatic simplifications, e.g. treat-
ing 'almost exchangeable' units as exchangeable, 'almost uncor-
related' quantities as uncorrelated." 
For example, the examiner may know that the papers are marked by different mark-
ers and the case of second-order exchangeability across all the scripts is an idealised 
simplification. Given more time, he may be willing and able to think about ex-
plicitly incorporating the different markers into his beliefs. Alternatively, he may 
have overlooked the different markers when he made his belief specification, but has, 
on reffection, decided to incorporate them into his beliefs. Exchangeability should 
always be viewed as a simplification of our beliefs. What we need is guidance about 
how and where we should elaborate our modelling. De Finetti (1959), translated as 
Chapter 9 of de Finetti (1972), perhaps best sums up the situation: 
" . . . there is no harm in beginning with an oversimplified for-
mulation. What is important is not to stop there, not to consider 
simplicity as a mark of perfection, but as a useful characteristic to 
be exploited for the first step . . . we must widen the scheme and 
consider partial exchangeability. But we shall do i t gradually . . . 
passing directly to the most general case would be to renounce 
all possibility of illuminating the varied aspects of the question 
that merit interest." 
2.1.1 Partial Exchangeability 
Return to the examiner example. He now wishes to explicitly build into his model 
the fact that the papers are marked by different markers. He might reason that 
each marker will mark consistently and not suffer from factors such as fatigue or 
disheartenment. He may then consider that the sequence of individuals marked 
by the same marker is exchangeable, but be less certain that this judgement is 
appropriate for the relationships between different markers. He might judge, for 
example, that one marker is more thorough than another, or that the different levels 
of marker experience may inffuence their marking. Another example is provided by 
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Bernardo &: Smith (1994). Suppose that a drug is administered at a number of 
different dose levels to both male and female patients across a broad age spectrum. 
One is unlikely to judge that the whole sequence is exchangeable, but within each 
combination of dose level, sex and age bracket, we might deem it appropriate to 
judge the patients as exchangeable. I t may be that these distinctions are slight, 
for as Bruno (1964), translated as Chapter 10 of de Finetti (1972) states, "in our 
example of the effectiveness of a new drug, we may be reluctant to admit a difference 
in the drug according to sex. Only after a long series of trials the difference may 
appear significant and could then be translated into different probabilities for the 
two groups". 
We could think of many diversions away from overall judgements of exchangeabil-
ity to those of partial exchangeability; further examples may be found, for example, 
in Lad (1996). 
A precise definition of partial exchangeability is hard, for as Bernardo & Smith 
(1994) write: 
"Clearly, there are many possible forms of departure from 
overall judgements of exchangeability to those of partial exchange-
ability and so a formal definition of the term does not seem appro-
priate. In general, it simply signifies that there may be additional 
"labels" on the random quantities with exchangeable judgements 
made separately for each group of random quantities having the 
same additional labels." 
Much work has been carried out on various forms of partial exchangeability, in-
volving ful l exchangeability, and the development of representation theorems from 
these judgements. The earliest development may be tracked to de Finetti (1938), 
whilst further extensions may be found in Freedman (1962, 1963) and Diaconis & 
Freedman (1980a). Diaconis (1988) provides a good review, whilst Aldous (1985) 
provides a brief introduction. For a textbook grouping of models via partial ex-
changeability see Bernardo & Smith (1994), Section 4.6. 
The judgement of partial exchangeability is a useful extension in fulfilling our 
aims of models refiecting our actual beliefs; the extensions mentioned above are 
considered from a ful l exchangeability perspective and thus, our concerns which 
attach themselves to ful l exchangeability are not removed by the adoption of partial 
exchangeability in these cases. We wish to consider partial exchangeability in the 
light of second-order exchangeability. One extension, that we find useful for this 
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thesis is that of co-exchangeability which we now describe. 
2.1.2 Co-exchangeability 
Goldstein (1986a) introduces the concept of co-exchangeable belief structures and we 
give an overview of that development in this subsection. Assume Ci = {Xu, Xu, • • •} 
is a collection of measurements made on a series of individuals, so that Cu = 
{Xiii, Xi2i,... } are the measurements for the ith. individual in the collection. Let 
CI be the union of all of the elements in all of the collections Cu, where i ranges 
over some indexing set of individuals, and suppose that the collection of measure-
ments Ci is second-order exchangeable over the f u l l collection . Now imagine that 
C2 = {-^21,^22, • • • } is another series of measurements made on a different collec-
t ion of individuals; the measurements need not be the same as those made in the 
previous collection and let C2j = {^21^,-^22^! • . . } be the measurements for the jth 
individual in this collection. 
Defini t ion 10 We say that C2j is exchangeable with the belief structure CI if 
Cov{Xiyi,X2wj) = Cyw\/v,w,i. (2.1) 
Now, fo rm the union of all of the elements in all of the collections Caj by letting 
j range over some indexing set of individuals, and call this C|. We shall consider 
that the collection of measurements C2 is second-order exchangeable over the fu l l 
collection Co-exchangeable belief structures are defined as follows: 
Defini t ion 11 Two exchangeable systems, Q and C^, are termed co-exchangeable 
if each Cu is exchangeable with C2 and each C2j is exchangeable with Q . This is 
equivalent to the requirement that 
Cov{Xiyi,X2y,j) = Cy^yv,w,i,j. (2.2) 
Thus, two second-order exchangeable collections are termed co-exchangeable i f the 
jo in t second-order specification is invariant under permutation. The definition can 
be extended to encompass as many systems as we desire. We term Q , C2, . . . a 
chain of co-exchangeable exchangeable sequences i f we specify 
E{Xgyi) = mgyyg,v,i; (2.3) 
COV{Xgyi,Xgy,i) = d gyy, ^ g, V , W , V, (2.4) 
COVi^Xgyi, Xgmj) = Cggyyj yg,v,w,i ^ j; (2.5) 
COV{Xgyi,Xhyjj) = Cg^y^ ^ g ^ k, V, W, 1, j. (2.6) 
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Hence, C^, C2, C3, ••• are a chain of co-exchangeable exchangeable sequences i f 
they are pairwise co-exchangeable. Notice that there need not be any relationship 
between the pairwise consideration of, say the first and second sequences and the 
first and th i rd sequences. Indeed, in f u l l generality, we may make a different series 
of measurements on each sequence. The representation theorem for exchangeable 
sequences may then be adapted to incorporate co-exchangeability as the following 
theorem, see Goldstein (1986a), shows: 
T h e o r e m 7 Suppose that €{, C2, Q , . . . are a sequence of co-exchangeable infi-
nite exchangeable systems. Then for each system g we introduce the further col-
lections of random quantities M.{Cg) = {M{Xgi),M.{Xg2),...}, and 7li{Cg) = 
{n^{Xgi),Tli{Xg2),...}, and Vg, v, i write 
Xg,, = M{Xg,)+n,{Xg,), (2.7) 
where 
M{Xg,) = l i m - Y^Xg,,, (2.8) 
with the limit in mean square. The collections M{Cg) andTZi{Cg) satisfy the follow-
ing relationships 
EiMiXg,)) = m,g,yg,v- (2.9) 
Ei-RiiXg,)) = Oyg,v,i; (2.10) 
Cov{MiXg,),MiXhy,)) = Cghvn.Vg,h,v,w; (2.11) 
Cov{M{Xg,),n^iX,^)) = Oyg,h,v,w,j- (2.12) 
Covin,{Xg^\n,{x,^)) = { ^ p - - ^ ^ ^ - S e ™ ^ ^ ^ ' " ' ' " ' (2.13) 
From equations (2.9) - (2.13) we may deduce the relationships between the collec-
tions M{Cg), TZiiCg) and Cg. In particular, notice that by adding equations (2.11) 
and (2.12) we get 
C0V{M{Xgy),Xhwj) — Cghvw 
yg,h,v,w. (2-14) 
2.1.3 Adjusting the mean components 
Suppose that we make observations in systems, observing > 0 individuals 
in the ^ t h system for p = 1 , . . . ,go. We wish to use these observations to adjust 
our beliefs over the mean.collection, M{C) = {M{Ci),... ,M{CgQ)}. Thus in the 
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gth system, we w i l l observe the Ug exchangeable collections, Cgi, Cgn^ where 
Cgi = {Xgii,... , Xgy^i}. Thc compIetc sample in the ^ t h system is gathered together 
as Cg{ng) = U^^iCgi. The total sample is C(A^) = Ull^Cgiug). For Xg 6 {Cg), let 
Sn,{Xg) = - J ] A',,, (2.15) 
^9 i=l 
and let {Cg) — {Sng ( -^^ i ) , • • • , {Xgvo)} be the collection of sample averages for 
the gi\\ system. The complete collection of sample averages are denoted by Si^{C) = 
{Sn,{Ci), • • • ,Sng^{Cgo)}- For cach Xg.^ e C{N) let 
Ti{Xgv) = Xgyi - Sng{Xgy), (2.16) 
so that Ti{Cg{ng)) = {Ti{Xgi),... , Ti{Xgy^)} is the collection of residuals of the ith 
individual in the ^ t h system f rom the collection of sample means corresponding to 
that system. The complete collection of sample mean residuals for the gth. system 
is then r{Cg{ng)) = uZiTi{Cg{ng)) and T{C{N)) = UlUr{Cg{ng)) is the complete 
collection of sample mean residuals. We have the following lemma. 
L e m m a 3 The second-order relationships between the M{Cg)s, the Sng{Cg)s and 
the Ti{Cg{ng))s may be expressed as 
Cov{M{Xgy),Sn^{Xhn^)) = Cghvn^\/g,h,v,w; (2.17) 
Cov{S.^{Xg.),Sr.,{Xn.)) = K - + i ( ^ . - - ^ . . - ) ^ / 5 = ^ V . , ^ . ; 
t Cghvw otherwise; 
Cov{Sng{Xgy),Tj{Xhn.)) = Oyg,h,v,w,j; (2.19) 
Cov{M{Xg,),Tj{Xhn,)) = 0^g,h,v,w,j; (2.20) 
^-^{dgvw - Cggvw) if 9 = h, i = j j , W] 
Cov{Ti{Xg,),Tj{Xh^)) = \-:^{dg,^-Cgg,^)ifg^h,i^j;yv,w;{2.21) 
0 otherwise. 
P r o o f - The results follow immediately f rom the definitions of the Sng{Cg)s (see 
equation (2.15)) and the Ti{Cg{ng))s (see equation (2.16)) and the specifications 
given by equations (2.11) - (2.13). • 
The resolution transform for the adjustment of [A1(C)] by Si^{C) is denoted by 
T[M{C)/SN{C)] ^•nd the resolution transform for the adjustment of [A^(C)] by C{N) is 
denoted by T[M{c)/ciN)]- We now show that the collection of sample means is Bayes 
linear sufficient for the f u l l sample for adjusting the collection of mean components. 
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T h e o r e m 8 If CI, ... , C*^ are a chain of co-exchangeable infinite exchangeable 
systems then SN{C) is Bayes linear sufficient for C{N) for adjusting the collection 
M{C). 
P r o o f - Note f rom equation (2.19) we have that [SN{C)] J- [T{C{N))] and f rom 
equation (2.20) we have that [A1(C)] J. [T(C(A'^))]. This is all we need as we now 
verify. Note that [C{N)] C [SNiC)] + [T{C{N))]. We have 
[MiC)/C{N)] = [M{C)/{Sj,{C) + T{C{Nm (2.22) 
= [[M{C)/T{C{N))]/[SN{C)/TiC{Nm (2.23) 
= [M{C)/SMiC)l (2.24) 
where equation (2.22) follows f rom Property 5 of Theorem 3 and equation (2.23) 
follows by orthogonality and Property 1 of Theorem 3. • 
Coro l lary 2 The following equations, for each M{X) e [A^(C)], are necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the Bayes linear sufficiency of SN[C) for C{N) for adjusting 
the collection M{C). 
Es,ic){M{X)) = Ej,{M{X))- (2.25) 
Vars^iC){M{X)) = Var^iMiX)); (2.26) 
T[M(c)/Sr.ic)]iM{X)) = TiMicycmiM^))- (2-27) 
P r o o f - From Property 6 of Theorem 3 we have 
Er,{M{X)) = Es,^c){M{X)) + E{ric(N))/s,ic)]{M{X)) (2.28) 
= Es,ic){MiX)) + Er^ciN)){M{X)) (2.29) 
= Es,ic)iM{X)), (2.30) 
where equation (2.29) follows since [<SAr(C)] ± [T{C{N))] and equation (2.30) follows 
since [M{C)] ± [ r ( C ( i V ) ) ] . Then, f rom Goldstein (1990; p l53) , we have that 
T{Mic)/s,(c)]{M{X)) = r [^ (c ) /c ( iv ) ] (M(A' ) ) . (2.31) 
Equation (2.26) thus follows immediately via equation (1.62). • 
Thus, i f we want to adjust the mean components corresponding to a sequence of 
co-exchangeable infinite exchangeable systems by observing individuals in each of the 
systems then we need only the resulting sample means to perform the adjustment. 
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2.1.4 Predicting future individuals 
In addition to using the sample to learn about the mean components, M{C), we 
may also want to use the sample for predicting the values of future individuals we 
may want to observe. We shall consider two scenarios. Firstly that we'd like to 
predict the values for future individuals in systems where we have already observed 
some individuals. The second case is where we observe individuals belonging to 
exchangeable systems that we have not currently observed any individuals f rom. 
In the first instance, consider that we wish to examine the impact of the ob-
servation of the sample of Ug individuals in the ^ t h system for ^ = 1 , . . . , for 
predicting future individuals belonging to some subset of these go systems. Thus, 
we are interested in predicting in a subset {ui,... ,Vho} of ^he systems { 1 , . . . , ^o} 
and in the f / j t h system, we wish to predict the values for the next r^^ individuals 
as we have already observed the first n^^ individuals in this system. Without loss 
of generality, we assume that the systems are labelled so that we are interested in 
predicting in the first ho < go systems. Let C{nh\rh) = U"jl^^''^i Chi denote the 
collection of individuals in the hth system that we would like to predict the val-
ues for. We denote the complete collection of individuals we would like to predict 
the values for as C{N;R) = U ^ L i ^ ^ K ; ^/i)- (C(A^;i?)) denotes the collection of l in -
ear combinations of the elements of C{N; R) and [C{N; R)] the inner product space 
formed f rom {C{N;R)) in the usual way. We denote the resolution transform for 
the adjustment of [C{N;R)] by C{N) as T[C(N;R)/C{N)] and T[c(N;R)/SNiC)] denotes the 
resolution transform for the adjustment of [C{N; R)] by SN{C). 
T h e o r e m 9 IfC^,... are a chain of co-exchangeable infinite exchangeable sys-
tems then SN{C) is Bayes linear sufficient for C{N) for adjusting the collection 
C{N;R). Equivalently, for any E [Ch] where h G { 1 , . . . ,ho}, j 6 {uh + 
1 , . . . ,nh + rh} we have 
Ec(A.)(n,) = Es^^oiMiYH)); (2.32) 
Varc^j,){Y,,) = Vars^^oiYnj) = Vars,^c){M{Yh))+ Var{n,{Yh)),{2.33) 
and for all Y € [C{N; R)] we have 
T[e{N;R)/C{N)]{y) = T[c(N;R)/SN{C)]iy)- (2.34) 
P r o o f - Notice that for each Xhwj £ Chj where h e {1,... ,ho}, j E { n ^ j - l - l , . . . ,nh.+ 
rh}, we have 
Cov{%{Xgy),Xhy,j) = 0, (2.35) 
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so that [C{N; R)] J_ [T{C{N))] and Bayes linear suffi.ciency follows in the same way as 
the proof to Theorem 8. Notice that by adding equations (2.12) and (2.13) we have 
that i f / i G { 1 , . . . , / i o } , j e {uh + l , . . . ,n/ , + r / , } , ^ G { 1 , . . . ,go}, i e { l , . . . ,ng} 
then for all v,w, 
Cov{Xg,,,'Rj{Xhn^)) = 0, (2.36) 
so that [^^{Cg)] ± [C{N)] and by Property l b of Theorem 3, 
Varc^r^^{Tl,{X,J) = Var{n,{X,^)), (2.37) 
and equation (2.33) follows. • 
In the second instance, consider that we wish to examine the impact of the 
observation of the sample of Ug individuals in the first go exchangeable systems for 
predicting the first rh individuals in the M h system, where he {^o + 1 , . • • , 9o + ho}. 
Thus, we are interested in predicting in ho previously unobserved systems. Let 
Ch{'rh) = U[^iC/ii denote the collection of individuals in the hth system about whom 
we are interested in predicting the values for. The complete collection of future 
individuals of individuals is C{R/N) = UfJg||^iC/j(r/,). We denote the resolution 
transform for the adjustment of [C{R/N)] by C{N) as T[c(/e/Ar)/c{A')) and T{C{R/N)/S!,{€)] 
denotes the resolution transform for the adjustment of [C{R/N)] by <SAr(C). 
T h e o r e m 10 If CI, ..., C*^, C*^^i, ..., C.*g^j^f^^ are a chain of co-exchangeable in-
finite exchangeable systems, then SN{C) is Bayes linear sufficient for C{N) for ad-
justing the collection C{R/N). Equivalently, for any Yh G [Ch] where h E {go + 
1 , . . . , c/o + ho}, i G { 1 , . . . , rh} we have 
EciN){Yg,) = Es,^c){M{Yg)); (2.38) 
Varc(iv)(F,,) = Vars^M,) = Vars,ic){M{Yg)) + Var{n,{Yg)); {2.39) 
and for all Y G [C{R/N)] we have 
T[c(R/N)/c{N)]{Y) = Tic(RfN)/s^(c)]{Y). (2.40) 
P r o o f - Follows in a similar way to Theorem 9 by noting that for each X^wj € C^j 
where h e {go + 1, •.. , go + ho}, j £ { I , . . . , rh} we have 
Cov{%{Xg,),Xhn^j) = 0. (2.41) 
• 
We may proceed f rom here; but in order to motivate our future work we return 
to our running examiner example. 
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2.2 The examiner revisited 
2.2.1 The examiner's considerations 
Suppose that the exam papers are to be marked by two markers, marker 1 and 
marker 2 and that the examiner is aware of who w i l l mark each script. The examiner 
denotes the measurements, for the ith. individual being marked by the gth marker, 
by Cgi = {Xgii,Xg2i}. Thus, Xgyi denotes the mark on the vth question for the i t h 
individual marked by the ^ t h marker. He denotes by C* the complete collection of 
marks for all the individuals marked by the gth marker. In our earlier discussion 
and development, the examiner was interested in learning about the relationships 
between the questions. Whils t he remains interested in these, his interests have 
also expanded, for, additionally he has questions about the markers. Chiefly, he is 
concerned w i t h ensuring that the markers are marking to the same benchmark. 
The examiner considers his beliefs about the Xgy^. The examiner asserts that i f 
he did not know which marker was responsible for which script, he would view the 
total sequence C* — Q UC | (of course, without knowledge of the markers, the label g 
i n Xgyi would carry no meaning to the examiner) as being second-order exchangeable 
over the individuals. The second-order specification he is wil l ing and able to make 
for the relationships between the individuals would be that that he made in Chapter 
1, see equations (1.15), (1.16) and (1.17). The examiner now contemplates the effect 
of knowing the markers upon his beliefs. 
Ini t ia l ly, the examiner is unsure exactly how the markers differ; this is one aspect 
he would like to investigate. For example, all markers have received the same train-
ing and instruction on how to mark the current exam paper. The examiner first 
concentrates upon his beliefs about the relationships between individuals marked 
by the same marker. He judges that the individuals are second-order exchangeable, 
and for in i t i a l simplicity that the individuals are drawn f rom a potentially infinite 
sequence of individuals who could have been marked by the marker under considera-
t ion. Having designed the questions wi th the intention of them being of comparable 
diff iculty and judged them exchangeable, the examiner sees no reason why, when 
separating his beliefs to include markers, this aspect would be lost and moreover 
how each marker would effect this. As such, he judges that individuals in the same 
group share the same specification as that he specified when he elected not to take 
account of the different markers in his modelling. That is, his specification is the 
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same as that given in equations (1.15), (1.16) and (1.17), namely: 
E{Xg,i) = 0\/g,v,i; (2.42) 
Cov{Xg..,Xg^.) = { 3 _ ^ 5 If^J'iv^;!: (2-43) 
cov{Xg..,xg^,) = { , 1 , i j : ^ : : ; ; ^ : ^ ^ : (2.44) 
Once more, the examiner has standardised the random quantities by subtracting 
the prior mean. For each group g, Cg is second-order exchangeable over the indi-
viduals and the examiner may introduce the further collections of random quan-
tities M{Cg) = {M{Xgi),M{Xg2)} d^ud (^^) = {71^(Xgi),71^(X ,2)} and write 
Xgvi = Ai{Xgy) - f 7li{Xgy). Thc cxEmiuer now needs solely to consider the rela-
tionships across groups. The examiner judges that the exchangeable systems Ci, 
C2 are co-exchangeable. That is, he assesses that Cov{Xiyi,X2wj) = Ci2vw for all 
v,w,i,j. He also judges that they are co-exchangeable across questions, so that 
Cov{Xiyi, X2vj) = di and Cov{Xiyi,X2wj) = (^ 2 for all v ^ w, i,j, where di and c?2 
are constants. Equivalently, the examiner judges that Cov{M{Xgy), M{Xhy)) = 
di and Cov{M{Xgy),M.{Xhv})) = (^ 2. The examiner muses over this specifica-
t ion. He judges that Corr{Xgyi, Xhyj) < Corr{Xgyi,Xgyj) and Corr{Xgyi,Xhwj) < 
Corr{Xgyi,Xgwj). By considering our previous specifications, we see that, for con-
stants Ci and C2, this reduces to Cov{Xgyi, Xhvj) = ciCov{Xgyi,Xgyj) and Cov{Xgyi, 
Xhwj) = C2Cov{Xgyi, Xgwj). The examiner judges that Ci = 7 = C2. By considering 
Corr{M{Xgy),M{Xhv)), i t is clear that the examiner must specify - 1 < 7 < 1. 
The examiner's f u l l beliefs are then: 
E{M{Xgy)) = Q\fg,v; (2.45) 
E{n,{Xgy)) = {)'ig,v,i; (2.46) 
Cov{M{Xgy),M{Xh^)) = ^I7^,yg:'li (2.47) 
{ 4 if g = h, i = j , V = w; 3.5 i f g = h,i = j,v^w,Vg,i; (2.48) 0 otherwise, 
where jgh = 1 ii g = h, and jgh = 7 otherwise, for —1 < 7 < 1. Note that equation 
(2.45) follows since we have standardised our quantities to have prior mean zero. 
Notice that since for each marker group we have replicated the problem over the 
variables that we considered previously, then i f we restrict attention to learning in a 
single marker group having observed data drawn exclusively f rom that group, then 
we would replicate the example of Chapter 1. Our interest now is in what happens 
when we consider learning f rom more than one group, and also across the groups. 
Can we l ink the single group learning wi th the multi-group learning? Also, what 
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role does the parameter 7 play in the design process? Can we gain insights into the 
effect of changing this parameter? 
2.2.2 Learning about the mean components 
Suppose that the examiner observes a sample of n exchangeable collections, Cgi, 
..., Cgn f rom each of the two groups. He uses these observations to adjust his 
beliefs over the mean components collections M{C) = M{Ci) U M{C2)- Write 
C{nl2) = Ug^i U^=i Cgi to denote the f u l l sample. 
Recall that the single group specification is the same as that made when there 
was no differentiation between markers. One of our interests lies in seeing whether 
this single group analysis provides us w i th any guidance in the multi-group case. 
Thus, for each group, the examiner w i l l construct the analogous quantities to those 
of equations (1.34) and (1.35), namely 
M{Xg+) = M{Xgr)+M{Xg2), (2.49) 
the overall to ta l of the question scores in the gth marker group and 
M(Xg_) = M{Xg,)-M{Xg2), (2.50) 
the difference in question scores in the ^ t h marker group. The corresponding reso-
lutions, as drawn f rom Table 1.2, are 
n 
(^»)»+ = ^TTe' '^-"^ 
The examiner collects the two group question totals together to form the collection 
M(C+) = {M{Xi+), M{X2+)} and similarly he collects the two group question 
differences together to form the collection M{C-) = {M{Xi_), M{X2-)}- Let 
{M.{C+)), (A^(C_)) be the collections of linear combinations of the elements of 
M{C+) and M{C-) respectively. In the usual way we view (A4(C+)), (A4(C_)) 
as vector spaces and construct the corresponding inner product spaces [A^(C+)], 
M{C^)] over the (MiC^)), {M{C-)). Notice that every element hM{Xi+) -f-
l2M{X2-^-) G [A^(C+)] is uncorrelated w i t h every element l[M{XiJ) -\- l'2M{X2-) G 
M{C-)] so that [M{C+)] is orthogonal to [M{C-). 
The examiner considers first the effect of the adjustment of elements in the 
collection M{C+). Immediate quantities of interest are 
M{X+^) = M{Xi+)M{X2+) (2.53) 
= ( A ^ ( X n ) + M{Xn)) + {M{X2i) + M{X22)).. (2.54) 
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Component Resolution (sample size n in each group) 
M{X^^) = M{X^^) + M{X2-,) V H ^ ^ ^ ^ f e 
M{X.^) = M ( X i + ) - M{X2^) A(„)_+ = ^ ^ J ^ i ^ 
kM{x,^)+i2M{X2,) 2i;aa;)^w^^+2ia: J i i ) ^ ^ - ^ 
Table 2.1: Resolutions for the collection M{C+), adjusting by C{nl2) 
the to ta l score of the questions marked by either marker; notice how this is propor-
tional to the average score on each question, and 
M{X_+) = M{Xi+) - M{X2+) (2.55) 
= {M{Xn) + M{X,2)) - {M{X2i) + ^^ (^22) ) , (2.56) 
the difference in the totals between the markers. This wi l l give an idea of differences 
between the markers. The examiner would expect that this quantity is zero i f there 
was no difference between the markers. Notice that the combinations M{X^+) and 
A 1 ( X _ + ) are mutually uncorrelated and thus form an orthogonal basis for [A^(C+) . 
The examiner may draw up Table 2.1 to summarise the effect of the adjustment of 
[A4(C+)] by the sample C{nl2). I f 7 G [0,1] then for all n the largest resolution is 
A(„)_|.+ corresponding to quantities proportional to M{X.^.+), and the smallest reso-
lut ion is A(„)_+ corresponding to quantities proportional to M{X_+). Notice that 
the resolution for each element liM{Xi^) -\- /2A^ (-^ 2+) of [A^(C+)] may be found 
as a weighted average of the resolutions for these two quantities. The quantities 
M{X+^), M{X--^), when suitably scaled to have prior variance one, are the canon-
ical directions of the adjustment , w i t h A(„)++, A(„)_+ the canonical resolutions. 
We expect to learn most about quantities in [A^(C+)] that are highly correlated 
w i t h A^(X+_|_), and least for those quantities highly correlated wi th M{X-+). I f 
7 G [—1,0], the same comments apply, only M{X_^) is proportional to the canoni-
cal direction w i t h the largest resolution and M.{X+^) proportional to the canonical 
direction w i t h smallest resolution. Notice that since these features do not depend 
upon the sample size, the qualitative features of the adjustment wi th in [M{C^) 
remain the same for all sample sizes. Thus, for adjustment wi th in this space, the 
elegant features of Goldstein k Wooff (1998) are preserved. 
Observe the role played by the parameter 7. As 7 —>• 1, the examiner learns 
progressively less about the differences between the means of the questions across 
markers. Notice that 7 = 1 corresponds to a correlation of one between the markers. 
In this case, notice that A(„)++ = A(2„)+ (see Table 1.2) and learning is only along 
M{X++). This is not surprising, for i t is as i f the examiner had a single exchangeable 
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Component Resolution (sample size n in each group) 
MiX^.) ^ M{X,_) + M{X2-) = 3 | g M ^ 
M{X..) = MiX,^) - M{X2.) A(„)__ = 
hMjx,.)+i2M{X2.) j;^sts;)^w^-+2g^s^s;)^w-
Table 2.2: Resolutions for the collection M{C^), adjusting by C{nl2) 
sequence and took a sample of size 2n: the labelling of markers is superfluous. 
A 4 ( X _ + ) has zero mean and variance 5(1 - 7) , so in this case corresponds to a 
quantity w i t h zero variance. Similarly, as 7 ^ 0, then A(„)_+ —>• A(„)_,__,_, and the 
learning becomes progressively more even in the two directions. A value of 7 = 0 
corresponds to the two markers being uncorrelated. In this case, notice that \n)++ = 
A(„)__,_ = A(„)+ and also that the resolutions corresponding to M{Xij^) and M[X2^) 
are also A(„)_)_. Thus, i t is as i f the examiner considered two completely separate 
exchangeable sequences and observed a sample of size n in each. As 7 —> - 1 , the 
examiner learns progressively less about the overall total of the quantities and his 
learning concentrates upon the differences between the totals of the questions across 
the markers. This is not surprising. A choice of 7 = —1 corresponds to a correlation 
of minus one between the markers and, in effect, M{X2^) is the analogous quantity 
to M{Xi^). Notice that \n)-+ = A(2„)+ and learning is only along M{X_+). 
A^(X_|__|_) has variance 5(1 - I - 7) , so in this case has zero variance. 
The examiner now considers the effect of the adjustment of elements in [A^(C_) . 
Immediate quantities of interest are 
M{X^-) = M{Xi_) + M{X2-) (2.57) 
= {M{X,^) + M{X2i))-{M{Xi2)+M{X22)), (2.58) 
which is proportional to the difference in question averages, averaged across markers 
and 
M{X.J) = A 4 ( X i _ ) - A 4 ( X 2 _ ) (2.59) 
= M{Xn) - M{Xi2) - M{X2i) + M{X22), (2.60) 
a quantity reflecting a measure of differences between the questions. The combi-
nations A ^ ( X + _ ) and M{X ) are uncorrelated and form an orthogonal basis for 
M {C-)]. The examiner may then construct Table 2.2 to summarise the effect of the 
adjustment of [A^(C_)] by the sample C{nl2). The key point to observe here is that 
the adjustment over each [A^(C_)] is essentially the same as that over [A1(C+)], wi th 
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A(„)_|__|_ replaced by A(„)+_ and A(„)__|_ replaced by A(„) and the same linear combi-
nations for the components w i th the same co-ordinate representation, so that each 
of the comments that we made when discussing [A^(C+)] remain valid for elements 
in [M{C^) . 
Observe what has, in effect, happened. W i t h i n each group we solved a variable 
problem to find the canonical structure for the adjustment of the underlying mean 
components by a sample of individuals drawn from that group. This yields canonical 
directions proportional to M{Xg+) and M{Xg_). The examiner's specifications 
meant that the variable problem was the same in each group, that is the canonical 
directions in each group shared the same co-ordinate representation. The analogous 
canonical directions were gathered together across groups to form the collections 
[A^(C+)] and [A^(C_)] . These collections were then adjusted, the adjustment being 
the same in each collection. Thus, we solved a single variable problem and then a 
single group problem. We remark further that the ratio 
RRc^ni.){M{X^.)) ^ 1+2 
RRc^niAM{X..)) 1 - 7 
remains the same for all choices of numeric specifications in equations (2.43) and 
(2.44), provided that the 7 proportionality is maintained. Additionally, note that 
RR^^r^l,^{M{X^^)) ^ RRcinI.){M{X^_)) 
RRcini,){M{X+_)) RRcini,){M{X__)y ( ' ^ 
so that this ratio remains constant across the two collections. Changing the numeric 
specifications in equations (2.43) and (2.44) only changes the M{Xg+), M{Xg-) 
to four other quantities, say M{Xg>+>) and M{Xg>_>). The adjustment over the 
corresponding collections A^(C'+') and M{C'-') w i l l share the same features as those 
described above, w i t h the ratio of resolution ratios for these quantities st i l l given by 
{ l + 7 } / { l - 7 } . 
Notice that the canonical directions to [jM(C-(.)] and [A4(C_)] have interpretable 
forms. M.{X++) and M{X_^) are quantities concerning similarities and differences 
between markers and so we could associate [A^(C+)] wi th marker investigations, 
whilst A 4 ( X _ + ) , M{X ) are quantities concerning similarities and differences be-
tween questions across markers and so we could associate [A^(C_)] wi th question 
investigations. 
I f we consider a general element Y — liM.{Xx^ H- l2M.{X\2) -\- 1%M.{X2\) + 
l^M.{X22) and wish to examine the effect of the adjustment upon i t , then we may 
show that the resolution of Y may be expressed as: 
p lv^ 4++-^(71)++ + + C r + - A ( n ) + - + 4__A(„)__ 
-Kc(n/2)(-»^) = 3 — - 7 2 — — 7 2 — ' y^-^^) 
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where we define cy++ = Cov{Y, M{X++)), cy-_+ = Cov{Y, M{X^+)), CY+-. = 
Cov{Y, M{X+..-)) and cy = Cov{Y, M{X ) ) . Thus, the four quantities dis-
cussed previously are canonical directions for the fu l l adjustment over all the mean 
components. Thus, the single group canonical directions retain a fundamental role 
when we consider the adjustment over groups. By solving them over the group 
structure, we may find the complete canonical structure for the design. 
In summary, we decompose the structure of the design to separate the problem 
into uncorrelated spaces that share the same properties. W i t h i n each space we 
find uncorrelated directions that summarise the types of information we expect to 
learn, both for quantities wi th in that space, and also for a general quantity when 
the directions f rom each space are collected together. We solve the problem for 
a single group and then solve across groups for each group canonical resolution 
in turn . The problem across the groups has the same format for each of the single 
group resolutions. We see how such decompositions ease the task of picking effective 
designs. For example, i f our primary goal is to choose sample sizes to achieve specific 
variance reductions, then examination of these spaces shows how we may assess the 
effects of different sample sizes. Also, we see how the choice of 7 only affects the 
problem across the groups, so that we can easily assess the impact of adjusting 
7. These properties apply to a wide class of complex design problems as we now 
explain. 
2.3 Grouped multivariate exchangeable systems 
2.3.1 Specification of the system 
We are interested in making a series of measurements C = {Xi,... ,Xy^} on a 
collection of individuals, where each individual can be classified as coming from one 
of go groups. For each individual, we wish to measure the same set of t;o variables. 
Let Cgi = {Xgii,... , Xgygi} bc thc values of the measurements for the ith individual 
in the gth group. We collect the measurements for all the individuals in the ^ th 
group together as the collection C* and the total collection of measurements, namely 
those for all the individuals in all the groups, are collected together in the collection 
C*. We judge that the individuals in each group may be thought of as being sampled 
f rom a potentially infinite population and we consider that each C* is second-order 
exchangeable over the individuals and C^, C2, •. •, C*^ are pairwise co-exchangeable 
across the individuals. That is, our specifications take the form of equations (2.3) 
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- (2.6). Applying the representation theorem of Goldstein (1986a), reproduced as 
Theorem 7 in this thesis, we may introduce the collection of random quantities 
M.{Cg) = {M{Xgi),... ,M.{Xgyg)}, thc collcctiou of underlying mean components 
for the ^ t h group and 'Ri{Cg) = {Ki{Xgi),... ,TZi{Xgyg)}, the collection of residual 
components for the ith individual in the gth group. We may write for each g, i: 
Xg, = M{Cg)-\-1Z,{Cg). (2.64) 
The complete collection of mean components is given by M{C) — UgM{Cg). As we 
are considering a finite number of groups and variables we regard each Cg, M{Cg), 
TZi{Cg) as the analogous row vectors, so that, for example, M{Cg) = [M{Xgi)... 
M{Xgyg)]'^. We organise our belief specifications as matrices. From equations (2.11) 
and (2.12), the judgement of second-order co-exchangeability means that our speci-
fications for the covariance structure of the M{Cg)s and the TZi{Cg)s are of the form 
Cov{M {Cg), M{Ch)) = Cgh and Var{Tli{Cg)) = Eg where Cgh, Eg are general VQ X VO 
nonnegative definite matrices w i t h {v,w)th entries {Cgg)yw = Cggyyj, {Eg)yyj = Cgy^ 
respectively, Cgh is the general Vo x vo matr ix wi th {v,w)th entry {Cgh)yyj = Cghyy,. 
The variance and covariance specifications for the C s^ may be determined from those 
for the M{Cg)s and 'Jl^{Cg)s. 
We are required to specify f^o^ o^ expectations, E{M{Xgy)). We assume that this 
does not daunt us, and is specified. Having done so, we may adjust our quantities so 
that they all have expectation zero. The reason for doing this is so that i f we consider 
our linear spaces as inner product spaces, then we do not have non-zero quantities 
having norm zero. We thus standardise each M{Xgy) by subtracting its expectation. 
Goldstein (1986b; p200) explains how we can l ink the inner-product representation 
w i t h the actual means specified for the (unstandardised) mean components. Notice 
f r o m the representation theorem that the residuals already have expectation zero. 
We are also required to specify the vo x VQ matr ix Cov{M{Cg), M{Ch)) = Cgh for 
each g, h. W i t h go possible groups, this involves the specification of (1/2)50(^0 + 1) 
such matrices. We could go ahead and specify them, but to do so may be to ignore 
de Finetti 's advice. We want to avoid the prospect of renouncing all possibility 
of illuminating the varied aspects of the question that merit interest. We might 
judge that the mean components are second-order exchangeable over groups, that 
is Cgg = F for all g and Cgh = P for all g h. This leads to a hierarchical model 
and we shall return to this in Chapter 5. We might judge that the groups are in 
fact co-exchangeable so that not only would we have no dependence upon groups in 
the mean component specification, but also Eg = E for all g. 
We are considering designs where individuals in each group are being measured 
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by the same set of vo variables. For example, the exam questions; or in medical terms, 
measurements made by the doctor when performing a medical, such as height and 
weight. I t could be that our prior knowledge is more detailed about the variables 
under consideration than about the groups. The examiner may have more knowledge 
about the relationships between the questions, a doctor might know very well the 
usual relationships between say, height and weight. What may be less clear is 
exactly how these relationships w i l l be affected by the groups. The examiner may 
not really see how the markers would differ or that they would treat each question 
differently and likewise the doctor may feel that factors like age or sex may affect 
his measurements in the same way. The desire for accurate modelling leads one to 
acknowledge that the second-order exchangeability of individuals exists in certain 
groups whereas the judgement may be less valid across these groups. To acknowledge 
the potential for difference in the groups is enough; there is no harm in feeling that 
the groups may make a difference but not knowing what this difference is. Indeed, 
this may be the goal of the experiment. The doctor may wish to examine the 
differences between 'old ' and 'young' men and his data may reveal the difference to 
be greater, or in more varied areas than he expected. Similarly, the examiner may not 
know how seemingly equally trained markers w i l l differ, but on experience he knows 
they might. Whils t he may not judge that they w i l l treat the questions differently, 
on observing the data he may begin to see that new markers are struggling on a 
particular question, a situation he had previously opined would not be the case. 
Such circumstances may lead us to consider starting wi th fu l ly exchangeable 
groups. This would lead to the representation 
Xgyi = M{Xy)+ngiiXy), (2.65) 
where Cov{'Rgi{Xy),'Rhj{Xyj)) = SghSijCyyj. The notation 5ab represents the quantity 
1 when a = b and 0 otherwise. 
There may be circumstances that allow us to relax the judgement of fu l ly ex-
changeable groups, perhaps by increasing the uncertainty about certain groups and 
also between groups. A natural way to do this is to consider scalings. Consider 
the example of the exam problem. The examiner may be confident in having an 
'underlying' model for the relationships between the questions, which he is able to 
represent by M{C) = [M{Xi)... MiXy^)]'^. However, he acknowledges that the 
markers may not conform to this; some are liable to mark too strictly and others 
are likely to be more lenient and so he w i l l have to rescale his 'underlying' model 
to take account of this. The doctor may also think scalings may be applicable to 
his considerations. Variables such as height may be scaled by age. Such scalings 
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may or may not be known, but the sort of considerations we wish to make involve 
judgements of the following type. 
I n this chapter, we are interested in specifications where the effect of the groups is 
acting multiplicatively upon the variables. Thus, we are interested in specifications 
where the effect of the group can be judged to be occurring constantly across the 
variables. W i t h i n the same group, we consider that Corr{M{Xgy),M(Xgyj)) only 
depends upon the variables v, w. Across different groups, we consider that i t is the 
choice of group that is crucial. We want to consider that 
COV{M{Xgy),M{Xhy,)) = COV{M{Xgy,),M{Xhy)), (2.66) 
and also that Corr{M{Xgy),M{Xhv)) only depends on the groups, g and h. 
We wish to consider circumstances where we are only wil l ing and able to make 
a specification for the covariance structure as follows: 
Cov{M{Cg),M{Ch)) = OighC\Jg,h- (2.67) 
Cov{M{Cg),n,{C^)) = Oyg,h,j- (2.68) 
Cov{MCg),n,iCh)) = { Y otL7^ .^ s^ '' (2.69) 
where C, E are general VQ X VO nonnegative definite matrices wi th (u, •u;)th entries 
{C)yw = Cyyj, {E)yy, = Cyy, TBspcctlvcly. Lct A ths QQ X go matr ix wi th {g,h)th 
entry {A)gh = otgh, and let B be the go x diagonal matr ix wi th {g,g)th entry 
{B)gg = Pg. Thus, lu matr lx terms, equation (2.67) may be expressed as: 
Var{M{C)) = A®C, (2.70) 
where {A ® C) denotes the direct product of A and C. For further details and 
properties of the direct product see Searle et al. (1992). By letting l = [li... Ig^Y 
and considering Var{Yfg°=i h^i^gv)) = CyyFAl for Cyy 7^  0 we see that A must be 
nonnegative definite. For simplicity of exposition, in this thesis we shall assume that 
the matrices of interest are of f u l l rank. Specifically, C, E, A are positive definite 
and for each g, Pg > 0. Thus, the results that we shall develop are concerned 
w i t h designs where the covariance matrices for the underlying mean components 
are proportional, and the residual variance matrices are also proportional. As in 
Goldstein & Wooff (1998), i f we do not have invertibility, we obtain corresponding 
results over the linear span of the columns of the matrices that we construct below. 
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2.3.2 Scaled exchangeability - a potential model approach 
to the specifications 
The following subsection contains an example situation of when the beliefs expressed 
in equations (2.67) - (2.69) may hold; we emphasise that this provides guidance 
towards an interpretation of the beliefs as scaled exchangeability, but that the model 
given in equation (2.71) need not hold in all cases when we have judged our beliefs 
as in equations (2.67) - (2.69). 
Suppose that we judge that the groups act multiplicably on the mean compo-
nents, that is we view that 
M{C,) = AgM{X), (2.71) 
where Ag and M.{X) are random quantities. Since we have adjusted our quantities 
to have prior mean zero, then E{AgM.{X)) = 0. Ag is a single random quantity 
and we may collect all the .4^'s together into the x 1 vector A = [Ax.. -^po]^-
M.{X) = [M{Xi).. .M.{XyQ)Y is a f0 X 1 vector containing VQ random quantities. 
We could, for example, view that the effect of the different groups is to scale each 
variable in the group in the same way. Consider the example of the exam problem. 
The examiner may be happy with his underlying model, represented by M{X) (see 
equation (2.65)) but also that to take into account the effect of each marker he needs 
to scale this, this scaling being given by Ag. Currently, these scalings are unknown 
to the examiner, but he has prior knowledge about them and is willing and able 
to specify them. I t may be that i f this model, as given by equation (2.71), holds 
then we are interested in learning about the ^^s and M.{X). However, since this 
subsection is designed to illustrate a case when our beliefs may hold, we bypass this 
question, instead concentrating only on learning about the products, AgM{X). The 
examiner might judge that new markers tend to mark a little on the generous side. 
Alternatively, the performance of established markers from previous years might be 
known and applied to the scalings for them. 
Having established the relationship given by equation (2.71), we still want a 
second-order specification for the M.{C)s, that is we want to create the inner product 
M.{C)\. Suppose that we judge that there is no interaction between the quadratic 
products of the ^^s and the M{Xy)s, that is we judge that 
Cov{AgAhM{X,)M{X^)) = Oyg,h,v,w. (2.72) 
Lemma 4 If we judge that the model given by equation (2.71) is appropriate and 
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we consider that equation (2.72) is a valid specifications then for all g, h we have: 
Cov{M{Cg),M{Ch)) = 
{Cov{Ag, Ah) + E{Ag)E{Ah)} {Var{M{X)) + E{M{X))E{M{X))'^} . (2.73) 
Thus, the specification for [M.{C)] is determined by the specification of the two spaces 
[A] and [M{X)]. 
Proof - If the model given by equation (2.71) holds, then 
Cov{M{Xg,),M{X,^)) = E{M{Xg,)M{Xn^)) (2.74) 
= E{AgM{X,)AhMiX^)) (2.75) 
= E{AgAhM{X,)M{X^)) (2.76) 
= E{AgAh)E{M{X,)M{X^)), (2.77) 
where equation (2.77) follows from equation (2.72). Noting that 
Cov{Ag,Ah) = E{AgAn)-E{Ag)E{Ah), (2.78) 
and 
Cov{M{X,),MiX^)) = E{M{X,)M{X^)) - EiMiX,))E{M{X^)) (2.79) 
yields the result. • 
I t is clear that both the go x matrix E{A)E{A)'^ and the VQ X VQ matrix 
E{M{X))E{M{X))'^ are nonnegative definite. Setting 
ag, = {Cov{Ag,AH)+E{Ag)E{Ah)}; (2.80) 
c,^ = Cov{M{X,),M{X^))+E{M{X,))E{M{X^)), (2.81) 
then we have for this model that 
Var{M{C)) = A^C, (2.82) 
which conforms with the specification given in equation (2.70). 
Notice here that we only require equation (2.72). I t may also be the case that 
we judge that there is no interaction between the ^^s and the M{Xy)s, so that 
Cov{Ag,M{X,)) = OVg,v. (2.83) 
In this instance, we have that E{M{Xgy)) = E{Ag)E{MiXy)). Taking E{M{X^)) 
= 0 makes our notion of the effect of the groups scaling an underlying model clearer. 
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Suppose that we also judge that the residual components may be scaled in a 
similar vein. That is we consider that the following model is valid; 
n,{Q = BgUg^iXl (2.84) 
where 
Cov{BgBH,{TlMXy)y) = 0\/g,h,g',v,i; (2.85) 
Coving.ix),n,,{x)) = o l Z ^ r ' ' (2-86) 
Equation (2.86) is a natural one to take. We are considering the residual components 
to be scaled across groups and that is the only eff'ect of the group. Thus, the unsealed 
residual component should be uncorrelated with all different individuals and not 
depend on the group. This is what the judgement of equation (2.86) achieves. 
Notice that this scaling allows us more scope than just having the same residual 
variance for all of the individuals, so that Bg = 1 for all g. We have the following 
lemma; the proof is identical to that of Lemma 4. 
Lemma 5 / / we judge that the model given by equation (2.84) ^5 appropriate and 
we consider that equations (2.85) and (2.86) are valid specifications then for all g, 
h, i, j we have: 
Thus, the specification for each [TZi{Cg)] is determined by the specification of the 
spaces [B] and each [TZgi{X) . 
Setting Pg = {Var{Bg) + E{Bg)'^} and letting B be the x 9o diagonal matrix 
with {g,g)th entry {B)gg = /?g then we have for this model that 
CovmQ,n,{C,)) = { Y otheT^^Jse'^'' (^-^S) 
which conforms with the specification given in equation (2.69). Notice that the total 
model is 
Xg, = AgM{X) + Bgng^{X). (2.89) 
We may think of this model as one of scaled exchangeability. To emphasise this, 
there is nothing to prevent us from judging that Ag = Bg so that 
Xg, = Ag{M{X)+ng,iX)}, (2.90) 
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perhaps corresponding to Xgi = AgXi. Thus, the effect of the introduction of the 
groups is to scale our quantities, which we then regard as exchangeable. That is 
the XiS, where Xi = A~^M{Xg) form a second-order exchangeable sequence in the 
sense of Chapter 1. Thus, we see immediately the link between this scaled model 
and the fully exchangeable groups model, which leads to the representation 
Xg,^ = M{Xy) + ngi{X,). (2.91) 
2.4 Adjusting the mean components 
We wish to take a sample of size > 0 from the ^th group ior g = 1,... , go 
and use these observations to adjust our beliefs over the mean collection, M{C) = 
{M{Ci),... , Al(Cgo)}. Again, we analogously think of this as the corresponding 
g^VQ X 1 column vector, M{C) = [M{CiY... M{CgQ)'^Y. We collect the sample 
sizes together into the matrix A'' = diag{ni,... , n^o). Thus in the gth group, we will 
observe the Ug exchangeable collections, Cgi, ..., Cgug where Cgi = {Xgu,... yXgy^i}. 
The complete sample in the ^th group is gathered together as Cg{ng) = u"iiCpi. The 
total sample is C{N) = Ug°^iCg{ng). In our analogous vector form, we have Cgi — 
[Xgu . ..Xg^,r, Cgiug) = [Cj^. . . C^^f aud C{N) = [^ 1 ( ^ ) ^ • • • ( T Z , J . 
Let Sng{Cg) = {Sng{Xgi),... , Sng{Xgyg)} be the collection of sample averages for 
the ^th group. The complete collection of sample averages are denoted by S^iC) = 
{<S„i(Ci),... ,*?ngo(^go)}- Using the analogous vector notation, we have <5„^ (Cp) = 
[Sng{Xg,). ..SnJXgy,)Y and 5^(C) = [S^ACif • • .SngS<^goYY • From Theorem 8, 
we have that the sample means, <Siv(C), are Bayes linear sufficient for the full sample 
C{N) for adjusting the mean components collection M{C). 
Lemma 6 The second-order specifications for the mean components, M{C), and 
the sample means, SN{C), may he expressed as 
Var{M{C)) = A®C] (2.92) 
COV{M{C),SN{C)) = A®C] (2.93) 
VaT{SN{C)) = {A0C) + {N-'B®E). (2.94) 
Proof - The results follow immediately from equations (2.67), (2.68), (2.69), (2.17) 
and (2.18). • 
We now consider separately the analysis of variables and of groups, as follows. 
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2.4.1 Underlying canonical variable problem 
Definition 12 The underlying canonical variable directions are defined as the columns 
of the matrix Y = [Yi... Yy^] solving the generalised eigenvalue problem 
CY = {C + E)Y^, (2.95) 
where $ = diag{(f)i,... ,(f)vo) is the matrix of eigenvalues. Y is chosen so that 
Y^CY = ly,, Y^{C + E)Y^ = ly^. The ordered eigenvalues 1 > 4>i > ... > (f>yo > 0 
are termed the underlying canonical variable resolutions. 
We are able to choose Y in the stated form through standard results on simulta-
neous diagonalisation of matrices, see for example Theorem V/.1.15 of Stewart & 
Sun (1990). To motivate this definition, consider adjusting the mean components 
of a single group, g, from a sample, of size Ug, drawn purely from that group. Since 
we are dealing with a single group, then we have a second-order exchangeable se-
quence. This is the problem tackled in Goldstein & Wooff (1998). Here they show 
that irrespective of the sample size the resolution transform for the underlying pop-
ulation structure induced by a second-order exchangeable sample has essentially the 
same form. The canonical directions are the same for all sample sizes, with simple 
modifications of the canonical resolutions. Thus, to find the canonical structure for 
all sample sizes, we are required to solve a single eigenvector/value problem. For 
our specifications, this problem is that given by equation (2.95). This underlying 
canonical variable problem should also be compared with equation (1.78), and the 
corresponding resolution transform given in equation (1.77). Denoting the resolu-
tion transform for the adjustment of [M{Cg)] by Cg{ng) as T[M{Cg)/Cg{ng)], we may 
rewrite Theorem 3 of Goldstein & Wooff (1998) as: 
Theorem 11 The resolution transform matrix, T[M{Cg)/Cg(ng)], is calculated as 
TlM(Cg)/Cging)] = {a ggC + {l / Ug) Pg Ey' {a ggC) . (2.96) 
For each s = 1,... ,vo, the canonical directions for the adjustment of [M{Cg)] by 
Cg{ng) are given by 
ZlMiCg)/Cging)]s = j ^ Y ^ M [Cg) , (2.97) 
« 9 5 
with the corresponding canonical resolutions given by 
\ _ '>T'g(^gg^s /r, Qo^  
A[^(c,)/c,K)]. - r^gagg<f>. + Pg{l-U ^'-^^^ 
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Notice that we also have similarly strong coherence properties across the groups. 
Irrespective of sample size and the specific group in question, up to a scale factor 
to ensure a prior variance of one, the co-ordinate representation of the canonical 
resolutions is the same and found by solving the eigenvector/value problem given 
by equation (2.95). From the eigenvalues of this problem, we may easily modify to 
obtain the \M{Cg)/Cg{ng)]s for any g and any Ug. Thus, the qualitative information 
we learn about a group from observing a sample drawn from that group is the same 
for each group. Quantitatively, if we observe the same size in each group, then we 
would learn more in the groups with high values of agg/Pg. In terms of interpreting 
the mean components as the prior and the residual as the likelihood, we learn most 
in the groups with the highest ratio of prior to likelihood variance. 
The underlying canonical variable structure thus plays an important role in the 
simplification of the adjustment of exchangeable sequences as shown in Goldstein Sz 
Wooff (1998). The solution of the underlying canonical variable problem and its use 
in the modelling of proportionality in co-exchangeable models may also be found 
in Section 1.6 of Wooff & Goldstein (1994), which also contains some early results 
in the area. Throughout this thesis, we shall show that the underlying canonical 
variable structure plays a strong role in many other design problems. We shall find 
the following lemma useful; Cy^y represents the vth column of the Vo x VQ identity 
matrix. 
Lemma 7 Let S, T be arbitrary p x q matrices and each Xg, for s = 1,... ,vo, be 
an arbitrary q x r matrix. Then 
Ip ® ^vovo -> 
Ip ® Y-\C + E)-'] {S ® C) [(Xx (g) F i ) . . . {Xy, 0 n j ] 
= ®:U^sSXs; (2.99) 
Ip ® Y-\C + E)-'] (T ® E) [{X, (8) F i ) . . . (X„„ ® y„J] 
= ®:U{^-cl>s)TXs. (2.100) 
Proof - By using equation (2.95) we find 
'lp0Y-\C + E)-']{S0C) = S0Y-'{C + E)-'C (2.101) 
= S®^Y-\ (2.102) 
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and 
'lp®Y-\C + E)-^]{T®E) = T0Y-\C + E)-^E (2.103) 
= T ® ( 4 „ - $ ) y - \ (2.104) 
Post multiplying equations (2.102) and (2.104) by {Xs ® Ys) gives 
{S®^Y-'){X,®Ys) = SXs0^Y-'Ys (2.105) 
= SXs^^Cy^s (2.106) 
= (l>sSXs®ey,s\ (2.107) 
{T®{Iy,-^)Y-'){X,<^Y) = TX,®{Iy,-^)Y-'Ys (2.108) 
= TXs®{Iy,-^)ey,, (2.109) 
= ( l - < / . , ) T X , ® e , „ , . (2.110) 
Pre multiplying equations (2.107) and (2.110) by (/p (g) e^^^) gives 
{Ip®el^){(f>sSXs®€y,s) = Sts(f>sSX,; (2.111) 
{Ip®el,){{^-<f>s)TX,®eyJ = dtsil - (l>s)TX„ (2.112) 
and equations (2.99) and (2.100) follow. • 
The notation A® B is used to denote the direct sum of two matrices A and B 
and is defined to be 
= ( 0 5 ) - (2.113) 
This easily extends for more than two matrices, and 
©f^ i^ j = Ai®A2®---®Ak. (2.114) 
For further details on the direct sum, and the matrix representation of ©^=i^i, see 
Searle (1982; p264). 
2.4.2 The underlying canonical variable problem for the ex-
aminer 
Recall the examiner example. From equations (2.47) and (2.48) we see that he has 
Var{M{C)) - 1 ) 0 ( 0 . 2 5 ° f ) ' (2.115) 
r / 4 3.5 \ .r _ L • _ • 
Cov{n,{Cg\n,{c,)) = U . 5 4 J ^i9-n,^-r, ^2.116) 
0 otherwise, 
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so that 
He considers taking a sample of size n in each group so that iV = n/2. The examiner 
solves the underlying canonical variable problem corresponding to C, E of equation 
(2.117). This gives 
y= ''r, = I - ( " 1 8 ) 
He then applies Theorem 11 to investigate the adjustment of [A1(C3)] by Cg{n). He 
has that the canonical directions for this adjustment are given by: 
Z[Mic,yCg(n)]i = ^Jl{M{Xg,) - M{Xg2)h (2.119) 
Z[MiCgyCg^n)]2 = ^Jl{M{Xg,) + M{Xg2)}. (2.120) 
Equation (2.119) should be immediately compared to equation (2.50) and equation 
(2.120) to equation (2.49). The corresponding canonical resolutions are: 
n(3/5) 
n(3/5) + ( l - ( 3 / 5 ) ) ^ \M{Cg)/Cg{n)]i - ZT^T^Y-^l [2.UI) 
_ n{l/7) 
A[^(c,)/c,H]i - „ ( i / 7 ) + ( i _ ( i / 7 ) ) - (2-122) 
Equation (2.121) should be compared with equation (2.52) and equation (2.122) 
with (2.51). 
2.4.3 Underlying canonical group problem 
Definition 13 The underlying canonical group directions are defined as the columns 
of the matrix W = [Wi... Wg^] solving the generalised eigenvalue problem 
AW ={A + N-^B)W'if, (2.123) 
where ^ = diag{ip\,... ,i>go) is the matrix of eigenvalues. W is chosen so that 
W^AW = Ig^, W^{A + N-^B)W<l! = Ig,. The ordered eigenvalues 1 > V'l > • • • > 
ipgQ > 0 are termed the underlying canonical group resolutions. 
To motivate this definition, for each s = 1,.. .VQ, form the collection 
2(N)s = {Z[M(Ci)/C,(m)]s,--- ,Z[M{Cg^)/Cg^ing,)]s}- (2.124) 
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For each group g, Z[M{Cg)/Cg{ng)]s is the sth canonical direction for the adjustment of 
M{Cg)] by Cg{ng), as given by equation (2.97). The collection Z(^N)S thus consists of 
the canonical directions from each group adjustment that have the same co-ordinate 
representation. Notice that from the underlying canonical variable problem given 
by equation (2.95), if we have repeated canonical resolutions, then we will always 
choose the same basis co-ordinate representation in each group (up to a scale factor) 
and so the formation of each Z(^j^'jg is always clear-cut. Letting D be the go x go 
matrix 






then in vector notation, we also represent -Z(Ar)s as the x 1 vector 
= D{Ig,®Yj)M{C). (2.126) 
Lemma 8 The second-order relationships between ZI^N)S ("•i^d SN{C) may be ex-
pressed as follows 
Var{Z^N^,) = DAD; (2.127) 
COV{Z^N^S,SM{C)) = D[el,0A][{Ig,0Y,)...{Ig,0Yy,)]-'; (2.128) 
T 
go ^ i^;o^ O^ 
In. e 
X Var{SNiC)) = [Ig,0Y-\C + E)'']-' 
[®ZMsA + (1 - cPs)N-'B}][iIg, ® F i ) . . . {Ig, ® Yy,)]-'; (2.129) 
• ho ® e^ oi 1 
CoviSNiC),Z^r,^,) = [Ig,0Y-'{C + Er']-' ; x 
ey,s®{(l>sA}]D. (2.130) 
Proof - Equation (2.127) follows from equation (2.92) since 
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where equation (2.133) follows by the choice of F in Definition 12. Equation (2.128) 
follows from equation (2.93) since 
Cov{Z^r^)s,Sj,{C)) = D{Ig,0Y^)Cov{M{C),Sr,{C)) (2.134) 
= DiA^Yj'C) (2.135) 
= DiA ® Y^C)[{Ig, ®Yr)... (/,„ ® YJEho ® ^ i ) • • • iho ® no)]-'(2.136) 
= D[{A ® Y^CY,) ...{A® Y^CYyMlgo ® n ) • • • ( / ,o ® ^ 0 ) ] " ' (2-137) 
= D[{A ® 5,1) ...{A® 5svo)][il9o ®Y,)... {Ig, ® Yy,)]-' (2.138) 
= D[el, ® A][{Ig, ® Fi) • • • (/po ® yvo)]~\ (2.139) 
where the choice of Y in Definition 12 yields equation (2.138). Equation (2.129) 
follows by applying Lemma 7 to equation (2.94) with S = A, T = N'^B and 
Xs = /go for all s = 1,... , •UQ. To obtain equation (2.130), note that by using the 
transpose of equation (2.93) we have 
CoviSN{e),Z^^),) = Cov{Sr,{C),MiC)){Ig,0Ys)D (2.140) 
= {A®C){Ig,®Y,)D. (2.141) 
We apply Lemma 7 to equation (2.93) with S — A, Xg = Ig^ for all s = 1 , . . . , t^ o 
and substituting into equation (2.140) gives 
- n - i Cov{Sr,iC),Z^j,),) = [Ig,®Y-\C + Er'] 
T 
90 ^ '^vol 
In. <® e: 
[®T=MtA}Wg, ® FO . . . ( / ,o ® Yy,)]-\lg, ® Yg)D (2.142) 
[Ig,®Y-\C + E)-']-' X 
[eZi{(l>tA}]Ks®igo]D 
[Ig,®Y-\C + E)-']-' 
I90 ® ^VQVO J 
^50 ® e^oi 
(2.143) 
T 
SO •^ ?;oJ;o 
-1 
e^ os ^ { 0 5 ^ } ] / ^ . (2.144) 
• 
The resolution transform for the adjustment of [Z(^N)S] by C{N) is denoted by 
2]2(A,)3/c(Af)]. We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 12 For the adjustment of[Z(^N)s] by C{N), the resolution transform ma-
trix is calculated as 
Tr [Z^N)s/C{N)] D-'{cj)gA + (1 - (l>,)N-'B}-'{<j>gA}D. (2.145) 
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The canonical directions are given by 
Z^N)ds = {D-'WafZ^N)s = {W,<^YfM{C), (2.146) 
for each d = 1,... ,go with corresponding canonical resolutions given by 
= ^ .0 . + ( i - t ) ( i - « -
Wd is the dth underlying canonical group direction as given in Definition 13; ipd is 
the corresponding dth underlying group resolution. 
Proof - Notice that for each s, [Z(^N)S] C [A^(C)]. I t thus follows immediately that 
Z(_N)s] -L [T{C{N))], so that SN{C) is Bayes linear sufficient for C{N) for adjusting 
Z(jv)5 (see Theorem 8). Thus, T[Z^^^JC(N)] = % ^ j j s ^ ( c ) ] , where T^z^^^js^^c)] is the 
resolution transform for the adjustment of [Z(^N)S] by Si^{C). From equation (1-74), 
% ( ; V ) S / S N ( C ) ] may be computed as 
T[z^^^JS:,{c)] = 
{yar(Z(Ar),)}-^Coi;(Z(^)„5;v(C)){yar(5^(C))}-^Co^;(5Ar(C),2:(;v).). (2.148) 
Thus, by inverting equation (2.127), post multiplying by equation (2.128) and then 
the inversion of (2.129) and finally by (2.130) we may obtain equation (2.145). 
From the solution of the underlying group problem as given by equation (2.123), 
i t is straightforward to see that 
%(.)./.s.(c)] = D-'W{cl>,m<l>s^ + i^-^s){Igo-^)r'W-'D, (2.149) 
so that, 
T[z,.W^.(e)]{D-'W) = D - ^ W ^ a * } { < / - , * + ( l - < / . , ) ( / , „ - * ) } - \ (2.150) 
Hence, A(^N)S = {^s'^}{(f>s^ + (1 ~ (Ps)iIgo ~ ^ ) } ~ ^ is the matrix whose diagonal 
elements are the canonical resolutions of the adjustment. To confirm that the 
{D'^Wd}'^Z(^N)s are the corresponding canonical resolutions, we verify that they 
are mutually uncorrelated with prior variance one. Notice from equation (2.146) we 
have 
CoviiD-'Wd)'^Z^N)s, (D-'Wd'fZ^Ny) = 
{Wj 0 Y^)Var{M{C)){Wd' ® F.') (2.151) 
= WjAWd'^Yj'CY,, (2.152) 
= Sdd'Sss'. (2.153) 
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where equation (2.153) follows by the choice of F in Definition 12 and the choice of 
W in Definition 13. Setting s = s' completes the verification. Notice that equation 
(2.153) also shows that since the Z(^N)ds form a basis for [-Z(/v)s], then if s ^ s', 
.^iN)s] J- [ ^ ( i V ) s ' ] . n 
The underlying canonical group structure thus relates to an identifiable infer-
ence problem; that of learning about the relationships of the sth most important 
variable directions when considered across the groups. Note that the adjustment 
in each [^(jv)^], for s = 1,... ,vo shares the same quaUtative information but, this 
information does, in general, vary with the sample sizes. 
We may use the results of this theorem to investigate the affect of the adjustment 
for any quantity in [Z^^^^s], since by applying equation (1.62) we have for any X G 
90 
Var[z,^^jc{N)]{X) = J^il-XiN)ds)Cov{X,Z^N)ds)^ (2.154) 
where Var^z^^^jc{N)]{'^) is the adjusted variance of X. 
2.4.4 The underlying canonical group problem for the ex-
aminer 
By using equation (2.119), the examiner forms the collection 
2 ( n l 2 ) l = 
{^{2j^{M{Xn) - M{Xu)), y/(2/3){M{X2,) - M{X22))}. (2.155) 
The inner product space [Z(„/2)i] may then be formed, and is the same as [M{C^)], 
with the adjustment summarised in Table 2.2. Similarly, the examiner may form the 
collection Z(^nh)2- The corresponding inner product space, [-2{n/2)2], is the same as 
A^(C+)], with the adjustment summarised in Table 2.1. From Theorem 12, the role 
oiM{X++) (see (2.53)), M{X^+) (see (2.55)), M{X^^) (see (2.57)) and M{X__) 
(see (2.59)) follow immediately from the solution of the canonical group problem 
corresponding to the matrices A, N, B (as given by equation (2.117)). The solution 
of this problem gives: 
W 
( / _ ! / _ U \ / 1+7 
^ V^( iz2L 1 ; ^ = ( ) , (2.156) 
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so that, for example 
and 
Zini,)n = {W,®Y,fM{C) a M ( X + _ ) ; (2.157) 
Zini,)2i = iW2®Y,fM{C) oc M{X..), (2.158) 
1 + 7 
5\^(l/n) + l - l - 7 , ^ ^ 
= 3 / 1 + 7 \ 2 / (1/n) - = ^ ' - ' " '^ 
5 l^ ( l /n ) + l + 7y ^ 5 l ^ ( l / n ) + l + 7, 
3 / 1 - 7 
5 I (1/n) + 1 - 7 
3 / 1 - 7 \ 2 / [ l / n ) 
5 l^(l/n) + l - 7 y ^ 5 \^(l/n) + l - 7 ^ 
Equations (2.159) and (2.160) are the two canonical resolutions we found in Table 
2.2. Notice that in this balanced design the canonical directions ^(n/2)ds do not 
depend upon the sample size, n, observed in each group. 
In equation (2.63) we illustrated that the canonical directions of the adjustment 
of each [Z(^ni2)s] when collected together formed the set of canonical resolutions for 
the adjustment of [A^(C)]. We shall now show that this is not a special feature of 
this example, nor of the balance, but that the canonical variable and group analysis 
completely determine the adjustment of the full collection [A1(C)] by C{N), where 
N is any sample. 
2.4.5 The adjustment of the mean components by the ob-
served sample 
Theorem 13 The adjustment of[M.{C)] by C{N) satisfies the following properties 
1. There exist Vo go-dimensional orthogonal subspaces, [Zf^^^i], [Zf^N)vo] of 
'M{C)]. For each s, 
Z[N)s = {Z{M{Cx)/Ci(m)]s, ••• , Z{M{Cgo)/Cgo{ng^)]s}- (2.161) 
2. The canonical directions for the adjustment in each [-^(^r)^] share the same 
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co-ordinate representation, and are given by the columns of the matrix Z^^-^s = 
. . . Z(^N)gos\, where 
Z^N)<is = WjZ^N^, = {W,®YsfM{C). (2.162) 
3. The resolution transform matrix for the adjustment is calculated as 
^[M{C)/CiN)] T[ [C)iciN)] = {{A®C) + {N-'B®E)}-\A®C). (2.163) 
4. The collection Z(]v) = {^(iv)ds} for d — 1,... , go, s = 1,... ,vo, are the canonical 
directions of the adjustment with canonical resolutions given by 
Ms 
MN)ds = . , n . ^ • (2-164) 
5. The resolution ratio for the canonical directions is given by: 
RR[M{C)/C{N)]{Z{N)ds) = Y^J^g " ^ l^^s' i'^-'^^^) 
Proof - Statements 1. and 2. follow immediately from Theorem 12, with the 
orthogonality between [Z(^N)S] and [Z(^N)S'] for s ^ s' following from equation (2.153). 
From the Bayes linear sufficiency of SN{C) for C{N), as given by Theorem 8, we 
have that T[M{C)/C{N)] = TIM{C)/SN{C)]- By making use of equation (1.74), we have 
that T[7K{c)/5jv(c)] may be computed as 
T[MiC)/SN{C)] = 
Var{M (C))-1 Gov(A^ (C), ( C ) ) V a r { S ^ [ Q y ' C o v { S N ( C ) , M { C ) ) {2.166) 
From (2.92) and (2.93) we have 
Var{M{C)) = COV{M{C),SN{C)) = {A®C). (2.167) 
Since A, C are positive definite then {A ® C) is invertible and hence 
Var{M{C))'^Cov{M{C),SN{C)) = (2.168) 
From (2.94) we have that 
Var{SN{C)) - {{A®C)-\-{N-'B®E)}. (2.169) 
Since A, C, B, E are positive definite, then we have invertibility of {{A ® 
C) -t- [N'^B ® E)}. The representation of T[M{C)/SN{C)] given in Statement 3. thus 
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follows. Having established Statement 2., Statement 4. requires that we show that 
T[M{C)/SN(.C)]S matrix of eigenvalues is given by 
A(^) = ( x & ® $ ) { ( ^ ® $ ) + ( / , „ - * ) ® ( / , „ - $ ) } - ! , (2.170) 
with matrix of eigenvalues given hy Z = {W®Y) where ($, Y), (^, W) are the pairs 
of matrices of eigenvalues and eigenvectors respectively solving the two generalised 
eigenvalue problems given by equations (2.95) and (2.123). We show that they solve 
the equivalent generalised eigenvalue problem 
{A0C)Z = {{A0C)-^{N-^B0E)}ZA^N)- (2.171) 
Consider 
{A 0C){W® Y){{lg, - ^) ® {ly, - $ )} = AW{lg, " * ) ^ CY{ly, ~ ^) (2.172) 
and notice that from the solution of our two generalised problems (2.95) and (2.123), 
we may write CY{ly^ - $) = EY^ and AW[lg^ - * ) = N'^BW^. Substituting 
these into (2.172), we find that: 
{A ®C){y\l® y){{Igo - ^ ) ® (4o - = N-^BW^ ® EY^ (2.173) 
= {N-^B®E){W0Y){^®^). (2.174) 
Adding {A ®C){W® y ) ( * (g) $) to both sides gives: 
{A ®C)iW® Y){{^ ® $) + {Ig, - ^) ® {ly, - $)} = 
{{A ®C) + {N-^B ® E)}{W (8» F ) ( ^ ® $). (2.175) 
Note that since 0 < V'd < 1 = 1 , . . . , and 0 < i?!)^  < 1 Vs = 1,... , •WQ, we may 
invert { ( ^ ' ® $) + (Ig, - ^') ® {ly^ - $ )} so that: 
{A (8) C)Z = { (A ® C) + {N-^B ® E)}ZA^N^, (2.176) 
where Z = {W ® Y) and A^N) = ( * ® ' J > ) { ( * ® $ ) + {Igo - * ) ® (/„o -
Statement 5. follows immediately by considering A(Ar){/po„o — A ( A r ) } ~ \ • 
This theorem tells us many things about our adjustment and has been published 
as Shaw & Goldstein (1999). Most importantly, it illustrates how we may simplify 
the design problem. There is no requirement of balance in the theorem. Thus, to 
compare the benefits of different choices of design where our design choice involves 
sample size selection, we reduce the Vogo x Vogo problem into one problem of size 
voXVo and another of size goxgo- Not only is this a great advantage computationally, 
but the two problems also have interpretable forms. The vo x vo problem consists 
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of finding the underlying canonical variable structure; the go x go of finding the 
underlying canonical group structure. Notice that beyond being positive definite, 
no other symmetry requirements are placed on either A or B. 
Observe that if > 4>s', then A^^  > Xds'. Likewise, if -0^  > ip^.', then A s^ > A /^^ . 
Changing the sample size only affects W and ^ , so that the impact of changing the 
sample size may be easily seen and involves calculations only over x problems. 
Thus, we can see how we may choose the sample sizes to optimise many different 
design criteria in terms of quantities of interest in the M{C); for example we may 
choose A'''s to learn about the most important group contrasts. In this case, we may 
be interested in learning about quantities of the form ( i / | ° ® Y)'^M{C). The 
are the columns of the transpose of the go x Helmert matrix, see Searle (1982; 
p71) for further details. Then, 
Covi{H^°®YfM{C),Z^N^as) = {H^^ ®YfVar{M{C)){Wa®Y,){2.177) 
= {{H^°fAW,}{Y^CY,}, (2.178) 
so that, through use of equation (1.62), we have 
Varc^N)i{H^'^®YfM{C)) = 
go VQ 
E ( l - \N)ds)Cov{{H'^° ® YfM{C), V ) r f , ) 2 (2.179) 
Vo 90 
= x ] { F ^ c F j ^ j ] ( i - x ^ N ) d s ) m r A w , r . (2.180) 
s=l d=\ 
Now, observe that 
Cov{{D-'H^°fZ^r^^„Z^r^),g) = {iH^'>fAW,}{Y^CZ} (2.181) 
= {{H^°fAW,}, (2.182) 
so that 




where Var[z^^^jc(N)]{{D''^Hj°VZ(^N)S), for any X € [Z(N)S], is as given by equation 
(2.154). Thus, if we want to minimise the adjusted variance of {Hj°®Y)'^M{C), we 
would choose A'' to minimise equation (2.183); the dependence upon A^  is completely 
restricted to the go x go variance, Variz^^^jc{N)]{{D'^IIj°V2(^N)s)-
Notice also that we can easily assess the sensitivity of the design to the propor-
tionality parameters in a similar way by merely looking at the resulting impact on W 
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and ^f. Thus, we can examine the effect on the canonical directions and resolutions 
by treating the generalised problem given by equation (2.123) as a matrix pertur-
bation problem. Techniques for handling such problems may be found in Stewart & 
Sun (1990). 
Suppose that we want to compare the adjustment of [A^(C)] under two different 
sample sizes. In the first instance, our sample sizes are given by the matrix and 
in the second case by the matrix R where R = ON for some positive constant 9. 
The two adjustments provide the same qualitative information and the quantitative 
information has a similar relationship to that between different sample sizes for 
the adjustment of a second-order exchangeable sequence as the following corollary 
reveals. 
Corollary 3 If R = 9N and Z(^N)ds = {Wd ® Ys)'^M{C) is a canonical direction of 
the adjustment of [M{C)] by C{N) with corresponding canonical resolution Xf^i^^^s, 
then {Wd^Ys)'^M{C) is a canonical direction of the adjustment of[M{C)] by C{R) 
with corresponding canonical resolution 
For less related samples, we could view changing the sample size as a perturbation 
problem of the same equation as that for discussing the proportionality parameters. 
Thus, for example, we could investigate what happens i f we move away from the 
balanced design, for the balanced design has a particularly desirable form as it 
reproduces the elegant features of the adjustment of exchangeable vectors shown in 
Goldstein & Wooff (1998). We have the following corollary. 
Corollary 4 If N = nlg^, then the canonical directions are the same for all n, and 
'i'f \i)ds = V ' ( i )d</ ' s /{ '0 ( i )d0s + (1 ~ ''P(i)d){^ — (f>s)} o,re the canonical resolutions for 
a sample of size n = 1, so ^ ( i ) solves AW = {A + B)W^(^i), then the canonical 
resolutions and resolution ratio for general n are given by: 
\n)cls = 7 ^^  RRc(N)iZ^n)ds) = « X ' X - — . (2.185) 
Thus, in a similar vein, we may use (2.185) to simplify design problems for choos-
ing sample sizes to achieve specific variance reductions. For example, we have the 
following corollary: 
Corollary 5 The sample size n in each group required to achieve a proportionate 
variance reduction of K for Z(^niga)ds, is n > {«;/(l - «;)}{(1 - Xds{\))I\ds{i)]• If 
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the minimal canonical resolution for n = 1 is Xmin = tpmin(f>min/{'4>min(f>min + (1 — 
V ' m m ) ( l - (f>min)}, then a sample size of {K/{1 - K)}{{1 - Xmin)/>^min} = {«;/(! -
K ) } { ( 1 - ipmin)/i^min}{i^ " (pmin)/(pmin}, roundcd up, in cach QTOup is the minimum 
sample which is sufficient to achieve a proportionate variance reduction of K, for 
every element of[M(C)]. 
The advantage of this corollary is that it provides an immediate upper bound 
to the sample sizes required to reduce the variance of any M {X) 6 [M (C)] for any 
choice of A'', which may have advantageous benefits upon budgeting. 
2.4.6 The adjustment of [ A 1 ( C ) ] for the examiner example 
From Theorem 13, we know that the canonical structure of the adjustment may 
be found by solving the underlying canonical variable and group problems as ac-
complished in Subsections 2.4.2 and 2.4.4. The collection ^(n/j) = {^(n/j)^*} (for 
example, see equations (2.157) and (2.158)) is the collection of canonical resolutions 
for the adjustment of [A1(C)] by C{nl2); the corresponding collection of canonical 
resolutions being A(„/2) = {X{ni2)ds} (for example, see equations (2.159) and (2.160)). 
If 7 > 0, then quantities proportional to Z^nh)!! have the largest resolution, that 
resolution being A(„72)ii. Similarly, quantities proportional to ^(n/2)22 have the small-
est resolution, that resolution being X(ni2)22- Observe that the observation that the 
Z(„/2)C?s's do not depend upon the sample size is explained by Corollary 4, since 
we have a balanced design. Similarly, we may use Corollary 5 to find the minimal 
sample size required in each group to obtain a proportionate variance reduction of 
K for every element of [A1(C)]. As noted above, when 7 > 0, the smallest resolution 
corresponds to X{nh)22, with (j)min = (1/7) and ipmin = {(1 - 7)/(2 - 7)} (as can be 
easily seen by setting n = 1 in the matrix ^ of equation (2.156)). Thus, the size of 
n required is 6«;/{(l - /c)(l - 7)}, rounded up. 
2.5 A link with analysis of variance models 
Recall that a possible modelling interpretation of our beliefs is that of scaled ex-
changeability as given by Lemma 4 and Lemma 5. Now, suppose that we judge that 
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the AgS are second-order exchangeable, so that 
E{Ag) = m,yg; (2.186) 
Var{Ag)+m^ = a\/g; (2.187) 
Cov{Ag,A,,) + m^ = -yyg^h. (2.188) 
The matrix A may then be written as 
A = aIg, + j{Jg,~Ig,). (2.189) 
Observe that by taking a — 1 then this is precisely the specification that the exam-
iner adopts. Notice that if we judge that the ^^s are second-order exchangeable, 
then this also states that we judge that M{Xg) is second-order exchangeable over 
groups. We shall assume that the go groups assessed here are a sample from a po-
tentially infinite sequence of possible groups. I t should be noted that this infinite 
assumption is not needed and that we may proceed by using the finite version of 
the representation theorem of Goldstein (1986a). Since the M{Xg) are an infinitely 
exchangeable sequence then we may use the representation theorem for infinitely 
exchangeable sequences to write 
MiCg) = M{C.)-\-7Zg{C.). (2.190) 
where [A^(C.)] -L [Rg{C.)] for each g. Our full model is then 
Xg^ = MiQ+UgiO+UiiXg), {2.191) 
which may be compared to a one-way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) 
model; see, for example. Press (1989, Chapter VI) . In a more traditional framework, 
we could perceive equation (2.191) as being a random effects model (see Searle et 
al. (1992)). Notice that we have 
VariUgiC)) = {a-j)C, (2.192) 
so that the hypothesis Var{7lg{C,)) = 0 amounts to a = 7, or that the relationship 
between individuals in different groups is identical to that of different individuals 
in the same group; the labelling of groups is superfluous. If we were particularly 
interested in learning about this model and investigating this hypothesis, then we 
could use an experiment to learn about the variances, Var{7lg{C,)). This would 
involve the specification of fourth-order moments and is beyond the scope of this 
thesis; for more details on the adjustment of covariance matrices see Wilkinson 
(1995). 
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In the case of .4^s exchangeable, then the underlying group problem, for a bal-
anced design, has just two distinct canonical resolutions. The first, of multiplicity 
one, corresponds to canonical directions proportional to = {l/go)l'^^. The sec-
ond, with multiplicity go ^ I corresponds to directions in the space spanned by the 
collection of directions, II^° for d = 1,... , go — I, where 
Thus, we partition the adjusted variance for any quantity M{X) G [A^(C)] into two 
uncorrelated parts, the first corresponding to the mean across groups; the second, of 
dimension q^ —!> corresponds to the differences between groups. This has immediate 
parallels with the types of variance partition performed in a classical analysis of 
variance framework. The effect of moving away from the exchangeability of the Ag 
is to rotate these directions to the general directions given by the columns of the 
matrix W. 
Notice that the matrix is a column permutation of the transpose of the 
Helmert matrix. We choose this ordering, as opposed to that used in Goldstein & 
Wooff (1997) to maintain consistency with the useage in Definition 22 where the 
column ordering follows to correspond to the size of the underlying group residual 
canonical group resolutions. Notice in this present example, the ordering of the 
canonical resolutions may depend upon the choice of a and 7 as is illustrated by 
equation (2.156). 
Moreover, if we judge further that the variables are exchangeable, as we did in 
the examiner's problem, then Ys is proportional to H^°, where 
r {l/voK i f s = vo; 
= i ^ [ i T - so...of otherwise. (2-194) 
The ful l set of canonical directions are thus of the form {H^° O H^'')'^M{C). This 
kind of structure for the canonical directions is found, and extensively addressed in 
the context of factorial designs in Goldstein & Wooff (1997). 
2.6 Predictive adjustment: predicting in already 
observed groups 
We now want to examine the impact of the observation of the sample of Ug individu-
als in the ^th group for = 1 , . . . , 50 for predicting the values for a further collection 
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of rh individuals in the hth group for / i = 1,... , Aq, where ho < go- Thus, we are 
presently interested in predicting in groups where we have already observed some 
individuals, and we assume (without loss of generality) that the groups have been 
labelled so that we predict in the first go groups. We collect the prediction sample 
sizes together as the ho x ho diagonal matrix R with (/i, ^)th entry {R)hh = fh-
For example, in our running examiner example, the examiner may collect samples 
of the marking from the examiners at different stages of the marking process. He 
may take an early sample to check that they are marking proficiently and a later 
sample to monitor their marking again, perhaps to check that they have not become 
blase. Alternatively, the prediction could be for the remaining papers they have to 
mark. 
Let C(n/i;r/i) = U"j;^^^^iC/ij, denote the collection of individuals in the hth. group 
that we would like to predict the values for, having seen the first n/i individuals 
in that group as part of our sample, C{N). We denote the complete collection of 
individuals we would like to predict the values for as C{N; R) = ul'LiC{nh] r/i). For 
e (Ch), let 
S^n,;r,)m = - ^ (2.195) 
and let S(n^.ri,){Ch) = {<5(„^;rh)(^/ii), • • • , S{nh;rh){^hvo)} be the collection of averages 
of the r/i future observations in the hth group. Initially, we shall restrict attention 
to adjusting the complete collection of averages of future observations, <S(iV;i?)(C) = 
^'h=i^{nh;rh){Ch), before showing that this study is sufficient to give us the canonical 
directions with non-zero canonical resolutions for the adjustment of [C{N;R)]. In 
our usual vector notation, we have Ch{nh\rh) = [CL^+i • • • ^L^+rhl^; C{N]R) = 
Ci{ni;rif...Choinho;rhoff; <?Kir,)(C/,) = [S^n^.r^){Xhi).. .S^n,,;r^){Xhvo)f and 
S{N;R)iC) = ['5(ni;ri)(Cl)'^  . . .«S(n j^j;rfej,)(C/io)^ ]^ . 
From the specifications given by equations (2.92) - (2.94), we may derive the 
specifications for the quantities mentioned above. They are given in the lemma 
below. 
Lemma 9 The second-order relationships between the Sn^ {Cg)s, the Ch{nh\VhjS, and 
the S(riH.;rh)i^h)s may be expressed, = 1,... , go; V/i, / i ' = 1 , . . . , ho; Vi = 1 , . . . r^, 
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as 
Cov{Sn,{Cg),Chn,+^) = CighC; (2.196) 
Cov{Sn,{Cg),S^nn-^r,){Ch)) = ttp^C; (2.197) 
Denote by A^q the p x g matrix with (pi,gi)th entry (^pg)pigi = Gpigi and let 
Bpp be the p x p diagonal matrix with (pi,pi)th entry {Bpp)p^p^ = Pp^. Gathering 
the Sng{Cg)s together into the govo x 1 vector SN{C) and the S(^ng;rg){Cg)s as the 
hoVo X 1 vector <S(Ar;ij)(C), then we have the following lemma to express equations 
(2.94), (2.197) and (2.198). 
Lemma 10 The second-order relationships between SN{C) and S(^N.R){C) may be 
expressed as: 
Var{Sr,iC)) = {Ag,g, ® C) + {N-'Bg,g, ® E); (2.200) 
Cov{Sj,iC),S^N.,R)iC)) = Ag,,,®C; (2.201) 
Var(<S(Ar;«)(C)) = {An,Ho®C) + {R-'Bhoko^E). (2.202) 
2.6.1 Analysis of groups and variables 
Once more, we consider separately the analysis of a variable problem and related 
group problem. We shall make use of the underlying canonical variable structure 
defined in Definition 12. We motivate the use of it as follows. Consider the problem 
of examining the effect of a sample of rig individuals from the ^th group for predicting 
the values for a further collection of individuals drawn from that group. Since 
we are dealing with a single group, then the individuals that we wish to predict are 
second-order exchangeable with those in the sample. This is precisely the problem 
tackled in Section 8 of Goldstein & Wooff (1998), and reproduced in Section 1.9 in 
this thesis. They showed that the canonical directions with non-zero resolutions lay 
in the space [S{ng;rg){Cg)], and had the same, up to a scale factor to ensure a prior 
variance of one, co-ordinate representation as the resolutions for the adjustment 
over the population structure, [Al(C^)]. Thus, predictive adjustment shares the 
same qualitative features as adjustment over the population structure. Denoting the 
resolution transform for the adjustment of [C{ng;rg)] by Sng{Cg) as T[c{ng-rg)/s„g(Cg)], 
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we rewrite Theorem 4 of Goldstein & Wooff (1998), reproduced as Theorem 6 in 
this thesis, as: 
Theorem 14 The resolution transform matrix, T[s^^^.^^^{Cg)/Cg{ng)] calculated as 
T[S^^g.,rg){Cg)/Cg(ng)] = 
{aggC + {l/rg)PgE}-'{aggC){aggC + ( 1 ) E } " ^  ( C) . (2.203) 
For each s = 1,... ,vo, the canonical directions for the adjustment of [S(^ng;rg){Cg) 
by Cg[ng) are given by 
with the corresponding canonical resolutions given by 
\S(ng:rg)(Cg)ICg{ng)]S = (Cg) / Sr g (Cg)]s X[M (Cg) / Cg {ng)]s ' (2.205) 
The collection 
^[^(ng;rg)iCg)/Cging)] = { [ ^ ( . ^ • . 3 ) ( C j ^ ) ] 1, • • " , ^[S(„^,(C,)/Cp(TXj)]t;o} (2.206) 
is the collection of non-zero resolutions for the adjustment of [C{ng\rg)] by Cg{ng); 
the corresponding directions being given by 
^[Sing;rg){C9)ICg[ng)] = {^[<S(nj;.g)(Cs)/Cs(n<,)]l,--- ,%„^.,^)(Cj)/C9(ns)]r;o}- (2.207) 
\M{Cg)/Cg{mg)]s IS as glveu in equation (2.98). Recall that in Theorem 11 we noted 
that for our specifications, the adjustment of the population structure M{Cg) had 
the same qualitative features in each group. Hence, as we can see from equations 
(2.204) and (2.205), we have that prediction in each group has the same qualitative 
features with simple modifications for the canonical resolutions summarising the 
quantitative information. 
Definition 14 The sth underlying canonical predictive group directions are defined 
as the columns of the matrix Ws = \Wu • • • ^hos] solving the generalised eigenvalue 
problem 
{(l>sAh,gMsAg,g, + (1 - <i>,)N-^Bg,g,Y\4>,Ag,h,)W, = 
{(j)sAh,ho + (1 - ^s)R-'B^,,t^,]WsKiN•,R)s, (2.208) 
where !\.{^N;R)S = diag{\N;R)is, • • , \N;R)hos) is the matrix of eigenvalues. Wg is cho-
sen so that i y J { A , „ , , + ( (1 /0 , ) - l ) i ? - iS , „ , jW^ , = I,„ Wj'A,,g,{Amo + {i^/4>s)-
l)N-^Bg^gJ-'^Ag^ho^sA^i^.j^^^ = . Thc ordered eigenvalues 1 > X(N;R)IS > > 
X{N;R)hos > 0 are termed the sth underlying canonical predictive group resolutions. 
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To motivate this definition, for each s = 1 , . . .t^ o, form the collection: 
2(N;R)s = {%(ni ; . i ) (Ci ) /Ci{n i ) ] s , - - - ,%(„^^.,^^){Cfto)/Cft(,Ko)]J- (2.209) 
The collection of linear combinations, X lp l i ^9'^[s^ng rg){Cg)/Cg(ng)]s of the elements of 
Z[N;R)s is denoted by {Z(^N;R)S)- We consider using the sample to learn (separately) 
about each of the collections -2(Ar;iZ)s- The sample means, SN{C), are again sufficient 
for this adjustment. 
Thus, we collect together the directions in each group that correspond to the sth 
largest resolution for the adjustment of [<S{ng;rg){Cg)] by Cg{ng). I t should be noted 
that Z(^N.R)s thus consists of the directions that have, up to a scale factor, the same 
co-ordinate representation in each group. This then makes clear what we do in the 
case where we have two or more directions with the same resolution. 
Letting DRS be the ho x ho diagonal matrix with (/i, h)th entry 
{DRS)I 
'rh4>s 
\ rhahh(t>s + Ph{l - ^sY 
(2.210) 
then in our usual vector notation, we may equally express equation (2.209) as 
Z^N-R)s = DRs{Iho®yI)SiN-R){C). (2.211) 
Notice the similarity of equation (2.211) with equation (2.126). 
Lemma 11 The second-order relationships between Z;^M;R)S o-'^d S^iC) may be ex-
pressed as follows 
Var{Z^r^,R^s) = {l/<f>s)DRs{(l>sAhoko + (1 - (f>s)R-'B^,^}Djisp.212) 
COV{Z^M;R)S,SN{C)) = {l/(l>s)DRs[el,®{(f>sAh,g,}]x 
[{Igo®Y,)...{Ig,®Yj]-'; (2.213) 
Var{SMiC)) = [Ig,(^Y-'{C-\-E)-'] 
T 
go ^ S o l 
In. e 
--MsAgogo + {l-(l>s)N 'Bg,g,}] X 
[{Igo®Y,)...iIg,®Yj]-'- (2.214) 
Cov{Sj,{C),Z^^,n)s) = [Ig,®Y-'{C + E)-']-' 
<S) {(t)sAg^ho}]DRs-
T T 
ho ® ^VQVO 
X 
(2.215) 
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Proof - Equation (2.212) follows from equation (2.202) since 
VariZ^M-R)s) = DR,{h,®Yj)Var{S^„,R-^{C)){In,®Ys)DR, (2.216) 
= DRsiAt,,^,, ® YjCY,) + [R-'B^^t,, ® YjEY,)]Dn. (2.217) 
= DR,{{AH,HO ® 1) + {R'^Bn^ho ® ((!/</>.) - l))]Dji,{2.2l^) 
where equation (2.218) follows by the choice of Y in Definition 12. Equation (2.213) 
follows from the transpose of equation (2.201) since 
COV{Z^N;R)S,SN{C)) = DR,{I^,®YJ)COV{S^N,R){C),SN[C)) (2.219) 
= Dn,{Aho9o®YjC) (2.220) 
= Dt,,{A^,g, 0 Y^C)[{Ig, ® F i ) . . . {Ig, ® Y^Mho ® n ) . . . iho ® YJ]-'{2.221) 
= DR,[{A,,g, ® Y^CY,)... {A,,g, ® Y ^ C Y j ] [ { I g , ® Fi) • • • (^.0 ® no)]-'(2.222) 
= DRs[{Ah,go O 5is) • • • {Ah,g, ® (5i.o)][(^ffo ® F i ) . . . (Jg, ® n j ] - ^ (2.223) 
= O A^o.o][(^5o ® n ) . . . ( /3„ O Y j ] - \ (2.224) 
where equation (2.223) also follows by the choice of Y in Definition 12. Equation 
(2.214) was derived in Lemma 8. To obtain equation (2.213) notice that 
COV{SN{C),Z^N,R),) = Cov{SN(C),S(NMC))ih,0Ys)DRs (2.225) 
= {Ag,no®C){Ih,0Ys)DRs- (2.226) 
We apply Lemma 7 to equation (2.201) with S = Ag^ho, = ho for each s = 
1 , . . . ,vo. Substituting into equation (2.226) gives 
COV{SN{C),Z^N,R)S) = [Igo®Y-\C + E)-'] n-i 
'90 
'90 
S o l 
Soi;o 
[®ZMtAg,,Miho ®Y,)... {h, ® Y J ] - \ h , ® YS)DRS (2.227) 
[Ig,®Y-\C + E)-^]-^ 
'90 
'90 
®lll{4>tAg,hoWvoS ® ho]DRs 
[Ig,®Y-\C + E)-']-' 
£V0S ® {'t>sAgoho}]DRs 
'90 
'90 









Denote the resolution transform for the adjustment of [Z(^N;R)S] by C{N) as 
'^[Z(N R)s/c{N)]- We have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 15 For the adjustment of [-2(iV;ii)5] by C{N), the resolution transform 
matrix is calculated as 
%iV;H ) . /C(iV)] = DRl{<PsAhoho + ( 1 - <Ps)R~'Bh,hoy{(l>sAkogo} X 
{<f>sAg,g, + ( 1 - cl>s)N-'Bg,g,}-'{cj>sAg,,jDji,. {2.230) 
The canonical directions are given by (-C'^ ]VKds)^2(;v;fi)s for each d = 1,... ,ho, 
with corresponding canonical resolutions given by X(N;R)ds. ^ds is the {d,s)th un-
derlying canonical predictive group direction as given in Definition 14; A(yv;ft)ds 
corresponding {d, s) th underlying canonical predictive group resolution. 
Proof - From Theorem 9, Sn{C) is Bayes linear sufficient for C{N) for adjusting 
C{N;R). For each s, we have [Z(/V;K)S] C [C{N;R)], SO that Sn{C) is Bayes hnear 
sufficient for C{N) for adjusting Z^n-r)s- Thus, ^z^^,^^jc{n)] = %(;,;«)./5^(C)i, where 
^[2(iv .R)J5jv(c)] is the resolution transform for the adjustment of [Z(^n;R)S] by Si^{C). 
From equation (1 .74) , T[z^^_^^jS:^{C)] may be computed as 
T[z,,.,,,js,{c)] = {Var{Z^N,R)s)r'Cov{Z^N.,R)„Sr,{C))x 
{Var{Sr,{C))}-'Cov{SNiC), ^ ( N ; / i ) . ) . (2 .231) 
Hence, by inverting equation (2 .212) , post multiplying by equation (2.213) and then 
the inversion of (2 .214) and finally by (2.215) we may achieve equation (2.230). 
Substituting equation (2 .208) into equation (2.230) gives 
%(iv,«)./5.(c)] = D:^lWsA^j,,n),W^'DRs, (2.232) 
so that 
Tlz,...nu/s.(c)]{D-M = A^m;r)sW-'Drs. (2.233) 
Hence, A(^m;r)s is the matrix whose diagonal elements are the canonical resolutions 
of the adjustment. To confirm that the (i?^]VFds)^-2(;v;R)s for each d = I,.. .ho are 
the canonical resolutions, we verify that they are mutually uncorrelated with prior 
variance one. Notice that by using equation (2 .211) , we may write 
{D],lWdsVZiN;R)s = {Wl0Y^)S^^,j,){C) (2.234) 
so that 
Cov{{D-^lWdsVZ^M,R)s,{DRlWd'sVZ^N-,R)s) 
= {Wl0Y^)Var{S^^.,R){C)){Wd's®Y,) (2.235) 
= {{WlAn^HoVi'd's^Y^CY,) + iWlR-'B,,noWd's®Y^EY,)} (2.236) 
= Wj,{AHoho + {iy<t>s)-l)R-'B,,,,}Wd's (2.237) 
= Sdd'. (2.238) 
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Equation (2.237) follows from the choice of Y in Definition 12, and equation (2.238) 
follows from the choice of Wg in Definition 14. • 
Theorem 15 should be compared with Theorem 12. Notice the similarities in the 
construction of the 2^ (iv)s and Z(^n-r)S from the same underlying canonical variable 
problem, but also notice the difference. The adjustment of each Zi^N)s is qualitatively 
the same for each s, whilst the adjustment of each Zf^^^.R-jg does depend upon (f)s, 
although the canonical predictive group problems are of similar forms for each (f>s. 
2.6.2 Adjustment of the full collection 
We now consider the adjustment of the full collection, [C{N;R)]. We shall show 
that in a similar way to inference about the population means, M{C), the canonical 
variable and each canonical predictive group analysis completely determine the ad-
justment of the full collection [C{N;R)]. To proceed, we find it easiest to reexpress 
equations (2.200) - (2.202) as the following lemma. 
Lemma 12 The relationships between «S(Ar;R)(C) and «Sjv(^ )^ may be expressed as 
follows 
' ho ® ^voi 1 
Var{S^r,,R){C)) = [h, ®Y-\C + E)-']-' : x 
. ho ® ^lovo -
miMsAhoho + (1 - <f>s)R-'B,,,,W,}] X 
[{W,®Y,)...{W,,0YJ]-'; (2.239) 
S o l 
- l l - l Cov{S^m;R){(^)^^n{C)) = [I,,®Y-'{C + E)-'] 
ho ® 
T T 
ho ® ^VOVO -I 
- 1 
mU4>sA,,gMho ®Y,)... {Ig, ® YJ]-'; (2.240) 
Var{SN{C)) = [Ig,®Y-\C + E)-']-' 
ho®^vol ^ 
L Igo ® ^VQVo J 
mUWsAg^g, + (1 - (t>s)N-'Bg,g,}] X 
[{Igo®Y,)...{Ig,®Yj]-'; (2.241) 
- n - i Cov{SM{C),S^N,R)iC)) = [Ig,®Y-\C + E)-'] 
T n - i 
90 ^ S o l 
In.®e 
L ^ 0 ® ^vovo 
[®Zl{(l>sAgoho}Ws] X 
[{W,®Y,)...{W,,®Yj]-\ (2.242) 
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where Wg is the matrix whose columns are the sth underlying canonical predictive 
group directions. 
Proof - Applying Lemma 7 to equation (2.202) with S = Ahoho', T = R'^Bhoho', 
Xs = Ws for each s — 1,... ,vo and rearranging gives equation (2.239). Equation 
(2.240) may by derived from equation (2.201) by transposing, applying Lemma 7 
with S = Afi^g^; Xs — Ig^ ior all s = 1,... ,Vo, and then rearranging. Similar use 
of Lemma 7 with S = Aggg^; T = N'^Bg^gQ-, Xs — Igo for all s = 1 , . . . , will 
see equation (2.241) obtained from equation (2.200). Taking S = Ag^fio', Xg = Wg 
for each s = 1 , . . . ,fo in Lemma 7 and rearranging will link equation (2.201) with 
equation (2.242). • 
I t should be emphasied that equation (2.242) is the transpose of equation (2.240). 
For convenience, we choose the two different representations given in Lemma 12. 
The resolution transform for the adjustment of [S(N;R){C)] by C{N) is denoted 
by %(yv,fl)(c)/c(Af)). We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 16 The adjustment of [S(^N;R){C)] by C{N) satisfies the following proper-
ties 
1. There exist vo ho-dimensional orthogonal subspaces, [Z(^N.^II)I], [Z(^N;R)VO] '^f 
[^(N;R){C)]. For each s, 
Z^N;R)S = {%(„j,.^)(Ci)/Ci(ni)]5, • • • , %(„^^,,^^)(C^o)/C;,Q(nft„)]s}- (2.243) 
2. The canonical directions for the adjustment in each [2(yv;R)s] are given by the 
columns of the matrix Z(^N-R)S = [Z{N;R)IS • • • Z(^M;R)hos], where 
Z^N;R)ds = {D],lWdsVZ^r^,R)s = (VFd.®n)^<S(A.;R)(C). (2.244) 
3. The resolution transform matrix of the full collection is calculated as 
T[s,^.,n,(c)/c(N)] = {iA,,no ® C-) + {R-'B^,^, ® E)}-'iA,,g, ® C) 
{{Agogo ®C) + iN~'Bg,g,)}-\Ag,,, ® C) (2.245) 
- [{Wi 0 F i ) . . . {W,, 0 Yj][®:UW-'{(j>sA,,,, + (1 - (i>s) 
R-'B,,,,}-'{^sAhogo}{(l>sAg,g, + (1 - (l>s)N-'Bg,g,}-' 
{(f>sAg,ho}Ws][{W, ® Fi) • • • (W .^o ® no)]" ' - (2.246) 
4- The collection Zf^^.R^ = {Zf^i^.R^ds} for d = 1,... , ho, s = 1,... ,Vo are the canon-
ical directions of the adjustment with the corresponding canonical resolutions given 
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by X(^N.R)ds-
5. The collection Z^^.R) = {.^ (Ar;/?)^ ^} for d = I,... ,ho, s = 1,... ,vo are also 
canonical directions of the adjustment of [C{N;R)] by C{N) with canonical resolu-
tions given by \N;R)ds- The Z(^N.R)ds are the only canonical directions with non-zero 
resolutions. 
Proof - Statement 1. follows by verifying that for s / i , [-2(/V;H)S] and are 
orthogonal. Notice that 
CO?;(%(„^.^_^,(C,)/CJK)]S, %(,^;,^)(cj/C/,K)]i) = 
(^i?.)psF7Co«(5(„,;.,)(C,),5(„,;,,)(C,))F(DH.)„ft (2.247) 
= iDRs)ggY^{ag,C + 6g,{Pg/rg)E}Y,^iDR,U (2.248) 
= Sst[{DRs)gg{ag, - f 5g,{f3g/rg){{l/((>s) ' 1}(i^R.)/./.], (2.249) 
where equation (2.248) follows from equation (2.198) and equation (2.249) follows 
from the choice of Y in Definition 12. Hence, when s / t, 
<^«^(%n,;.,)(Cs)/c,K)]5,%(„^,,^)(c^)/c,K)]t) = 0, (2.250) 
so that [Z(^N.R)s] and [Z(^N;R)t] are orthogonal. 
Statement 2. follows immediately from Theorem 15. 
To obtain Statement 3., we use the Bayes linear sufficiency of Si<^{C) for C{N) 
for adjusting S(N;R)iC) which follows from Theorem 9 and the observation that 
'S{N;R)iC)] C [C{N;R)]. Letting 2]5(;v^R){c)/5w(c)] denote the resolution transform for 
the adjustment of {S(^I^-R){C)] by Sj^{C), the Bayes linear sufficiency means we have 
that %(^^^j(c)/c(Ar)] = %(;v ; i j)(C)/5^(c)]- Notice from equation (1.74) that 
Tis,,.,,,(c)/SM = {Var{S^:,._R^{C))}-'Cov{S^r^.,R^{C),S^{C))x 
{Var{Sj,{C))}-'Cov{S^{C),S^M;R){Q)- (2-251) 
Then we may easily verify equation (2.245) by using equations (2.200) - (2.202) in 
equation (2.251). To verify equation (2.246), we use equations (2.239) - (2.242) in 
equation (2.251). 
Using equation (2.246) and substituting in equation (2.208) gives 
[(1^1 0Y,)... {W,, ® YJ][®:UA^N,R)s][{Wy ® F i ) . . . {W,, ® nj]-^(2.252) 
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so that 
%. .«) (c ) /5 . (c ) ] [ (^^ i ® F i ) . . . {W,, ® YJ] = 
[{W, (8) F i ) . . . {W,, (8) nj][®:LiA(iV ; i i)s] . (2.253) 
Hence {Zi^N:R)ds, Xt^N:R)ds) is an eigenvector/value pair for T[S^^,,^^(C)ISN{C)] for all d = 
1,... ,ho, s = 1,... ,vo. Statement 4. thus follows. 
A proper canonical resolution is one that is positive. Denote the resolution trans-
form for the adjustment of [C(A''; R)] by SN{C) as T[C{N.R)/S^{C)] and the transform for 
the adjustment of [SN{C)] by C{N;R) as T[Sf^(c)/c{N;R)]. Then, as Goldstein (1990; 
pl53) states, the proper canonical resolutions of T^ciN;R)/SN{C)] and TIS^,(C)/C{N;R)] 
are the same. Now for each Xg e (Cg), where I < g < ho, v/e may define for each 
i = 1,... ,ng 
%{Xg) = Xg,-S^ng;rg){Xg), (2-254) 
where we recall that S{ng;rg){^g) is as given by equation (2.195) and let Ti{Cg{ng\rg)) = 
{Ti{Xgi),... ,Ti{Xgy^)}. Thcu subtracting equation (2.197) from equation (2.196) 
we have, for all y = 1 , . . . ,go\ h = 1,... ,ho and i = 1,... ,nk + rh that 
Cot;(<S„^(C,),7-(C,(n,;r,))) = 0, (2.255) 
and by subtracting equation (2.198) from equation (2.199) that 
CoviS^ng,rg){Cg),ri{Ch{nH;rh))) = 0, (2.256) 
for all = 1,... ,go; h = 1,... ,ho and z = 1,... ,nh-t rn- Putting T{N;R}{C) = 
u';°^,uZngU %{Cg{ng-rg)) thcu we have [C{N-R)] C [S^N;R){C)] U [7^N;H)(C)] where 
from equation (2.256) we have that [T[N;R)[C)] -L [S{N-R){C)] and from equation 
(2.255) we have that [T{N;R){C)] -L [SN{C)]. Hence, to follow the notation of Gold-
stein (1988a), we have 
[SN{C)/C{N-R)\ = [SN{C)/{S^N-R){^) + TiN;R){C))] (2.257) 
= [[SN{C)/T^NMQy['S{N-M(^)/r^N;R){C)]] (2.258) 
= [Sr,iC)/S^N,n){C)], (2.259) 
where equation (2.258) follows from Property 5 of Goldstein (1988a) and equation 
(2.259) follows by orthogonality and Property 1 of Goldstein (1988a). Thus, from 
Goldstein (1990, pl53), we have that 
T[S^{C)/C{N;R)] = Tls^{C)/S^r^,ji){C)] (2.260) 
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where T[S^{C)/S(^N R)(C)] denotes the resolution transform for the adjustment of [tSA^(C)] 
by 5(Ar;R)(C). Thus, the proper canonical resolutions for T[C{N;R)/SN{C)] are the same 
as those of %^(c)/5(;v;fi)(c)]> which are the same as those of %J^^^J(c)/s^,{c)], which 
are \(N;R)ds for d = 1,... ,ho, s = 1,... ,Vo. Noting that Z(^!^.R)ds G [C{N;R)] 
gives that {Z(^N.R)d,s, X{N;R)ds) are the pairs of canonical directions and resolutions 
for the adjustment of [C{N; R)] by SN{C). Statement 5. follows by the Bayes Linear 
suflficiency of <Siv (C) for C (A^). • 
This theorem illustrates how we may simplify the design and should be compared 
with Theorem 13. Notice the similarities. We break down the voho x voho problem 
into one problem of size vo x vo and then VQ problems of size ho x ho- The vo x VQ 
problem is identical to the one where we considered adjustment over the population 
structure and does not depend upon the sample sizes. The predictive adjustment 
and adjustment over the population structure do differ in the types of qualitative 
information they provide. This is due to the difference in the group problem that we 
solve; it provides different qualitative information both in the difference between the 
population structure inference and the predictive case, but also across the VQ prob-
lems. I t should however be noted that the motivational justification of each of the vo 
problems remains the same as that for the population structure inference. Thus, al-
though the qualitative information changes, our understanding of the interpretative 
forms of the design simplification remains the same. 
The Vo ho x ho problems as given by Definition 14 have a similar form and we 
need only to solve a single one in terms of 0s to have solved all vo problems. Indeed, 
there may be situations where the Vo problems all have the same form. Once such 
case is when ho = go and R oc N. In this case, it is straightforward to see from 
equation (2.208) that Ws = DRSW, where W is the matrix of underlying canonical 
group directions as given in Definition 13. Thus, the adjustment in each [Z^I^.R^S] is 
qualitatively the same and we immediately have the following corollary to Theorem 
16. 
Corollary 6 If go = ho and Roc N, then up to scaling factors the canonical direc-
tions, with non-zero resolutions, of T[C{N;R)/C{N)] share the same co-ordinate repre-
sentation as the canonical directions of T[M{C)/C{N)]- If \N)ds is the canonical reso-
lution ofT[M{c)/c{N)] corresponding to canonical direction Zf^i^^ds, then the canonical 
resolution of T[C{N;R)/C{N)] corresponding to canonical direction Z(^{^.R)ds is given by 
\N;R)ds = \N)ds\R)ds- (2.261) 
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Notice that in this case, the relationship between predictive adjustment and ad-
justment over the population structure shares the same features as for the case of 
a single exchangeable sequence given by Goldstein & Wooff (1998), see equation 
(1.71). Since A(Ar.R)ds are the only non-zero canonical resolutions of the adjustment 
of [C{N; R)] by C{N), then the ful l predictive adjustment shares the same qualitative 
features as the adjustment over the population structure and hence the implications 
for interpretation and design are analogous. 
2.6.3 Example: the examiner uses prediction 
Suppose that having observed the marks on n papers from each of the two markers, 
the examiner wishes to consider the effect of these marks for predicting the marks 
for the next ri students in the first group and the next r2 students in the second 
group. Having already calculated the canonical structure for the adjustment of the 
population collection by the sample, as given by Theorem 13, then to calculate the 
canonical structure for this predictive problem the examiner knows from Theorem 16 
that all he needs to calculate to find this is the sth underlying canonical predictive 
group problem as given by Definition 14, for each s = 1,2, since from equation 
(2.118) that the solution of the underlying canonical variable problem is 
2 [2 
- V 
2 ^ V 0 3 v 5 ' ~ 
Y = \ ''r- = ( ^ ? ) • (2-262) 
In the sth underlying canonical predictive group problem, the examiner has 
^ = ( ; n ; ^ = ( j ; ) ^ ^ = ( s n ^ « = (o-:)-p-^a3) 
He thus solves the sth underlying canonical predictive group problem to obtain 
Wu « (1 1 + ((1/ri) - ( l / r 2 ) ) / 3 W , ) r (2.265) 
W^, a |1 - 1 + - (l/r2))/5(«r (2.267) 
where X(^jni2)ds is the {d,s)th canonical resolution for the adjustment of M{C) by 
C{ml2). For the precise form, see for example, equations (2.159) and (2.160). 
flip's), - - - ; fb{<i>s) are functions of 4>s obtained by regarding the solution of the sth 
underlying canonical predictive group problem as given by Definition 14 as a func-
tion of From Theorem 16, the canonical directions with non-zero resolutions for 
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the adjustment of [C{nl2]R)] by C{nl2) are Z(^rih\K)ds = (Wds <Si Ys)'^S(^ni2]R){C), the 
corresponding canonical resolutions being \{ni2\R)ds-
Observe that when r i = r2, so that R (x N, then the canonical resolutions 
do indeed have the form of Corollary 6. Notice that in this case, up to a scale 
factor to ensure a prior variance of one, the Z^^nh;R)d.s do have the same co-ordinate 
representation as the Z(^ni2)ds and that this co-ordinate representation is fixed for all 
choices of r i = r2 and n. 
2.7 Predictive adjustment: predicting in unob-
served groups 
We wish to examine the effect of the observation of the sample of Ug individuals in 
the gth group for ^ = 1 , . . . , go for predicting the values for the first rh. individuals 
in the hth group for h = go + 1,... , go + HQ. Thus, we are interested in predicting 
in groups where we have not previously observed any individuals. We collect the 
prediction sample sizes together as the ho x ho diagonal matrix R with {h, h)th entry 
{R)hh = fgo+h-
Let Ch{rh) = ^l=iChi denote the collection of individuals in the hth group that 
we would like to predict the value for having observed our sample C{N). We denote 
the complete collection of individuals that we would like to predict the values of as 
CiR/N) = U^^lMrh). Form the collection 5,JC„) = {<S,,(Xw),. . . ,Sr,{Xhvo)} of 
averages of the Vh future individuals in the hth. group. 
In a similar way to how we developed prediction in already observed groups, 
we shall initially restrict attention to adjusting the complete collection of averages 
of future observations, S(^R/N){C) = ^h°=i^rk{'^h), before showing that this study is 
sufficient to give us all the canonical directions with non-zero canonical resolutions. 
In a similar way to Lemma 9 we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 13 The second-order relationships between the Sng{Cg)s, the Ch{rh)s and 
the Sr^ {Ch.)s may be expressed, = 1 , . . . , go; V/i, / i ' = 1,... , / IQ ; Vi = 1 , . . . r^o+ft 
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as 
Cov{Sn^{Cg),Cgo+hr) = (^gg,+hC\ (2.268) 
Cov{Sn^{Cg),Sr^^^^{Cg,+h)) = (Xgg,+hC- (2.269) 
^ - ( 5 . . . . ( c , „ , . ) , 5 . ^ ^ ^ , ( c , „ , . ) ) = f"- -^- -^^^^^-- '^^ ; ;= ; ; ; (2 .27o) 
I CXpo+h'Qo+hC h ^ h. 
We denote by A^^+pq^+q the p x g matrix with (pi,gi)th entry (^po+p^o+Jp.g^ = 
^Po+Pi9o+gi- If either po or go is zero, we omit the addition. Thus, for example, 
Apq^j^q is the p X g matrix with (pi,gi)th entry (^p9o+g)pi9i = «Pigo+9i- Notice 
that this conforms with the definition of Apq given in the previous section. In a 
similar way, we let Bpg+pp^+p be the p x p diagonal matrix with (pi,pi)th entry 
{Bp^+pp^+p)p,p, = Ppo+pi- Gathering the Sr^{Ch)s together into the hoVo x 1 vector 
S(^RfN){C), then we have the following lemma to express equations (2.200), (2.269) 
and (2.270). 
Lemma 14 The second-order relationships between Sj\f{C) and (S(/{/Af)(C) may be 
expressed as: 
VariS^iC)) = {Aq,,,®C) + {N-'B,,,,®E)- (2.272) 
COV{SN{C),S^R,N){C)) = Ag,g,^ho®C; (2.273) 
Var{S^RI^) (C)) = (Apo+/.oPo+/.o ®C)^ {R-%,^hogo+ho ® ^)(2.274) 
2.7.1 Analysis of groups and variables 
We consider separately the analysis of a variable problem and related group problem. 
Again, we make use of the underlying canonical variable structure defined in Defi-
nition 12. We motivate the use of i t as follows. Consider the problem of examining 
the effect of a sample of Ug individuals from the gth group, for some g E {1,... ,go}, 
for predicting the values for a collection of r^ individuals in the hth group, for some 
/ i G {^0 + 1 , . . . ,ho + go}- We denote the resolution transform for the adjustment of 
Ch{rh)] by Cg{ng) as r[Cfe(rh)/Cg(nj)] and the transform for the adjustment of [Sr^^iCh) 
by Cg{ng) as %.JC;,)/Cs(nj)]- We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 17 The resolution transform matrix, T[s^^{Ch)/Cg{ng)], is calculated as 
{anhC + il/r,)P,E}-'{a,gC){aggC + {l/ng)PgE}-'{aggC). (2.275) 
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For each s = 1,... ,vo, the canonical directions for the adjustment of [Sr^{Cii)] by 
Cg{ng) are given by 
% , ( c . ) / c , K ) ] . = (2.2.76) 
with the corresponding canonical resolutions given by 
A[S.JC0/CsK)]5 = —^hM{C^)/CH{rH)]s\M{C,)/C,(n,)]s, {2.277) 
Oi-ggU-hh 
where \M{Cg)iCg{mg)]s is as given by equation (2.123). The collection 
^[Sr^{Ch)ICg{ng)] = {\Sr^{Ch)/Cg{ng)]U-• • ,>^[Sr^{CH)/Cg{ng)]vo} (2.278) 
is the collection of non-zero canonical resolutions for the adjustment of [Cfi{rh)] by 
Cg{ng); the corresponding canonical directions being given by 
%.JCO/Cs(n,)] = {Z[Sr^{C^)/Cg(ng)]l,--- ,Z{Sr^(C:,)/Cg(ng)]vo}- (2.279) 
Proof - Notice that since the collection Ch{rh) respects exchangeability with Cg{ng), 
then from Goldstein & Wooff (1998), we have that the sample means, «S(„^ )(Cg) are 
Bayes linear sufficient for Cg{ng) for the adjustment of [Ch{rh)]- Hence T^Sr^{Ch)/Cg{ng)] 
= ^[5r^(Ch)/5(„g)(Cs)]- Equation (2.275) follows by using equations (2.94), (2.269) and 
(2.270) in equation (1.74). The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this then follow 
immediately from the solution of the canonical variable problem given in Definition 
12. That these are the only non-zero canonical resolutions follows in an identical 
manner to the proof of Theorem 16, in this case we have that 
T[Sng{Cg)mr^)] = %„,(C,)/5.JCft)], (2.280) 
and the result follows. • 
The crucial points to note here are as follows. Each Z[Sr^{Ch)/Cg{ng)]s does not 
depend upon the observation group g, either through the relationships between 
the group h and the group g nor on the sample size, Ug, observed in the group. 
Thus, the qualitative form of the adjustment remains the same for all choices of g 
and all choices of rig. Note further that each Z[s^^{Chycg{ng)]s has the same form as 
^[^{ng rg)iCg)/Cg{ng)]s so that prediction in the observed group has the same qualitative 
information as prediction in the unobserved group. 
Definition 15 The sth underlying canonical predictive unobserved group directions 
are defined as the columns of the matrix Ws — [VFis... Wh^s] solving the generalised 
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eigenvalue problem 
{(t>sAg, + h,go){(l)sAg,g, + ( l " (j) s) N B g,g,}-\(j) sAg^g,+f,,)Ws = 
{(psAga+hogo+ho + (1 - 4>s)R~^Bgg^hogo+ho}Ws^{R/N)s, (2.281) 
where A(k/jv)s = diag{X[R/N)is, • • • ,X(R/N)hos) is the matrix of eigenvalues. Wg is 
chosen so that Wj{Ag^+hogo+ho + ((!/</'J - '^)R~^Bgo+hogo+ho}Ws = Iho, M J^^ soso 
{^9050 + (( l / ' / 's) - l )^"^^so9o}"^^5oso+/Jo^s = ^(R/N)s- The Ordered eigenvalues 
1 > ^(R/iv)is > • • • > \R/N)hos ^ 0 0,1^^ termed the sth underlying canonical predictive 
unobserved group resolutions. 
Notice that Definition 15 has almost the identical form as Definition 14. We motivate 
the definition in identically the same way. For each s = 1 , . . . , ?;o form the collection: 
Z^RlN)s = {%r,„+i(C,o+i)/C,(n,)].,--- ,%.^^^^^{C,„+,„)/C,K)]J- (2.282) 
As we have already commented, 2^ (K/Ar)s does not depend on g. Letting DRS be the 
/lo X hf, diagonal matrix with [h, /i)th entry 
^^^^^'^ = \ ^ n (2.283) 
V rgo+hOig^+hgo+hPs + Pgo+/i(,l - (Ps) 
then in our usual vector notation, we may express equation (2.282) as 
ZiR/N)s = DR,{Iho®Yj')S^RfN){C). (2.284) 
We consider the adjustment of [2(^R/N)S] by the observed sample, C{N). We denote 
the resolution transform for this adjustment by T[Z^^^^^JC{N)]- We have the following 
theorem; the proof is identical to that of Theorem 15. 
Theorem 18 For the adjustment of [Z(^R/N)S] by C{N), the resolution transform 
matrix is calculated as 
'^[Z{R/N)s/C[N)] = D^l{(t>sAgo+hogo+ho + (1 - (f>s)R~^Bg^+hogo+hoy^ 
{<l>sAg,^nogo}{<l>sAgogo + (1 - cj>s)N-'Bg,g,}-'{<f>sAg,g,+,,}DR,. (2.285) 
The canonical directions are given by {D^lWds)^ Z(^R/N)S for each d=l,... ,ho, with 
corresponding canonical resolutions given by X[R/N)ds- is the {d,s)th underlying 
canonical predictive unobserved group direction as given in Definition 15; X{R/N)ds ihe 
corresponding {d, s)th underlying canonical predictive unobserved group resolution. 
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2.7.2 Adjustment of the full collection 
We consider the adjustment of the full collection [C{R/N)]. In an identical way 
to our previously considered problems, the canonical variable and each canonical 
predictive unobserved group analysis completely determine the adjustment of the full 
collection. We denote by T[s^j^^f^-^{c)/c{N)] the resolution transform for the adjustment 
of [<S(/j/Af)(C)] by C{N). We have the following theorem; the proof follows in an 
identical fashion to Theorem 16. 
Theorem 19 The adjustment of [S(^R/N){C)] by C{N) satisfies the following proper-
ties 
1. There exist VQ ho-dimensional orthogonal subspaces, [Z(^R/N)I], [2^(R/N)VO 
of [S(R/N){C)]- For each s, 
2{R/N)S = {%r,„ + l(C,o + l)/CsK)l^'--- '%rgO+ho(C9o+'.o)/CsK)]^^ (2.286) 
2. The canonical directions for the adjustment in each [Z(^R/N)S] o.re given by the 
columns of the matrix Z(R/N)S = [Z{R/N)IS • • • ^{i?//v)i;os]) where 
ZwN)ds = {DRIW,SVZ^R/;,)S = {Wl®Y^)S^R/r,){C). (2.287) 
3. The resolution transform matrix of the full collection is calculated as 
%(i?/N)(C)/C(iV)] = {(Ago+hogo+ho^C) + {R~^Bgg+hogo+ho® E)y^ 
(Ag^+nogo ® C){{Ag,g, ^ C) + (iV-^^.^.^ g) E ) } " ^ ( ^ C)(2.288) 
= [{W, ® F i ) . . . {W,, 0 Yj][®%,W-'{4>,Ag,+,,g,^,, + (1 - ct>s) 
R~'Bg,+ho90+hoV{(PsAg,+hogo}{<f>sAgogo + (1 - (l>s)N''Bg,g,y 
{cl>sAg,g,.,HjWs][iW, 0 ¥,)... {W,, ® Y j ] - \ (2.289) 
4- The collection Z(^R/N) = {^{/i/iv)ds} for d — 1,... ,ho, s = 1 , . . . ,Wo o.re the 
canonical directions of the adjustment with the corresponding canonical resolutions 
given by X(R/N)ds-
5. The collection Z(^R/N) = {^(i?/iv)ds} for d = 1,... ,ho, s = 1,... ,Vo are also 
canonical directions of the adjustment of [C{R/N)] by C{N) with corresponding 
canonical resolutions given by X(R/N)ds- The ^(ii/jv)ds O'^ e the only canonical di-
rections with (potentially) non-zero resolutions. 
Thus, the theorem tells us how we may calculate the canonical directions and resolu-
tions for the adjustment of [C{R/N)] by C{N) by solving a series of lower dimensional 
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problems. As we have emphasised, we may use the resulting canonical structure to, 
for example, make decisions about the sample sizes require to achieve desired levels 
of variance reduction for quantities of interest within [C{R/N)], whilst also provid-
ing insights about how we expect to learn for the given design by supplying us with 
the orthogonal grid of most important directions. The reduction into interpretable 
subproblems remains the same as in the adjustment of the population structure and 
also for the prediction in already observed groups. In each of the three cases, our 
understanding of how we may simplify the design, and how we interpret the effect 
of the groups remains the same. 
Notice that i f we let r^ tend to infinity in each of the ho previously unobserved 
groups, then Sr^{Ch) M{Ch), the underlying mean components in the hth. group. 
By letting R 0 in all of our results above, we derive the theory for the adjust-
ment of the previously unobserved collection of mean components M.{R/N){C) = 
^ltg^iM{Cn)hyC{N). 
2.7.3 Unobserved prediction for the examiner 
To link with our running example, suppose that the examiner has a total of /IQ + 2 
markers and he asks for the first n marks from each of the markers. These are 
sent to him via the post. On the first day, he receives the collection of marks 
from the first two markers and he wants to use these to predict the marks for the 
collections he expects to receive from the remaining h^ markers. From Theorem 
19, he knows that all he is additionally required to do in order to calculate the 
canonical resolutions and directions for the (unobserved) predictive adjustment is 
to solve the sth underlying canonical predictive group problem for each s = 1, 2. He 
has A2+/io2+/Jo = Iho+l{Jho-ho)'^ R = '^ho', B2+ho2+ho = ho', and A2+ho2 = lJ2+ho2-
It is then straightforward to see that the sth underlying canonical predictive group 
problem reduces to finding the eigenstructure of the matrix 
T - nn(t>sl? J (2 OQO) 
{uMl + (ho - 1)7) + (1 - </>.)}W.(l + 7 ) + (1 - 4>s)} °' ^ • ' 




S U M M A R Y 
We consider a special case to the beliefs considered in Chap-
ter 2 by considering cases where the groups can be thought of 
as convenient labellings for more complicated structures, namely 
particular combinations in a factorial design. We examine a par-
ticular set of beliefs, as described in Section 3.1. These maintain 
the beliefs in the same form as Chapter 2 and so the solution of 
the mean components is found by solving the underlying canon-
ical variable and group problems discussed in Subsections 2.4.1 
and 2.4.3. However, our beliefs also allow us to decompose the 
underlying canonical group problem into a series of underlying 
canonical factor problems, as described in Section 3.3. The solu-
tion of these enables us to solve the underlying canonical group 
problem and hence for the full adjustment of the mean compo-
nents, as given in Section 3.4. Having considered the groups as 
particular combinations in a factorial design, we consider, in Sec-
tion 3.6, marginalising over some of the factors, and in Section 3.7 
of taking slices of the table. In both cases, the adjustment may 
be deduced from the solution of the underlying canonical variable 
problem of Subsection 2.4.1 and each underlying canonical factor 
problem of Section 3.3. In the marginal case, in Subsection 3.6.1, 
we show that the canonical directions may be deduced from the 
underlying canonical variable directions and the unmarginalised 
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underlying canonical factor directions. The corresponding canon-
ical resolutions are the weighted sum of the canonical resolutions 
for the ful l adjustment over the marginalised factors. In the sliced 
case, in Subsection 3.7.1, we show that the canonical directions 
may be deduced from the underlying canonical variable directions 
and the unrestrained underlying canonical factor directions. The 
corresponding canonical resolutions are the weighted sum of the 
canonical resolutions for the ful l adjustment over the restrained 
factors. Once more, we illustrate the results by a simple extension 
of the examiner example. 
3.1 Specifications of the model 
In the previous chapter we considered grouped multivariate exchangeable systems. 
We now wish to extend this theory for the case when the 'groups' may be viewed 
as a convenient indexing of more complicated structures, for example, each 'group' 
could correspond to a particular combination in a factorial design. 
Consider a factorial experiment where the effects of a number of different fac-
tors may be investigated simultaneously. We consider that we have a finite set, 
A = {1,... ,k}, of classification criteria, or factors, with the qth factor having 
Iq^o levels for each g G A. So, to follow Lauritzen (1996), for each q = 1 , . . . ,k, 
Xq = { 1 , . . . , Iqfi} denotes the set of possible levels of the gth factor. We consider 
that each possible combination that can be formed from the different factors is a 
cell, and each of the cells are arranged to form a table. 
The cells of the table are the elements l[k] = {k, • • • ,h) of the product, I , of 
the level sets; that is J = x,=i_...^fcXg. We say that we have a A; — dimensional 
lk,o X 4-1 ,0 X • • • X lifl table, so that the total number of possible cells is 
k 
lo = U^gfi (3.1) 
9 = 1 
We consider that i t is possible to classify each individual to a single cell. For 
each individual, we are interested in making the same series of measurements C — 
{Xi,... ,Xy^}. Let C/j^ji = . • • ,^/[fcpoi} be the values of the measurements 
for the i th individual in the cell l[k]. For simplicity, as before, we use the same 
notation to denote the VQ x 1 column vector of measurements for the ith individual 
in the /[fc]th cell, namely Ci^^^^i = [Xi^^^u . ..Xi^^^y^.f. 
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We choose to reference the cells in two (equivalent) ways. We may make explicit 
the settings of each factor in the cell by referencing the cell as l^^]. This notation may 
make it easier to highlight specific factor settings. For example, we may explicitly 
show the level of the qth factor by writing 
l[k] = = {h, • • • , Iq, lq-1, • • • , h) • (3.2) 
Alternatively, we may label the cell by a number. The following definition makes 
our choice of number. 
Definition 16 The bijective mapping f : X ^ { ! , • • • , ^ 0} defined by 
I 9=2 q' = l J 
enables us to reference the l[k]th cell by a number, g = f{l[k])-
Adopting this function enables us, for example, to write Xgyi for Xi^^^^^i and Cgi for 
For an example of the mapping, consider A; = 3 with 3^^ 0 = 5, 2^,0 = 4 and /i_o = 3 
so that we are considering a 5 x 4 x 3 table. The number of possible cells is thus 
lo = 60 and 
/ ( /3 , /2 , ^ l ) = / l A o ( ^ 3 - l ) + / l , o ( / 2 - l ) + i l (3.4) 
= 1 2 ( / 3 - l ) + 3 ( ^ 2 - 1 ) + /!, (3.5) 
so that, for example, the cell (1,1,1) maps to the first group and the cell (2,4,1) 
maps to the twenty-second group. 
We suppose that the individuals in each cell are drawn from a potentially infinite 
class of individuals and that individuals in the same cell are judged second-order 
exchangeable. We also judge that individuals are co-exchangeable across cells. The 
types of models we shall derive, for example in Subsection 3.1.2, may be linked to 
the structure of multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) models such as those 
in Chapter V I of Press (1989). By the representation theorem of Goldstein (1986a), 
see Section 1.6, for each cell l[k] we may introduce the collection of random quantities 
•^(^'(fc)) = {•^{^i[k]^)^ • • • ^•^{^i[k]Vo)}j collection of underlying mean compo-
nents for the l[k]th cell, and TZi{Ci^^^) = {7^ i (X/ j^ j i ) , . . . , 7^j(X/jj^p(,)}, the collection 
of residual components for the zth individual in the l[k]th cell, and write: 
= ^t(X,^,,,)-^7^,(X^J,,„). (3.6) 
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As before we regard each A1(C(j^j), TZi{Ci^^.^) as the analogous column vectors, so 
that for example, A^(C;j^j) = [M{Xi^^.^i)... M{Xi^^.^yg)]'^. Suppose that we have 
standardised our random quantities to have zero mean and judge that the second-
order specifications given by equations (2.67) - (2.69) are still appropriate. That is 
we specify that: 
Cov{M{XiJ,M{Xi,^^)) = «,,,,,;^CV/[,],/J,]; (3.7) 
Cov{M{Xi^,^),n,{X,J) = OV/[ , ] , / | , ] , j ; (3.8) 
Covmx,,^in,iX,^^^)) = [y l^irif (3.9) 
where, as before, we denote by C, E the general VQ X VQ nonnegative definite matrices 
with {v,w)th. entries {C)vw = Cvw, {E)vw = &vw respectively. At present, we have 
made no distinctions with the work in Chapter 2. Thus, we know that Theorem 13 
may be applied to these specifications if we wish to adjust the mean components 
having observed a sample. We now wish to expand the work in Chapter 2 by 
considering in more detail the relationships between the cells. In this chapter, we 
shall assume that the Oii^^v^^^ and Af^j inay be decomposed in the following way. 
= n<t^^W'^^ i^^ ' (3.10) 
Aw = n < ' ^ v / [ , ] e x . (3.11) 
9 = 1 
Let be the Iq^ x /,,o matrix with (/,/ ')th entry (A^^^);;' = Oiu'• ^e will have 
need to refer to the column representation of A^'^ which is 
^(^) = [ a S ' ^ . . a £ ] , (3.12) 
where a^^ is the Iq^ x 1 column vector 
< = i < - < . - , r = [ " ^ • • - £ , . F . (3-13) 
since (A(«))^ = A^''\ Let be the Iq^ x Iq^ diagonal matrix with (/,/)th entry 
(B^'^^)u = In Chapter 2, we collected the agh and /?g into the matrices A and B\ 
A having {g, /i)th entry {A)gh = otgh and the diagonal matrix B having {g, g)th. entry 
{B)gh = Pg. By making use of the mapping / given by equation (3.3) of Definition 
16 we may express the equivalent lo x IQ matrices A and B for our current situation. 
Then by making use of the decompositions of a/f^j/f^j and Pi^^^ given by equations 
(3.10) and (3.11) respectively, it is straightforward to see that we may write 
A = (3.14) 
B = (3.15) 
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The notation 0g=iP^'^^ for conformable matrices P^^\ ..., P^ ^^  is used as a shorthand 
for the direct product P^*')® • • • ® p(^). Notice how the ordering of the P '^^  differs 
from that of the direct sum ©J=iP^^\ see equation (2.114). 
Thus, from equation (3.7) and using equation (3.14) we may rewrite equation 
(2.70) as 
Var{M{C)) = A0C = {^J^i^^")} ® C (3.16) 
3.1.1 The examiner revisited 
For means of illustration, we return to our examiner example. Suppose that to this 
point, the examiner has been considering a single exam, when in fact there are four 
papers to be sat. Each paper is designed to the same format, with the same number 
of questions and each individual question designed in a comparable way For each 
paper sat, each of his two markers receive some scripts and he will ask for a sample 
of n individuals' marks of each paper to be returned to him for checking. Thus, each 
marker will mark 4n scripts and return the marks on these papers to the examiner. 
Each paper is to be marked anonymously so that it is not possible to detect the four 
papers of each individual (the examiner could find this out, but the total number 
of students is sufficiently large that he is unwilling to invest the time and effort in 
working this out. He assumes this will also apply to the markers when they mark 
the scripts as they are coded differently for each paper and not collected together 
in any particular order). Thus, only the individual question marks on a fixed paper 
are known to be from the same individual. From past experience, the examiner 
knows that students score more highly on some types of exam than others and he 
believes this is more a feature of the exam, so that he does not expect it to affect the 
two markers in different ways. The examiner lets Xtgvi denote the mark of the ith 
individual marked by the gth marker on the vth question of the i th paper. Thus, 
there are two classification criteria, namely the marker, with two levels, and the 
paper, with four levels. Thus, lo = 8. The cells are of the form /pj = {t, g) = tg. 
The examiner asserts that a specification as given by equations (3.7) - (3.9) is 
appropriate, with equations (3.10), (3.11) also being valid. Thus, the examiner must 
specify the 4 x 4 matrices A'^' and B^^\ and the 2 x 2 matrices A'^^\ B^^\ C and E. 
To keep the similarity with the development of the previous chapter, the examiner 
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judges that: 
^ _ / 1 0 . 2 5 V p - M 3 . 5 >| , . 
^ - [ 0 . 2 5 1 j ' ^ - U - 5 4 J • (-^ -^ ^^ 
which should be immediately compared with the specification for the single exam 
paper of Chapter 2 , see equation ( 2 . 1 1 7 ) . The examiner also judges that 
/ 0 . 9 8 0 . 7 9 0 . 7 0 0 . 7 4 \ / 0 . 8 3 0 0 0 \ 
.12) _ 0 . 7 9 0 . 8 7 0 . 6 9 0 . 7 2 \ ^(2) _ / 0 0 . 6 1 0 0 \ . „ ^ Q . 
^ - 0 . 7 0 0 . 6 9 0 . 7 1 0 . 6 7 ' ^ - 0 0 0 . 7 4 0 ' ^^ '^^^^ 
\ 0 . 7 4 0 . 7 2 0 . 6 7 0 . 7 7 / \ 0 0 0 0 . 5 7 / 
3.1.2 A possible situation where our beliefs may be held 
Recall that in Chapter 2 , we considered the potential model of scaled exchangeability 
as one which fitted our belief specifications. A similar model may again provide an 
example application of our beliefs. 
Suppose that we consider that a similar model is appropriate in this multifactor 
scenario and that we judge, in a similar vein to equation ( 2 . 7 1 ) , that for all If^j G I 
U=i 
where A'I'^\ M { X ) are random quantities. Since we have adjusted our quanti-
ties to have prior mean zero, then E{A\'^^M{X)) = 0 . For each factor q, collect 
the ^Sj^s together to form the Iq^ x 1 vector A^'^^ = [A[^^ • • • A \ f f . M{X) = 
[M{Xi).. .MiXyg)]^ is a Wo X 1 vector containing vo random quantities. Thus, in 
terms of equation ( 2 . 7 1 ) , the random quantity Ai^^^ may be expressed as 
A « = { n ^ ' : ' } . (3 21) 
for all cells l[k] G I . Once more we judge that there is no interaction between the 
quadratic products of the Ai^^^s and the M{Xy)s, so that equation ( 2 . 7 2 ) remains 
valid. Now suppose that there is also no interaction between the quadratic products 
at each factor. That is for all g 6 A; for all A C { A \ q}; for all Ig, l'^ G we judge 
that 
Cov{A^A^,nseA4^AP) - 0 . ( 3 . 2 2 ) 
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Lemma 15 If we judge that the model given by equation (3.20) is appropriate and 
we consider that equations (2.72) and (3.22) are valid specifications then for all 
/[fc], € X we have: 
Cov{M{C,,,,)M{\)) X\{Cov{A;^,A^^)^E{A^)E{A^)} 
,9=1 
{Var{M{X)) - f E{M{X))E{M{X)f} . (3.23) 
Thus, the specification for [M{C)] is determined by the specification of the k -\- I 
spaces, [A^''^ for each q = 1,... ,k, and [M{X)]. 
Proof - Follows in the same way as the proof to Lemma 4. • 
Setting for all g G A; for all Ig, 1'^ e X,; for all w, € { 1 , . . . , VQ} 
al$, = {Cov{Aif,Alf>) + E{Ai^)E{Ail^)}; (3.24) 
c,^ = Cov{M{X,),M{X^)) + E{M{X,))E{M{X^)), (3.25) 
means that for this model we have 
Var{MiC)) = {®g=^A^'^} ® C, (3.26) 
which mirrors the specification given by equation (3.16). 
Consider that we gauge that the residual components may also be scaled in a 
similar way. We consider the following model to be valid 
. 9 = 1 
where for all l[k], J^^ ], l[k], I'lk] ^ T^; for all v, w, i , j we assign that 
Cov{B,n.{njAX^)f) = 0; (3.29) 
Cov{niAx,),nf M ) = I f '\hk]-_i[kv^-r. (3.30) 
V ^' y Q otherwise, 
and for all g € A; for all A C { A \ g}; for all G Xj we judge that 
C o v { ^ ^ , Y U , ^ ^ ) = 0. (3.31) 
We collect these statements and their consequences together to form the following 
lemma. 
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Lemma 16 If we assert that the model given by equation (3.27) is appropriate and 
we consider that equations (3.29), (3.30) and (3.31) are valid specifications, then 
for all /[fc], G X; for all i, j we have: 
C O . . . , . , , ) , . , , . , ) ) = {-n:.(-(B!J).,B.r)^„. ^2-:r'-(3.3.) 
Thus, the specification for each [7^j(X/jj.j)] is determined by the specification of the 
spaces, [S^^ ]^ for each q E A, and each [7li^^^i{X) . 
Setting /3if = {VariBlf) + ^(^Jj^)^} then we have for this model that 
c „ . , . . ( x , , , ) . . , , . , , , ) ) = I i n u f > ; f f c„; , ' i ' i - '=^-^ (3.33) 
which, by substituting equation (3.11) into equation (3.9), we observe conforms with 
our specified model of interest. 
Notice the scope that this specification and interpretation allows us. Recall 
that in Chapter 2 we showed that if we judged the AgS to be exchangeable, then 
we could derive a one-way layout multivariate analysis of variance model. We can 
derive similar models in this multifactor scenario. For example, suppose that the 
number of factors is two and that we judge that A\f is second-order exchangeable 
over levels, so that for all 12,1*2 ^^2, h 2^ have 
E{Af^) = m(2); (3.34) 
Var{Alf) + {m^'^f = a^ )^; (3.35) 
Cov{A<il\A'^) + {m('^r = (3.36) 
and that A\1^ is also second-order exchangeable over levels, so that for all li,l[ G J i , 
li 7^  l[ we have 
E{Ail^) = (3-37) 
y a r ( ^ i j ) ) + (m(i))2 = a^ )^; (3.38) 
Cov{A\l\A\P) + im^'^)' = 7^ )^. (3.39) 
Hence, for each q, the matrix ^4 '^) has the form 
A(') = «(')/^„o + y''H.//„o - /^„o)- (3.40) 
We have the following theorem 
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Theorem 20 If k =^ 2 and we consider that both A[f and A^^^ are second-order 
exchangeable over levels with second-order specifications given by equations (3.35) 
- (3.39), then for all /pj e I we may introduce the further collections of random 
quantities M{X), V{X) - {P[X,),... , P ( X ; , J } , Q{X) = {Q{X,),Q(X,,J} 
and n{X) = {n{Xn), ••• , '^(^/a.oh.o)} (^^d write 
M{Xi^,^) = M{X)+V{Xi,) + Q{Xi,)+n{Xi,tJ, (3.41) 
where 
'2,0 'l,0 
Mix) rr-EE^i^k^^y^ (3-42) 
nxi2) = 7^EA^(^^ t , ) -74 -EE^(^ 'm) ' (3.43) 
QiXi,) = ^ E A ^ ( ^ / , , ) - 7 4 - E E ^ ( ^ ' m ) ' (3.44) 
n{Xi,i,) = A ^ ( ^ g - T - E - ^ ( ^ ' m ) - ^ E ^ ( ^ ^ ' m ) + 
'2,0 'i,o 
— E E ^ ( ^ ' | 2 , ) - (3-45) 
The collections M{X), V{X), Q{X) and Tl{X) are mutually uncorrelated and 
o_l)(a(2)-7(2))(a(i)+{ii ,0-1)7 '^)) 
h,oh,o 
|'(a(2)_y2))(^(i)+(,j^g. - 1 ) 7 ^ ) 1 
o_l)(a(i)_T,(i))(Q(2) + (;2 ,0-l)7<'') 
'2,0'l,0 
f (a(i)_^(i))(a(2)+(/2_o- -1)7(^))1 c . « , ( S ( x „ ) , a ( x , ) ) = ^ r , „ „ , _ , „ ; ; : ; : ; : „ . . _ , , , « , i , !;(3.48) 
C»«(7e(X,,.,),K(X,|^,)) = 
[ { ' • ' - • - ' ' ' ' ' • ° - ' r ; . 7 " ' ' ' ° " ' - - ' " ' } c . / i i , = i f a ; 
Proof - The second-order specification induced over the quantities given by equa-
tions (3.42) - (3.45) may be easily verified through writing then in matrix terms 
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as 
.A^(^) = r^-iKo^Ko^hofMiC); (3.50) 
'2,0'1,0 
nXi,) = j^{ei,^oh®Ko®IvoVM{C)-M{X)- (3.51) 
'1,0 
Qi^k) = l^ih,,o®ei,^oh®hofM{C)-M{X); (3.52) 
'2,0 
n{Xi,i,} = {ei,^,i, ® ® /.o)^A^(0 - Q{Xt,) - V{Xi,) - M{X). (3.53) 
and then using the specification for Var{M.{C)) given by equation (3.26) and the 
representation of A^'^ given by equation (3.40). • 
Notice then that our full representation for the model is 
= M{x) + v{Xi,) + Q{Xi,) + Ti{Xi,i,) + ni{Xi^^;), (3.54) 
which may be compared to a two-way layout multivariate analysis of variance model. 
Notice that a judgement of a^ ^^  = 7^ ^^  corresponds to Cou(Q(X;j), Q(X/'J) = 0 and 
Cov{Tl{Xi.^i^),7l{Xi'^i'^)) = 0 for all l[2],l[2] G X and the model reduces to a model 
comparable to a one-way layout. Observe also that i f we only judge A^^ to be 
second-order exchangeable over groups, then we may construct the corresponding 
one-way layout model. I f we now restore the number of factors to k, it can be 
shown that assessments of second-order exchangeability for p of the k collections 
will allow the construction of a model that may be compared to a p-way layout 
multivariate analysis of variance model. 
Observe that the assessment of the collection A^'^^ as being second-order ex-
changeable implies that we have judged that Cov{M{Xi^^^),M{Xii^^^) is invariant 
for the gth factor settings. Thus a relationship may be made with work on invari-
ant covariance models of Consonni & Dawid (1985) and Dawid (1988). Indeed, we 
may derive the model given by equation (3.54) by considering various invariance 
properties oi Cov{Ai,,,,Ai' ) without using equation (3.21). 
We emphasise once more, that this model merely serves as an example of when 
our beliefs may hold. There is nothing in our beliefs to force this model. It should, 
perhaps, also be emphasised here that, even if we judge this model to be applica-
ble, the results that we shall develop do not rely upon the exchangeability of the 
A^'^^ (or the covariance invariance). Indeed, if we adopt the scaled exchangeabil-
ity perspective to the examiner example, then the examiner has judged A^^'^ to be 
exchangeable (so that the marker scalings are second-order exchangeable), but by 
observing equation (3.19), we observe that the marker has not judged the paper 
scalings to be second-order exchangeable. 
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3.2 Adjusting the mean components 
We want to observe a sample of n/j^ j^ > 0 individuals from the l[k]th cell for each 
l[k] e I . Using the mapping f{l[k]) = g given in equation (3.3), in the ^th cell we 
want to observe the Ug exchangeable collections Cgi, ..., Cgn^. The complete sample 
is the gth cell is collected together as Cg{ng) = U^^^-^Cgi. The total sample is C{N) = 
U^°^iCg{ng). N denotes the collection of sample sizes, which we also denote by the 
lo X lo diagonal matrix, N = diag{ni,... ,n;o). We want to use these observations 
to revise our beliefs over the mean collection corresponding to the cells, namely 
M{C) = Ui^,^eiM{Q^,,) = U^UMiCg). (3.55) 
By appealing to Theorem 8, we have that the collection of sample means, Sj^{C) — 
Up=i<S„j(Cj,), are Bayes linear sufficient for C{N) for adjusting [A^(C)]. Once more, 
we shall make use of the vector representations of M.{C), C{N) and SN{C), that is 
M{C) = [M{C^r...M{Ci,)f; C{N) = [C,{n,f... C M T ; MC) = [SnACif 
Currently we have placed no restriction upon the type of sample we could take. 
However, we shall proceed by assuming that the sample sizes are constrained by 
having to have the following form 
k 
9=1 
so that the sample size for each cell is determined by the levels of the factors of that 
group. Hence, i f /c = 3 then Upqr = npUqUr. Notice that equation (3.56) includes, 
but allows scope beyond, the balanced design. 
An interpretation of this choice could be made by considering allocating indi-
viduals in the whole population to the cells, where the factors are judged to be 
independent for this allocation. Thus, we could regard our table of cells for this 
purpose as a contingency table. As is well known, see for example Everitt (1992), 
the expected number allocated to each cell has a maximum likelihood estimate of 
a form comparable to equation (3.56). I t should be noted that whilst this choice 
of sample will not be optimal for all choices of design, for example if we wanted to 
specifically learn about a certain cell, the results that we develop will enable us to 
provide upper bounds for quantities such as variance reduction and these bounds 
may be found over a wider sample space than the balanced design. Notice that 
the examiner example naturally breaks down into this form. In the balanced case, 
we may take nf^ = 1 for each of the four papers, and n^ ^^  = n for each of the two 
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markers. Notice that if the examiner asks for Ui marks on each paper to be returned 
from the first marker and n2 ^ n i marks on each paper to be returned from the 
second marker, then a similar breakdown occurs, by taking nf^ = 1 and n^ ^^  = Ug. 
Let N'^"^ be the 1^^ x Ig^ diagonal matrix with /)th entry (vY^")),; = nj'^^ Then, 
by observing the mapping f{l[h]) = g given in equation (3 .3) , we may write 
= ^J^iA^^"). (3.57) 
Thus, in the examiner example, we have N^"^^ = and N^^^ = nl2. N is then equal 
to n/s as required. 
By utilising equations (3 .14) , (3.15) and (3 .57) , we may write Lemma 6 as 
Lemma 17 The second-order specifications for the mean components, M{C), and 
the sample means, Sj\f{C), may be expressed as 
Var{M{C)) = ® C ; (3.58) 
COV{M{C),SN{C)) = {®5=iA('')}(8)C; (3.59) 
Var{SN{C)) = {®'p^,A^P^}0C+{®'p^,iN^P^)-'B^P^}®E. (3.60) 
We will occasionally make use of the following notational devices. For all q = 
1,... ,k, we may write 
C^'^^ = ( 3 .61 ) 
E(^) = {®9^, (Ar(p) ) - i5(p)}®£, (3.62) 
so that, for example, we may write 
Var{SN{C)) = C('=) + E('=). (3.63) 
If A C A, which we may express as A = { 6 i , . . . , 5r}, where Si < • • • < 6r, then we 
adopt the following shorthands 
C(^) = {®;^i/l(^p)}(8>C; (3.64) 
E^^) = {®;^i(iV(^-))-i5(^'')}(8)£;. (3.65) 
3.3 Underlying canonical variable and group prob-
lems 
In Theorem 13, we saw that the solution of the underlying canonical variable and 
group problems completely determined the adjustment of [A1(C)] by C{N). We 
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adjust the notation to the present notion of cells by interpretation of the adjustment 
of [A1(C)] by C{N). We firstly use the underlying variable problem to find the 
canonical directions for the adjustment of the mean components, A^(C/j^j), of the 
l[k]th cell by a sample of n;j^j individuals drawn from that cell. From equation (2.97) 
of Theorem 11, for each s = 1,... , WQ, we have 
^m%,y%M.,)^s = ^—Y.^MiQj. (3.66) 
For each s, we then collect all the corresponding directions across the cells to form 
the collection -2(iv)s, so that 
2(N)s = {Z[M(Ci)/Ci(ni)]s,--- ,Z[M(C,g)/C,^(n,^)]s}- (3.67) 
We may equally express 2'(jv)s as the /Q x 1 vector 
Z(;v). = D ( 4 ® y J ) A 4 ( C ) , (3.68) 
which should be compared to equation (2.126), where we now have 
D = ®l^^D^^^; (3.69) 
D^'^ = d i a 9 \ , U - : , . . . , J ^ , (3.70) 
as the equivalent definition oiD, to that given in equation (2.125). The canonical di-
rections and resolutions for the adjustment of each [-2(Ar)s] by C{N), for 5 = 1 , . . . , t»o, 
are found from the solution of the underlying canonical variable problem, as shown 
in Theorem 12. When collected together. Theorem 13 shows that these are the 
canonical directions and resolutions for the adjustment of [7V((C)] by C{N). With 
our current specifications, we shall show that we may split the underlying canonical 
group problem down into a series of subproblems. We make the following definition. 
Definition 17 The underlying canonical qth factor directions are defined as the 
columns of the matrix W^'^^ = \w['^''... VF/^'^] solving the generalised eigenvalue prob-
lem 
where ^^'^ = diag{ip['^\ ... , is the matrix of eigenvalues. W^'^^ is chosen so that 
(W^QYj^iq)^/{g) = (W^(9)f (yl(9) + (A^(9))-i5{'/))VF(5)*('') = The ordered 
eigenvalues 1 > ip\'^^ > • • • > > 0 are termed the underlying canonical qth factor 
resolutions. 
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To motivate this definition, write (g, I) to denote the cell 
f [ k ; q + l ] U [ q - l ; l ] = { f k , •• • , fq+1, h f q - 1 , • • • , f l ) , 
and, for each s = 1,... , UQ, form the collection 
(3.72) 
•'(iV(9))s 
SO that is the collection of the s canonical directions for the adjustment of 
each [M{C(^g^i'j)] by C(g,;)(n(g,2)) where 1 = 1,... ,lgfl. Thus, we collect together the 
directions corresponding to the cells where only the qth factor varies, each remaining 





We want to consider using the sample corresponding to the cells (g, /) for each I G J , 
to learn about Z^^j^w^^. We represent the total sample by C{N^'^^) = U^!;iC(n(g,/)), and 
by Sj^(,q){C) = ^\'L°i^n(^g i){^{q,i)) we represent the corresponding collection of sample 
means. In vector form, we have that 
5 m , ) ( 0 = (M(,)(8./„J5;v(C). (3.76) 
Lemma 18 The second-order relationships between Z(^JS!M)S <SMM{C) may be 
expressed as follows 
Co«(^(iv(.))„<SA.(,)(C)) = D^''^[el^®^A^'>)]x 
[ ( / / „ o ® r i ) . . . ( / , , „ ® y „ j ] - i ; 
Var{S^M{C)) = [Ti^^,®Y-\C + E)-']~' 
(3.77) 
(3.78) 
[®:U{<t>saA^'^ + (1 - (l)s)biM''^)-'B^'^^}] X 
[ ( 4 , o ® n ) . . . ( / L o ® n o ) ] - ^ (3.79) 
- n - i Co^;(5^(,)(C),^(M,))J = [ / , „ „ ® y - i ( C + E ) - i ] X 
(3.80) 
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where 
« = n 4:v (3 .81) 
jp T-r ft 
* = n i y - (382) 
Proof - Equation (3 .77) follows from equation (2.127) since 
yar(2:(;v(.))J = M(,)yar(Z(;v).)Mj) (3.83) 
= M(,){®J^ii:)(PU(f)D(p)}Mj) (3.84) 
= {^J^.^.o/p^^'^^^'^^^'^^'p.o/p}^^'^^^"^^^'^ (3-85) 
= D^'U^'^^D^"). (3.86) 
From equations (3 .74) and (3 .76) we have 
COV{Z^^M)S,SNM{Q) = M^g)Cov{Z^N)s,SN{C)){Ml^®I,,) (3.87) 
= M^g)D{h,®Yj)Cov{M{C),SM{C)){Ml^®IJ (3.88) 
= M^,^D{Ii, ® Yj)[{®';^,A^^)} ® C ] ( M j ) ® I J (3.89) 
= H^AP.O!D^'^^^'^%.u)D^'M^ ® yJC] (3.90) 
= D^'>\^A^i'^ ®YjC\. ( 3 .91 ) 
Equation (3 .78) follows by comparing equation ( 3 . 9 1 ) with equation (2.135). 
Var{S^,,,{C)) = (M(,) ® / , j y a r ( < S ^ ( C ) ) ( M j ) ® I J (3.92) 
= ( M ( , ) 0 I j m U ^ ^ ' ^ } ® ^ ) + ({®J=i(iV^^^)-^5('')} ® E)] X 
( M j ) ® / „ J ( 3 . 9 3 ) 
g,(A^(9))- i5(9)^£;)](3.94) 
= {{aA^''^®C)-h{b{N^P^)-^B^P^®E)}. (3.95) 
Equation (3 .79) follows by applying Lemma 7 to equation (3.95) with 5 = aA^''\ 
T = 6(iV(p))-iB(p) and Xt = „ for a lH = 1,... , WQ. 
C0v{S^(q){C), ) = ( M ( , ) ® / , J C O I ; ( < S A . ( C ) , Z ( A . ) , ) M J ) (3.96) 
= (M( , )®/ , JCo i ; (5A , (C) ,yW(C) ) (4®n)D^Mj ) (3.97) 
= [{^J^/L/.^^'^^^'^^'p.o/p}^^'^ ® ^ ^ ^ ] ^ ^ ' ^ (3-98) 
= (V^^(<')®C)(/, , ,„®y,)D(' ') , (3.99) 
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and equation (3.80) follows by comparing equation (3.99) with equation (2.141). • 
Denote the resolution transform for the adjustment of [Z^J^M^^] by C{N^''^) as 
^[2^ /c(iv(9))]- We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 21 For the adjustment o/[Z^jvCq))^] by C{N^'^^), the resolution transform 
matrix is calculated as 
= iD^'Y'i^saA^'^ + (1 - cl>s)b{N^'Y'B^''^}{<l>M^''^}D^'\3m 
The canonical directions are given by 
Z^m.^),s = {{D^'^)-'W^'Y2^Ni.^)s. (3.101) 
for each d = 1,... , Ig^ with corresponding canonical resolutions given by 
W^^ ^ is the dth underlying canonical qth factor direction as given in Definition 17; 
'0^ '^* is the corresponding dth underlying canonical qth factor resolution. 
Proof - Notice that for each 5, [2^(jv(9))s] C [>1(C)]. It thus follows immediately, in 
an identical fashion to Theorem 8, that Sp^(q){C) is Bayes linear sufficient for C{N^''^) 
for adjusting [ Z ( ^ ( , ) ) J . Thus, T^z^^^^^^jdNM)] = T^z^^^.^^js^^.^ic)]- By inverting 
equation (3.77), post multiplying by equation (3.78) and then the inversion of (3.79) 
and finally by (3.80) and using equation (1.74), we have that 
{D^'^yicPsaA^"^ + (1 - (j>s)biN^''^y'B^''^}{(l>saA^'>^}D^''\ (3.103) 
from which equation (3.100) follows immediately. From the solution of the underly-
ing group problem as given by equation (3.71), it is straightforward to see that 
{(Psa^"^ + {1- </.s)K4,o - ^^''^)}-'{W^''^)-'D^''\ (3.104) 
so that 
(/p('?))-iiy('?)(<^^a^r(9)}{(^^a^'(') + (1 - (l>s)b{Ii^^, - ¥'>^)}-\ (3.105) 
Hence, A(;v(^)), = {(f)sa'^f^''^}{(f)sa^^''^ + (1 - <i^s)bi\,o - ^^'^^)}-^ is the matrix whose 
diagonal elements are the canonical resolutions of the adjustment. To confirm that 
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the ((D(''^)~^VFj''^)^Z(jv('3))s are the corresponding canonical resolutions, we verify 
that they are mutually uncorrelated with prior variance one. Notice that by making 
use of equation (3.77), we have that 
Co^(((D( '))-Wi^))^Z(^(,))„ {{D^'^r'W^fYz^Ni^))s) = 
= {W^fYA^'^\W^P) (3.107) 
= (3.108) 
where equation (3.107) follows from the choice of W^"^^ in Definition 17. • 
Thus, we see how the underlying gth factor problem can be directly associated 
to a learning situation. Notice that the adjustment in each [-2(;v('!))s] provides the 
same qualitative information for each s, with straightforward modifications for the 
quantitative information given by the canonical resolutions. Notice that only the 
sample sizes given by A''^ '^ will alter the qualitative information provided by the 
canonical directions, that is W^'''^ only depends upon A''^^'. Observe that there is a 
further property. The canonical directions do not depend upon either a or b, whilst 
the resolutions may be easily modified to handle changes to a or b. The terms a and 
b are the only terms in equation (3.100) that involve the factor settings for the cells 
which we hold fixed in the adjustment. Thus, if we consider the collection of cells, 
f[k;q+l]U[q-l;l] = ifk,---, I, fq-1, •• • ,1), (3.109) 
for i = 1,... , ^ 5,0 for any choice of the levels fik;q+i] and then the adjustment 
described above handles the adjustment of the canonical group directions corre-
sponding to these cells; the only impact of changing f[k-q+i] and f[q-i-i] is to change 
a and b. There are {lo/lq,o) possible factor settings for the f[k;q+i] and f[q-i;i]. Thus, 
the problem addressed only depends on what is happening to the gth factor settings 
and has the same interpretive consequences for any settings of the remaining k — 1 
factors. We now show that the solution of the underlying canonical gth factor prob-
lem for each q = 1,... ,k provides the solution to the underlying canonical group 
problem. 
Theorem 22 If A = ®''g^iA^''^ and N'^B = ®5^i(iV(9))-i5(«) then the underlying 
canonical group directions are the columns of the matrix W = [Wi... Wi^] solving 
the generalised eigenvalue problem 
= [{®'g^iA^''^} + {®''g^i{N^'Y'B^''^]W^, (3.110) 
where ^' = diag{'ipi,... , V'2o) matrix of eigenvalues. may be written as 
^ = i^^^^}[{®;=i*^^^}+{®;=i(^;„o-*^'^)}]-'^> (3.111) 
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where P is aloxlo column permutation matrix chosen so that 1 > ipi > • • • > ipig > 0 
and '^^ '^ ^ is the matrix of underlying canonical qth factor resolutions as defined in 
Definition 17. W may be expressed as 
W = {(S)g=,W^'^}P, (3.112) 
with VF''?) the matrix of underlying canonical qth factor directions as given in Defi-
nition 17. 
Proof - Equation (3.110) follows immediately from equation (2.123). P is a IQ x IQ 
permutation matrix, so each column is of the form ei^i for some unique /. It thus 
follows immediately that P^P = Ii^. Thus, if {W, ^ ) solve equation (3.110) then so 
do ( i y P , P ^ ^ P ) . We show that W = oJ^jW^^") and ^' = { 0 j = i * ( 9 ) } [ { 0 5 = i ^ ' ( ' ' ^ } -h 
{'^q^iihgfi - * ^ ' ^ ) } ] " ^ are solutions. Consider 
{^UA^'^}{®U^^'^}H=r(^.o - *^^^)} = ®U^^'^W^'\lk, - *(')).(3.113) 
Notice from the solution of the underlying canonical gth factor problem as given by 
equation (3.71), we may write 
^1(9)^/(9)(7;^^^ -^rC?)) = (A^(9))-i5(9)i4/(9)^(9). (3.114) 
Substituting equation (3.114) into equation (3.113) gives 
{®'=i>l^'^}{®J=i^^'^}{®;=i(4,o - ^ ^ ' ^ ) } = ®;=i(A^('))-'B(^)VF(')*(')(3.115) 
= {®5=i(A^(''^)-'P('')}{<8)J=iVF(^)}{0j^i*('')}.(3.116) 
Adding {®^=iA{'?)}{®^^iiy('')}{®;=i^(9)} to both sides gives 
[{®U^^'^} + {®;=i(A^^'^)"'5^'^}]{®;=i^^'^}{®5=i*^'^}' (3-117) 
and the result follows. • 
3 . 3 . 1 T h e u n d e r l y i n g c a n o n i c a l v a r i a b l e a n d g r o u p p r o b l e m s 
f o r t h e e x a m i n e r 
As we stated, the only diff"erence between the work in this chapter and that of 
Chapter 2 is the specification made in the underlying canonical group problem as 
defined by Definition 13. The underlying canonical variable problem is as defined 
by Definition 12. Thus, the examiner may make immediate use of the work of 
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Subsection 2.4.2. By Theorem 22, the solution of the underlying canonical group 
problem is obtained by the solution of the underlying canonical qth factor problem 
for each q. For the examiner, the underlying canonical 1st factor problem may be 
considered as the underlying canonical marker problem. Since A'^ ^^ ^ = n/2, this 
problem is 
^(i)p^(i) = {A^') + nB^'^)W^'^¥'l (3.118) 
By comparing equation (3.17) to equation (2.117) and using the fact that A''^ ^^  = n/2, 
the marker may immediately observe that this problem is identical to the analysis 
he performed in Subsection 2.4.4, letting W^^^ and ^^^^ equate to the W and ^' of 
equation (2.156). Thus, the examiner needs only to solve the underlying canonical 
paper problem. Since A'^ ^^ ^ = I4, his problem is 
^(2)^/(2) = (>l(2)+S(2))T^(2)^(2)^ (3 119) 
where A^'^^ and B^'^^ are as defined by equation (3.19). Solving the problem yields 
0.2505 2.0529 0.6152 0.0970 
w(2) _ ( 0.3297 -0.2167 -2.5522 -0.4804 . 
^ - I 0.2432 -0.8584 0.5641 2.9189 I ' ^" '^^ ^^^ 
0.3330 -1.2055 1.4953 -2.3654 
0.8161 
^(2) ^ I u 0.1695 o o I _ (3_^21) 
0.1471 
0.0940 
The solution to the underlying canonical group problem is then found immediately 
using Theorem 22. 
3.4 The adjustment of the mean components by 
the observed sample 
By combining the reduction of the underlying group problem as given in Theorem 
22 with the results of Theorem 13 we get the following corollary which shows how 
the canonical variable and qth factor analysis, for each q = 1,... ,k completely 
determine the adjustment of the ful l collection M{C) by C{N). 
Corollary 7 The resolution transform matrix for the adjustment of[M{C)] byC{N) 
may be calculated as 
T[M(C}/C{N)] = 
'{®';^iA^P^®C+{®'p^,{N^''Y'B^P^}®E]~' ®C](3.122) 
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Letting d[k] be a shorthand for the cell {dk, • •. ,di), the collection Z(;v) = {'^(A')d[4js} 
for dg = I,... , Igfi, g = 1 , . . . ,k and s = 1 , . . . ,Vo is the set of canonical directions 
for the adjustment, where 
V H . ] ^ = [{®q=iK^}^'^sY ^{C). (3.123) 
The corresponding canonical resolutions are given by 





( l - ' ^ W ) = 1 1 ( 1 - ^ ? ) - (3.126) 
9=1 
The resolution ratio for the canonical direction Z^^JM^^^^^S is given by 
Proof - From Theorem 22 we have that W, * in Theorem 13 may, ignoring the 
ordering of the resolutions in order of magnitude, be expressed as 
W = ^S^iW^^"^; (3.128) 
* = {®;=i^^^^}[{®;=i^^'^} + { ® L ( ^ / „ o - ^ ^ ' ^ ) } ] ~ \ (3.129) 
so that equation (3.123) follows from equation (3.128). From equation (3.129) we 
have 
ih-^) = { ® ; = i ( / < „ o - ^ ^ ^ ^ ) } [ { ® ; = i * ^ ' ^ } + K = i ( / < „ o - ^ ^ ' ^ ) } r - (3 .130) 
Substituting equations (3.129) and (3.130) into equation (2.170) gives 
A w = { ( ® ; = i ^ ' ( ^ ) ) 0 $ } x 
[{(®;=i*(')) 0 $ } + {(®;=i(/.„o - ^^'^)) + {ivo - m ~ \ (3 .131) 
from which equations (3.125) and (3.126) follow. • 
Hence, we have the advantage that the x IQ underlying canonical group problem 
can be broken down into k underlying problems; those of the underlying canonical 
gth factor problem for each g G A. These problems are of size Ig^ x Ig ^ and have an 
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interpretable form, namely that of learning in the Zf^j^^^^s, which provides added 
understanding for the types of information the design conveys and also the role of 
the factor settings in the design process. The elegant features of the balanced design 
remain in this multifactor design. We have the following corollaries which should be 
compared to Corollary 4. 
Corollary 8 / / the sample sizes in the cells {f[k-q+i]lgf[q~i-i]) for each Ig G Xg are 
the same, that is we take N^'^^ = n^^ /^^ ^ o; ^^^n the underlying canonical qth factor 
directions, W^"^ = [Wi"^^... W^"] \, are the same for each n^ ^^  and the corresponding 
canonical qth factor directions are given by 
^^;'\ = , (3.132) 
where = diag{i}[l]^,... , ^ { i j , , , ) solves A^^W^'^^ = (A^?) + 5 (9 ) ) l¥ ( ' ' ) *g . In this 
case we may write 
RRc{N:NM=nMli^^g)iZd[k]s) = "^'^^•^C(Ar:Ar(9)=/,^_^) (^dj^js). (3.134) 
We may utilise the result of this corollary to develop the case of the complete 
balanced design. 
Corollary 9 / / the sample size in each cell, l[k] € A, is n, that is we have a bal-
anced design, then the canonical directions Z(^nii^)dik]s = ® ^s]^-^(^) 
are the same for all n and i f , for each g G A, = diag^ip^^^-^.^,... ,'i/'(i]i^p) solves 
^(g)p^(<?) ^ ( ^ ( 9 ) +B(9))VF('?)^g then 
n 
n [ Y i u ^ d ] + { n ; = i ( i - 4 K ) } (1 - <i>S 
(3.136) 
A 
9=1 1 ~ 
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We may then use Corollary 9, in a similar way to Corollary 5 to simplify design 
problems for choosing sample sizes to achieve specific variance reductions. 
Corollary 10 In the balanced design, the sample size n in each cell required to 
achieve a proportionate variance reduction of K for Z(„/,^)di^js, is 
n > (3.139) 
U r r — ( 3 . 1 4 0 ) 
// the minimal canonical resolution for n=\ is 
n { n = l^Sn} <t>mu. + { n = l ( l - ^ i l ) } (1 - <l>rmn) 
then a sample size of 
« 1 f A i - ^ i l l i -<^" -h 1 (3.142) 
in each cell is the minimum sample which is sufficient to achieve a proportionate 
variance reduction of K for every element of[M{C) . 
Int\x\ denotes the integer part of x. I t should be observed here that we can use this 
result, coupled with the costs of sampling, to find an upper bound on the cost of 
an experiment that seeks proportional variance reductions of K. This bound is, of 
course, not just restricted to samples of the form given by equation (3.56) but for 
any sample where we sample n;j^j individuals in the /[A;]th cell. 
3.5 The full solution to the examiner's problem 
By Corollary 7, the examiner knows his solution of the underlying canonical prob-
lems which is obtained in Subsection 3.3.1 is all he needs to find the canonical 
structure for the full adjustment of [A1(C)] by C{nls). The co-ordinates of the 
canonical resolutions may be found by calculating W^"^^ ® W^^^ 0 Y. The examiner 
performs this calculation and the results are given in Table 3.1. For example, 
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^{JV)lll Z{N)U2 Z{N)121 Z(N)122 Z{N)2n Z(N)2U Z{N)221 (^Af)222 
T+ T _ r _ T+ T+ T _ T _ 
0 3552 0.2751 0 3552 0.2751 0.0560 0.0434 0 0560 0.0434 
-0 3552 0.2751 -0 3552 0.2751 -0.0560 0.0434 -0 0560 0.0434 
0 3552 0.2751 -0 3552 -0.2751 0.0560 0.0434 -0 0560 -0.0434 
-0 3552 0.2751 0 3552 -0.2751 -0.0560 0.0434 0 0560 -0.0434 
-1 4735 -1.1414 -1 4735 -1.1414 -0.2774 -0.2148 -0 2774 -0.2148 
1 4735 -1.1414 1 4735 -1.1414 0.2774 -0.2148 0 2774 -0.2148 
-1 4735 -1.1414 1 4735 1.1414 -0.2774 -0.2148 0 2774 0.2148 
1 4735 -1.1414 -1 4735 1.1414 0.2774 -0.2148 -0 2774 0.2148 
0 3257 0.2523 0 3257 0.2523 1.6852 1.3054 1 6852 1.3054 
-0 3257 0.2523 -0 3257 0.2523 -1.6852 1.3054 -1 6852 1.3054 
0 3257 0.2523 -0 3257 -0.2523 1.6852 1.3054 -1 6852 -1.3054 
-0 3257 0.2523 0 3257 -0.2523 -1.6852 1.3054 1 6852 -1.3054 
0 8633 0.6687 0 8633 0.6687 -1.3657 -1.0578 -1 3657 -1.0578 
-0 8633 0.6687 -0 8633 0.6687 1.3657 -1.0578 1 3657 -1.0578 
0 8633 0.6687 -0 8633 -0.6687 -1.3657 -1.0578 1 3657 1.0578 






M { X i 2 i ) 
M{X,22) 












Table 3.1: The canonical directions for the adjustment of [A^(C)] by C{nh). 
The multipliers are r+ = ( H - 7)"2 and r_ = (1 - 7 ) "2 . 
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\N)tgs 9 
s = 1 
= 1 
s = 2 
9 
s = 1 
= 2 
S = 2 
t = 1 0.4897(l+7)n 0.4897(l-7)n 0.1166(1+7)71 0.1166(l-7)n 0.4897(l+7)n+0.0736 0.4897(l-7)n+0.0736 0.1166(l+7)n+0.1576 0.1166(1-7)71+0.1576 
t = 2 0.1017(l+7)n 0.1017(l-7)n 0.0242(1+7)71 0.0242(1-7)71 0.1017(l+7)n+0.3322 0.1017(1-7)71+0.3322 0.0242(1+7)71+0.7119 0.0242(1-7)71+0.7119 
t = 3 0.0883(1+7)" 0.0883(1-7)71 0.0210(1+7)71 0.0210(1-7)71 0.0883(l+7)n+0.3412 0.0883(l-7)n+0.3412 0.0210(1+7)71+0.7311 0.0210(l-7)n+0.7311 
t = 4 0.0564(l+7)n 0.0564(1-7)71 0.0134(1+7)71 0.0134(1-7)71 0.0564(l+7)n+0.3624 0.0564(1-7)71+0.3624 0.0134(1+7)71+0.7766 0.0134(1-7)71+0.7766 
Table 3.2: The corresponding canonical resolutions to the canonical direc-
tions of Table 3.1 for the adjustment of [A^(C)] by ^(n/s). 
= (l + 7 ) - ^ 0 . 1 4 4 6 A ^ ( X i n ) - 0.1446A1(Xn2) + 
... + 0.1923M{X42i) - 0.1923A1(X422)} (3.143) 
= 0.2505[v/l/2(l + ^){V(mM{Xui) - v W 3 ) A ^ ( ^ i i 2 ) + 
= . . . -f- .3330[v'l/2(l + 7){vW3)A^(^42i) - x/(2/3)A<(X422)}] (3.144) 
The corresponding canonical resolutions are the diagonal elements of the matrix 
(^r(2) 0 ^ ( 1 ) 0 $ ) { (< l r (2 )^^( l )0$) +((J^ _ ^(2)) ^ ( j ^ _ ^ ( 1 ) ) <g, ( j ^ _ Prom his 
work in Subsection 3.3.1, the examiner may immediately calculate these. He displays 
them in Table 3.2. Thus, if 7 > 0 then the largest resolution for all quantities in 
A4{C)] is for quantities proportional to ^(Ar)ui . This is approximately proportional 
to A4{X..i) — M{X..2), the difference between the questions, averaged over papers 
and markers. Likewise, Z(Ar)n2 is approximately proportional to the overall mean, 
M(X...). Z(!^/)i22 is approximately proportional to M{X.i.) — M{X.2.) and -^(A')I2I 
is approximately proportional to A ^ ( X i i ) — MiX.u) — M{X.2i) -\- M{X.22)-
For 7 > 0 the smallest resolution for all quantities in [A^(C)] is for quantities 
proportional to -Z'(;v)422. Notice that there are a number of small eigenvalues so 
that large samples will be required to achieve a variance reduction of K, for these 
quantities. 
3.6 Marginal tables 
The solution of the ful l /c-dimensional problem in terms of the canonical structure 
enables us to investigate the learning of any quantity X e [M{C)]. In many designs, 
we may only be interested in learning about the relationships between a few of the 
factors. That is, we may want to investigate marginal quantities. Analysis of the 
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fu l l space of course enables us to do this, but the results become clearer if we restrict 
our attention to learning in the subspace of interest. 
We consider forming marginal spaces. Let A C A, then a A-marginal space 
is obtained by only classifying the quantities of interest according to the crite-
ria in A. That is we only consider the classification variables in A. For ease 
of notation, we shall assume that we are interested in the marginal when A = 
{ 1 , . . . ,q}. We shall conclude the section with the more general case of any A C A. 
The available cells are then the elements l[g] = {Iq,... , / i ) of the product I[q-i] = 
Xp=i,...,qlp- For each cell l[g] we have the marginalised collection of random quanti-
ties 7U (C j^^ j) = {M{Xi^^^i),... ,M{Xi^^^y^)] that we are interested in learning about, 
where M.{Xi^^^^) is defined as 
k 'p,o 
• ^ ( ^ ' w " ) = E £ • ^ ( ^ ' 1 . , ' ^ ) ' (3-145) 
p=q+l lp=l 
so that the ful l mean collection is M{C(^q)) = Ui^^^M{Ci^g^), which in vector form is 
X(C(,)) = MM{C), (3.146) 
where 
M = { ® p % + i i r „ „ } ® { ® ? = A o } ® ^ ' ' o - (3.147) 
We interpret the mapping / , given in Definition 16, for the cells l[k-q+i] to be 
t[fc;?+l] ^ \ E ( ^ 5 - 1 ) n p^'>o + W - (3-148) 
U=g+2 g'=q+l ) 
The following lemma describes the relationships. 
Lemma 19 The relationships between the marginalised mean components and the 
sample means may be expressed as 
Var{M{C^g))) = {®p%+ilJ,o^(^^l/p,o} ® (3-149) 
Cov{M{C^g)),S^{C)) = {^i^q+ill.A^'^j^C^'^; (3.150) 
Var{S^{C)) = [{®i=g^i{W^'Y\A^'^ + iN^'Y'B^^Y'} 
® A . i , , o ^ o ] ' ' K'^ r''" {i^l'-'^'^C^"^ + (1 - i^p'r^'^'^E^^^]' X 
'H=q+AW^'Y'}®Ii,^,,,.J\-, (3.151) 
Cov{S^{C),MiC^g))) - [{®',=g^i{W^'Y\A^'^ + {N^'Y'B^^Y'} 
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where 
J / o r p ' = / ( / [ , ; , + ! ] ) ; 
p=q+l 
k 




Proof - Equation (3.149) follows by noting that 
Var{M{C(g))) = Var{MM{C)) = MVar{M{C))M'^, (3.155) 
and using the representation of Var{M{C)) given by equation (3.58). 
Equation (3.150) follows by noting that 
Cov{M{C^g)),SN{C)) =COV{MM{C),SN{C)) = MCov{M{C),Sj,{C)lZ.lh%) 
and using the representation of COV[M{C),SN{C)) given by equation (3.59). 
Equation (3.151) may be seen by taking the representation of Var{SN{C)) given 
by equation (3.60) and premultiplying by [{(8)J^^+i(VF(f))-i(^(p) -f (AA(P))-15(P))-I} 
®KM<:>^O post multiplying by {®J=g+i(I^^^^)"^} ® //(,;i],o^o and making use 
of the underlying canonical pih. factor directions and resolutions, as given by Defi-
nition 17, for p = g 4 - 1 , . . . , /c and also the following two identities: 
(3.157) 
(3.158) 
Equation (3.152) follows in a similar fashion to equation (3.151) with a final post 
multiplication by M ^ . • 
Denote the resolution transform for the adjustment of the marginalised mean 
components by the ful l sample, C{N), by r[A^(C(,))/c(iv)]. We have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 23 ^[A^(C(,))/c(Ar)] may be computed as 
^ 5 : E 




n \ Y.i<rK 
n < ^^'^  + n (1 - < ) ^^'^ 
L \P=(7+1 
k \ 
J] Vf,''^  C "^) (3.159) 
,P=g+i / 




and of'' is as given by equation (3.13). W^^^ is the Ipth underlying canonical pth fac-
tor direction. C^'^\ E^^^ are as given in equations (3.61) and (3.62). The canonical 
directions and resolutions of the adjustment of [A4(C(g))] by C{N) may be deduced 
from those of the unmarginalised adjustment, namely that of [M{C)] by C{N). If 
Z{N)dms, o,s given by equation (3.123), is a canonical direction of the adjustment of 
M{C)] byC{N) with corresponding resolution X(N)dik]S> o-s given by equation (3.124), 
then Z ( / v ) d [ ^ . i ] S is a canonical direction of the adjustment of [M{C(^q))\ by C{N) with 
corresponding resolution X(^N)dig.^s, where 
X ( i V ) d [ , . i ] S 
9^ w p'=g+l/p, = l 
lp,0 n E«y^' (p) 
(3.161) 
X{N)d[k]s- (3.162) 
p=g+l K g=l 
This gives us the complete set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
P r o o f - From Theorem 8, SN{C) is Bayes linear sufficient for the adjustment of 
[ X ( C ( , ) ) ] . Hence, T^M{C^^))/C{N)] = T [ M ( C ( , ) ) / S ; . ( C ) ] , where T [ ^ ( C ( , ) ) / 5 ^ { c ) ] denotes the 
resolution transform for the adjustment of [Af(C(5))] by SM{C). Defining 
Var-'Cov = {Var{M{C^g)))}-'Cov{M{C^g)),SN{C)); 
Cov^ = CoviSNiC),M{C^,))), 
(3.163) 
(3.164) 
then since all of the matrices are of f u l l rank, T[_A4(C(,))/5A,(C)] may be computed as 
TiMic,,,)/S:,ic)] = Var''Cov{Var{Sr,{C))}-'Cov'^. (3.165) 
From equations (3.149) and (3.150) and making use of a as given by equation (3.160) 
we have 
Var ^Cov = 
1 
1 r 
® (^^^^^)-^J [{^i=,-,iKA'^} ® ^^ '1 (3.166) 
{^'=,+i^lo^^'^} ^ K.,ovo] (3.167) 
•,i],o^o 
® K.ioJ • (3-168) 
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From the column representations of A^P\ as given by equation (3.12), and W^P\ as 
given in Defini t ion 17, we find that 
/ [afYwi''^ ... {P>\TIXAP) 
P) \ T w ( P ) 
(3.169) 
so that 
l p , 0 
,9=1 
(3.170) 
Let t ing 
' 9 , 0 
then substituting equation (3.170) into equation (3.168) and making use of equation 
(3.171) we find that 
1 
Var-'Cov = — 
(3.173) 
(3.174) 
Now f rom our choice of canonical p th factor directions, we have that 
Making use of equation (3.174) in equation (3.152) we find that 
Cov^ = [{oJ^,+i(VK(p))-^(yl(P^ + ( i V ( ^ ) ) - i B ( f ) ) - ^ } 
^K.^ovof (3.175) 
Full rank specifications enable us to invert equation (3.149). Taking the inverse and 
premultiplying by equation (3.172) and post mul t iplying by equation (3.175) gives 
r[^(C(,,)/5yv(c)] = TiM(q^^)/ciN)] the representation of equation (3.159). 
Following the proof to Corollary 7 i t is straightforward to see that (C^'^ + 
£;(<?))-iC7(<7) has eigenvectors { ^ ^ ^ i V K j ^ ^ j (g) Ys for dp = 1 , . . . ,/p,o for each p = 
1 , . . . ,q and s = 1,... , UQ where W^^^ is the dpth underlying canonical pth factor 
direction and Yg the sth underlying canonical variable direction. The corresponding 
eigenvalues are given by 
{ n ; . i < ^ } < ^ . + { r e = i ( i - < ^ ) } ( i - < ^ . ) ' 
(3.176) 
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where tp^f^ is the dpth underlying canonical pth factor resolution and (pg is the 5 t h un-
derlying canonical variable resolution. The canonical structure follows immediately 
by noting that {^C^"^+r]E^'^^)-^^C'' shares the same eigenvectors as {C''''HE^'I^)-^C'^ 
w i t h eigenvalues given by 
eAd(„ .+ ( ! -??) ( 1 - A d [ „ . ) ' 
MA^^V) = , n ^ ^^  (3-177) 
• 
3.6.1 Marginalising over any k — r factors 
We now consider that we only want to classify the mean components in terms of r 
factors, for r = 0 , . . . ,k - 1. The case when r = 0 being the marginalisation of the 
mean components to a single cell containing the Vo variables, whilst i f r ,= A; then 
we perform no marginalisation. Our classification criteria is then the set A C A , 
where A = {6i,... ,6r}. Wi thout loss of generality we may take 6i < • • • < 5r. The 
available cells are then the elements /^ ^^ = {l^^,... , Z^J of the product = x ^ ^ ^ I ^ . 
In this case we have 
r 
= (3-178) 
possible cells. For each cell / j ^ ] , we have the marginalised collection of mean com-
ponents M{Ci^^^) = {M{Xi^^^i),... ,M{Xi^^^^^)] where M{Xi^^^^) is defined as 
• ^ ( ^ W ) = EE-^(^'(.i'^)- (3-179) 
In vector form, the f u l l collection of mean components is given by 
A1(C(^)) = M-^M{C), (3.180) 
where 
MK = {®U[^Mk.o + i ^ ~ i M K , ) ] ® h o , (3.181) 
where / ^ ( p ) is the indicator function of A , so that: 
Once more we are interested in using the f u l l sample, ^(A'') to adjust [M{C^^-^)]. We 
denote the resolution transform for this adjustment by T\^M{C^^^)/C{N)\- The following 
corollary to Theorem 23 summarises the adjustment. 
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Coro l lary 11 T[M{C^^.^)/C{N)] "may be computed as 
k,0 







and af^ is as given by equation (3.13). W^^ is the Uth underlying canonical 5th 
factor direction. C^^\ E^^^ are as given in equations (3.64) o^iT-d (3.65). 
The canonical directions and resolutions of the adjustment o/[A^(C(^))] byC{N) 
may be deduced from those of the unmarginalised adjustment, namely that of[A4{C)] 
byC{N). If Z(^N)dyk]s, o-s given by equation (3.123), is a canonical direction of the ad-
justment of[A4{C)] by C{N) with corresponding resolution A(jv)dj^js, o.s given by equa-
tion (3.124), ^^6*^ -^(Arjdf^js is a canonical direction of the adjustment of [M(C^^^^) 
by C{N) with corresponding resolution A ( ^ ) d [ ^ ] S j where 
>i(C(A)) ; 
' 5 ' , 0 
A i ^ E E n E(«f)"<' (-5) 




Note then, that to find the Z(^N)d^^fS and the A(/v)dj^jsS, we need only solve our 
underlying canonical problems; no other calculations are necessary. Thus, solving 
the underlying problems enables us to have the solution to both the adjustment of 
the mean components and also for any marginalisation of the factors. Note that 
complete marginalisation of the factors leaves the adjustment providing the same 
qualitative information as for the single group adjustment, the structure being that 
of the underlying variable problem given in Definition 12. Of course, i f we are only 
interested in the solution of the marginalisation problem, then we need only to solve 
the underlying canonical hh factor problems for each 6 e A and the underlying 
canonical variable problem to find the Z(7v)dj^jsS, since these coupled wi th equation 
(3.183) yield the solution of the corresponding X(^N)d^^^sS- Thus, we may choose to 
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only solve the canonical factor directions relevant to the design. The downside may 
be a loss of understanding in how the sample sizes, A^(^) for 5 e A \ A effect the 
information as we now explain. 
Observe how the solution of this marginalised problem makes the choice of sample 
size and the role of the sample sizes clearer for selection in the marginalised space, 
wi th sample space of the form given by equation (3.56). The canonical resolutions, 
Z{N)d[g.^s, only depend on the matrices N^^^ for 6 e A. I f these are held fixed, then 
the qualitative features of the adjustment remain the same for all choices of the 
A^^ ^^ s for 5 G A \ A , the choices of the A^ '^ '^ s^ only effect the quantitative information. 
Thus, for example, we could use the to fix the qualitative information and the 
iV '^^ s^ to alter the quantitative nature of this information. 
Notice that X(^N)d^^^s is the weighted sum of X(^N)dik]s over the marginalised levels. 




E|E(4^))^<)| = llA^'^W^'HW^'^A^'X,. (3.188) 
/^=i [ s = i J 
Now, f rom the choice of W^"^^ in the underlying canonical qth factor problem as given 
by Defini t ion 17, namely that {W^i)fA'^''^W^'i^ = we have that 
2 
'5,0 I k,( 
(5=1 I 9=1 
(3.189) 
Hence, 
' 5 ' , 0 
E E 
<5'^A '5 '=l 
'5 ,0 
n E ^ ' ) " ^ 
SiA I 9=1 
{<5) 
6fA 
'5,0 C '5,0 
E E « ' ) " < 




confirming that we do, indeed, have a weighted sum. 
3.6.2 The examiner considers marginalisation 
The examiner decides that he wants to restrict his attention to the overall perfor-
mance of each marker on the specific questions. Thus, he decides to marginalise 
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over the papers. He then reduces his eight cells to two, namely 
4 
M{C,) = J ] ^ ( C , , ) , (3.193) 
t=i 
for p = 1,2. From Theorem 23, and its ' accompanying corollary, the examiner knows 
he has l i t t le effort to employ in calculating the canonical resolutions and directions 
for the adjustment over the M{Cg)s. He calculates A^'^^W^'^K 
/ 0.9226 0.3477 0.0881 0.0084 \ 
zi(2)w(2) _ ( 0.8923 -0.0270 -0.2686 -0.0304 \ 
^ ^ - 0.7986 -0.1296 0.0720 0.2240 ' ^"^-^^^^ 
\ 0.8421 -0.1402 0.1470 -0.1398 / 
whence 
^{afYM'^ = 3-4556; ^ ( a f ) ^ V K f = 0.0508; (3.195) 
9-1 9=1 
4 4 
Y^iafYwP = 0.0385; ^ ^ ( a f ) ^ V F f = 0.0622. (3.196) 
9=1 9=1 
Calculating ag = 11.95, then the canonical resolutions of his adjustment are 
X(nls)ds = Y^^i^-'^^bG^X^nhWs + 0.0508^A(„/g)2ds + 
0.0385'A(„/3)3d. + 0.06222A(„/3)4dJ (3.197) 
^ X(nls)lds. (3.198) 
This is of no surprise to the examiner, for i f he calculates the corresponding canonical 
resolutions, he finds that 
Zinis)ds = 7 f f : ^ ^ ^ i ' ^ ® ^ ^ > ' ^ - ^ ( ^ ^ ) - (3.199) 
So that, for example, Z[nh)ii is proportional to M{X..i) - M{X..2). This quantity 
was, of course, geometrically close to 2'(jv)ii i . Similar observations follow to link 
Z(nis)ds w i t h Z^nh)ids for cach of the choices of d and s. Equation (3.197) is the 
par t i t ion of the overall reduction in variance for the quantity .^(n/gjds in terms of the 
resolutions f rom each canonical direction in the f u l l adjustment. For further details 
of this resolution par t i t ion see Section 7 of Goldstein & Wooff (1998). 
3.7 Sliced tables 
In addition to marginal quantities, we may also be interested in learning about 
quantities in cells corresponding to slices of the table. These are circumstances 
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when we fix some of the classification criteria at predetermined levels and then 
allow the remaining criteria to vary. 
Consider A c A , where A = {61,... ,Sr} and suppose that, for each p = 1,... , r , 
we set the level of the dpth factor at /^^ and write / j ^ j = ( / ^ ^ , . . . , / ^ J . 
Defini t ion 18 The f^^-slice of the table consists of all cells l[k] = {k, • • • ,h) of the 
product 2'[A\A] ^^^^^ ^ ^^^ ^p> ^^^^ -^[A\A] — ^p=i,...,kip where 
ip = \ { ' , X t ^ t f (3.200) i { 1 , . . . ,/p,o} t f p ^ A . 
The f^^yslice thus has 
^A\A = n ^'fi (3-201) 
rfeA\A 
possible cells. 
As in the case of marginalisation, in i t ia l ly we shall consider a convenient form of 
A in order to best illustrate the results, before concluding wi th the corresponding 
results for the general /j^j-slice. 
Suppose that we take A = - | - 1 , . . . ,k} and / j ^ j = ( A , • . . , fq+i)- We regard 
this as the /[fc;g+i]^[9]-slice and the available cells are 
f{k;q+l]l[g] = ( A , • • • , fq+1, Iq, • • • , h) (3.202) 
for Zp = 1 , . . . , Ipfi for each p = 1 , . . . ,q. Notice that in the fik;q+i]liq]-s\\ce we are 
allowing the same factors to vary as we did in the [q; l]-marginal, the difference 
here being that the remaining factors are held fixed at given levels as opposed to 
being summed over. In each cell f[k;q+i]l[q] we are interested in learning about the 
mean component vector attached to that cell, namely A4 (C/jjj,^^jjij^j). Notice the 
distinction here wi th the marginal case when the quantity of interest attached to 
the corresponding cell was M.{Ci^^-^). The f u l l collection of mean components is 
M{C[k-q+i](q)) = U/[,]A^((^/[,,,+i];(,)), which in vector form is 
X(q fc ; ,+ i ] ( , ) ) = SM{C), (3.203) 
where 
S = {®'p^q^,el„u} ® {®U^,o} ® ho- (3.204) 
As we explained above, our motivation is to make explicit the connection between 
learning in the slice and the analysis of the f u l l table. In the /[fc;g+i]/[g]-slice, we 
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are focusing attention on learning about the mean components in the subspace 
M {C[k-q^i](q))] of [A^(C)]. To make the l ink explicit, we consider using the C{N) to 
learn about the M{C[k-,g+i](^q)). By the Bayes linear sufficiency of SN{C) for C{N) for 
the adjustment of [M{C[k-q-^i](q))], we know that we need only consider the second-
order relationships between [M{C[k-q+i](^q)) and S^iC). The relationships for these 
collections, induced by the second-order specifications given in equations (3.7) - (3.9) 
and using the decompositions given by equations (3.10) and (3.11), may be written 
as in the following lemma. 
L e m m a 20 The relationships between the mean components corresponding to the 
l{k;q+i]l[q]-slice and the sample means may be expressed as 
l / a r (A1(q , ; ,+ i , ( 9 ) ) ) = ( n 4 P / P | ® ^ ^ ' ^ ; (3-205) 
U=9+l J 
Co^(A1(q , ; ,+ i ] ( , ) ) ,5^ (C) ) = {®i=q^,el,fA^^^}^C^'^; (3.206) 
VariS^iC)) = [ {®p%+i(M^(^ ' ) ) - i (> l ( ^ ) - t - ( iV (P ) ) - iB(^ ) ) - i } 
®K.,.ovo]" {^i^^^^^C( ' ) + (1 - i^.^r-^'^E^^^] X 
j ® p % + i ( w ^ ^ ^ ^ ) - ' } ® W o ] ; (3-207) 
Cov{Sr,{C),Miq,,q^,^^q))) = [{®',=q^AW^'Y\A^'^ + [N^'^r'B^^^)-'} 
'H=,^iiW^'^)-\,ou} ® KMOVO] , (3.208) 
where 
^ ( f ; .+ i ) = -Q 4fforp'^f{l^,.,q^,^y, (3.209) 
p=q+l 
{1 - i^p'f-'"^'^ = n ( l - < ^ ) / o r p ' = / ( / ( ,^ ,+i] ) , (3.210) 
p=q+l 
and C^"^ = {^l^^A^P^ <g) C and E^") = {®1^^{N^P^)-^B^P^ ® E. 
P r o o f - Equation (3.205) follows by noting that 
Var{M{qk;q+i](q))} = Var{SM{C)) = SVar{M{C))S'^, (3.211) 
and using the representation of Var{M{C)) given by equation (3.58). 
Equation (3.206) follows by noting that 
CoviM{C[k,q+i]^q)),SN{C)) = COV{SM{C),SM{C)) (3.212) 
= SCOV{M{C),SM{C)), (3.213) 
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and using the representation of COV{M{C),SN{C)) given by equation (3.59). 
Equation (3.207) is identical to Equation (3.151) . 
To obtain Equation (3.208) first note that 
Cov{SNiC),M{qk-q+i]iq))) = COV{SN{C),SM{C)) (3.214) 
= COV{SM{C),M{C))S^. (3.215) 
Taking the representation of COV{SN{C),M.{C)) given by the transpose of equation 
(3 .59) and premultiplying by [{<8>J=,+I(VF(P)) -H^(^^ + {N^^^r'B^^^)-'} ®/i„,„,„.o 
and post mul t ip lying by {®p=5+i (VF (P ) )~^} 0 Ii^^.-^^gvo and making use of the un-
derlying canonical p th factor directions and resolutions, as given by Definition 17, 
for p = g + 1,... ,k and also the following two identities: 
(3.216) 
(3.217) 
i t is easy to verify that we may write 
Cov{Sr,{C),M{C)) = [{®J=,^.,(H/(^))-^(AW + (A^(^))-^B( ' ' ) )- i} 
®^'[,. , ,o^o]"' { e ; ^ r ^ ' ' > ? ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ } [i^u^iiw^'^r] ® KMOVO] - (3 -218) 
Equation (3 .208) then follows by post mult iplying COV{SN{C), M{C)) by 5^ . • 
Denote the resolution transform for the adjustment of the mean components 
corresponding to the /[fc;g+i]Z[g]-slice by the f u l l sample, C{N) as r[A4(C(fc.,+i](,))/c(7V)]. 
We have the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 24 T[MiCik,,+m,^)/c{N)] may be computed as 
TiMic,,/c„ = ^ E E [ n 
^ p'=9+l/p,=l Lp=9+1 
L \p=q+l ) \p=9+l 
X 




n a (p) / p / p (3.220) 
P=g+1 
and ci>f is as given by equation (3.13). w/j*^ is the Ipth underlying canonical pth 
factor direction. C'^''\ E''^'> are as given in equations (3.61) and (3.62). 
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The canonical directions and resolutions of the adjustment of [M{C[k-q+i](q))] by 
C{N) may be deduced from those of the adjustment of[M{C)] byC{N). If Z(^N)d[k]s> 
as given by equation (3.123), is a canonical direction of the adjustment of [M{C) 
by C{N) with corresponding resolution A(rtr)djj.j5, as given by equation (3.124), then 
Zfik q+i]<i[g i]s -^^  ^ canonical direction of the adjustment of [M{C[k-q+i](q))] by C { N ) 
with corresponding resolution A/j^.^_^jjdj^.^j5, where 
Z flk:q + l]d[g;l]S {K=iK^}®ysY^{Cik-,q+my> 
V,o 





This gives us the complete set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
P r o o f - From Theorem 8, SN{C) is Bayes linear sufficient for the adjustment of 
'M{Cik.q+i](q))]. Let t ing r[A^(C[,,,+i](,))/5;v(c)] denote the resolution transform for the 
adjustment of [M{C[k-q+i](q))] by SN{C), the Bayes linear sufficiency gives 
•[.M(C[,;,+i](,))/C(iV)] T[M(C[k;q+iKq))/SN{C)]- (3.223) 
Defining 
Var-'Cov = {l/ar(X(q,;,+i](,)))}-^Co?;(A^(C[fc;,+i](,)),<SAr(C)); (3.224) 
Cov^ = Cov{Sjv{C),M{qk;q+m)), (3.225) 
then since all of the matrices are of f u l l rank, T[M{C[k.^+i]f^g^)/SN{c)] may be computed 
as 
Tmq.,q,rK.))/SN(c)] = Var-'Cov{Var{S^iC))r'Cov^. (3.226) 
From equations (3.205) and (3.206) and making use of b as given by equation (3.220) 
we have 
" 1 




'{®J=,+i(W^^^')-'}® W o ] (3-229) 
Using the representation of A^P^W'^P^ given by equation (3.169), we have 
l p , 0 / p {afjrwi^K..{airw^:;^ (3.230) 
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Let t ing 
yp' = N { ( < ) X ' V ° ' ^ ' = -^^^f^^^+^])' (3.231) 
P=g+l 
then substituting equation (3.230) into equation (3.229) and making use of equation 
(3.231) we find that 
Var-^Cov = ,;,,o.o {®J=,+i(W^^^^)-^}®Vu,o''o (3.232) 
Now f rom our choice of canonical p th factor directions, we have that 
iW^'Y\,f, = {e[^,fMW^'rrY (3.233) 
= H^fA^^W^'^Y- (3-234) 
By substituting equation (3.230) into (3.234) and making use of equation (3.231) 
we find that 
H=q^xiW^'Y\,fJ = [y,...m,,,,,,X- (3-235) 
Substituting equation (3.235) into equation (3.208) we find that 
Cov^ = [{^'p^^^.iW^^Y'i^^'^ + iN^'Y'B^^^r'} 
®K.,ovo]{®l^:r'°4-'''-'^c^'^} [yiK,,ovo... y ' , . . i , , o ^ ' i , . , , o ^ o ] - (3.236) 
Full rank specifications enable us to invert equation (3.205). Taking the inverse 
and premultiplying by equation (3.232) and post mult iplying by equation (3.236) 
and simplifying gives r[^(C[,;,+i,(,))/5;v(C)] = T[M{c^,.,,+^^MmN)] the representation of 
equation (3.219). The derivation of the eigenstructure follows exactly as for that in 
Theorem 23. • 
3.7.1 Taking a general /^ ^^ -slice 
We now return to the case where we consider A = {5i,... ,Sr}, where we assume, 
without loss of generality, that Si < • • • < 5r. We then have A \ A { ^ i , . . . , 6k-r}, 
where 5i < • • • < 4 - r . I n each cell / [ a ] ^ [ a \ a ] interested in learning about 
the mean component vector attached to that cell, namely •M{Cf^^^i^^^^^). The fu l l 
collection of mean components is A ^ ( C [ A ] { a \ a ) ) = ^IIA\A]^^[A\^]-^'<^WIA\A])^ ^^^^^ 
in vector form is 
A^(qA](A\A)) = S^M{C), (3.237) 
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where 
SA = {^U{h^}(PKoU + (^-WP)K.o)]®Ivo, (3.238) 
where / { a } ( P ) indicator function of A , so that 
The following corollary to Theorem 24 gives the computational form for resolution 
transform for the adjustment of [A^(C[^](^\^))] by the collection of sample means 
C(A''), denoted by T[M{C^^^^^^^.^)/C{N)], and also the canonical directions and corre-
sponding resolutions of the adjustment. 
Coro l lary 12 7'[>I(C[^J(^^A))/C(/V)] may be computed as 
f -\ ( -




( 5 6 A 
and a^j^ is as given by equation (3.13). W^^^ is the l-^th underlying canonical 6th 
factor direction and 
= { ® J - [ A ( ^ p ) } ® C ; 
= {0'pZl{N^^^^)-'B^^''^}®E. 
The canonical directions and resolutions of the adjustment o / [ A 4 ( C [ ^ ] ( a \ a ) ) 1 byC{N) 
may be deduced from those of the adjustment of [M{C)] by C{N). / /Z(;v)d[4js , as 
given by equation (3.123), is a canonical direction of the adjustment of [M{C) 
by C{N) with corresponding resolution A(Ar)d(j^,s, as given by equation (3.124), then 
^Wf[&]^[A\Af s^ a canonical direction of the adjustment of [M{C^^^^^y^^^)] by C{N) 




dip A < ( ^ ^ [ A ] ( A \ A ) ) ; (3.244) 
X r E E 
^ 5'6Ai^'=l 
N { ( 4 ? ) 
seA 
X (3.245) 
This gives us the complete set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
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Observe that in the same way as the marginalisation problem, we need only 
to solve our underlying problems to find the .^(N)/j^]d[^^^]sS and the '^(Af)/,^,d[^^^,sS. 
Thus, the solution of the underlying problems enable us to solve not only the ad-
justment of the mean components, but also all marginalisation and slicing problems 
related to the mean components. I f we are only interested in the /j^j-slice adjust-
ment, then we only need to solve the underlying canonical 6th factor problems for 
each (5 G A \ A and the underlying canonical variable problem to yield the canonical 
structure for the adjustment. 
Notice how the canonical resolutions, ^ ( A ' ) / ( ^ j d [ ^ ^ ^ j S , only depend on the matrices 
A'^ ^^ ) for 5 G A \ A . I f these are held fixed, then the qualitative features of the 
adjustment remain the same for all choices of the A '^^ '^ s^, for S E A. Hence, the 
N^^^s only effect the quantitative information. Notice further that the choice of 
fixed levels, for each 6 E A also only effects the quantitative information of the 
design, that is the qualitative information of the adjustment of the /j^j-slice only 
depends upon A . This has a great interpretative advantage for assessing the effect 
of the individual levels on the design, for if 6 e A then the effect of changing in 
the /j^j-slice is restricted completely to the quantitative aspects of the adjustment. 
I t should be noted that the collection Zf^j<^(q)^^ as given by equation (3.73) con-
sists of the sth canonical variable directions for the adjustment of the cell mean 
components by a sample in that cell, for each of the cells in the /j^j-slice, where 
A = A \ { g } . Thus, the underlying canonical gth factor problem may be related 
to learning in the /[A\{g}]-slice. Notice that by taking A: = 1 we may mirror the 
interpretation of the underlying canonical groups problem as given by Definition 13. 
In a similar way to marginalisation, \N)f^^^d^^^^^s is the weighted sum of \N}d^k]s 
over the fixed levels. To see this, recall that 
Hence, 
E{(4?)^ 
' 5 = 1 
' 5 ' , 0 
E E 




' 5 ,0 /5 
(5) 





E { ( 4 : v w, 
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confirming that we do, indeed, have a weighted sum. 
3.7.2 The examiner considers slicing 
The examiner decides that he wants to restrict his attention to the performance 
of each marker on the questions on the 1st paper. Thus, he wishes to consider 
the /[paper=i] slicc. The f\paper=i] slice has two possible cells, (1,1) = 11 and 
(1,2) = 12. We restrict our attention to learning about[A^(Ci)], where [A4(Ci)] = 
M{Cu)^M.{Ci2)'^]'^• From Theorem 24, and its ' accompanying corollary, the ex-
aminer knows he has to make l i t t le additional effort to calculate the canonical reso-
lutions and directions for the adjustment over [M{Ci)]. Using the matrix A^^'>W^^'> 
(see equation (3.194)) we have 
{a^Y^i'^ = 0.9226; (af^)^H^i '^ = 0.3477; (3.252) 
{afYwi'^ = 0.0881; {af^fW^'^ = 0.0084, (3.253) 
and &[paper=i] = 0.98. The canonical resolutions of his adjustment are 
1 
Aid. = Q ^ { 0 . 9 2 2 6 ' A ( „ , 3 ) i d , + 0.34772A(„/3)2d. + 
0.088l 'A(„/3)3d. + 0.00842A(„,3)4dJ. (3.254) 
The corresponding canonical directions of his adjustment are 
Zus = -^{W^'^®YsfM{Cr). (3.255) 
Notice that i f the examiner wished to consider, for example, the f\paper=2] slice, the 
only change would be the weights. The canonical resolutions are stil l the weighted 
sum and the canonical directions w i l l have the same co-ordinate representation. 
Chapter 4 
Modelling using finite 
second-order exchangeability 
SUMMARY 
To this point, our work has progressed under the assumption that 
the individuals in each second-order exchangeable sequence come 
f rom a potentially infinite population. This is an idealisation and 
we seek to remove i t f rom our models. We consider progress-
ing as i f each second-order exchangeable sequence was only finite 
in length. Notice that this also allows us to consider sequences 
where there is no concept of an infinite length. In Section 4.3, we 
review the finite analogue to the representation theorem of Sec-
t ion 1.5 and in Section 4.5 develop the analogous theory for the 
adjustment of finite second-order exchangeable sequences as that 
reviewed in Subsection 1.8.2. In Subsection 4.5.1, we show that 
the coherency conditions between the adjustment of exchange-
able sequences resulting f rom different sample sizes found in the 
infinite case are also present in the finite scenario. In Section 4.6, 
we consider extendible and non-extendible sequences and show 
that the adjustment is qualitatively the same for all lengths of 
extendible second-order exchangeable sequences. In Section 4.7, 
we extend this to infinite sequences and show how we may re-
gard the difference between the adjustment of finite and infinite 
second-order exchangeable sequences, w i th the same specifica-
tions between individuals, as being quantitative and not qualita-
tive. From Section 4.10 onwards, we develop the finite analogue 
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to Sections 2.1 - 2.4. We show that, once more, the adjustment 
of the population structure may be solved as a series of subprob-
lems: the underlying canonical variable problem of Section 4.12 
is identical to that of Subsection 2.4.1; the underlying canonical 
finite group problems of Section 4.13 can be seen, in the hmit , to 
be identical to the underlying canonical group problem of Sub-
section 2.4.3. Section 4.14 is the finite analogue of Subsection 
2.4.5. The simple examiner example is again used to illustrate 
the theory. 
4.1 Introduction 
Recall Definit ion 1 and the judgement of n events as being exchangeable. We stated 
that the infinite sequence of events Ai, A2, . . . are (infinitely) exchangeable i f every 
finite subsequence is exchangeable. Definit ion 1 effectively defines the sequence Ai, 
. . . , yl„ to be a finitely exchangeable sequence of events and Definition 2 extends 
this definition to random quantities. Infinite exchangeability of sequences of random 
quantities is the case where every finite subsequence of random quantities is judged 
exchangeable in the sense of Definit ion 2. 
So far we have proceeded wi th sequences that we judged to be second-order ex-
changeable and potentially infinite in length. This allowed us to make use of the 
representation theorem for second-order infinitely exchangeable sequences, see The-
orem 2, and the representation theorem for sequences of co-exchangeable infinite 
second-order exchangeable sequences, see Theorem 7. These representation the-
orems introduce random quantities corresponding to underlying mean components 
and the adjustment of these mean components following sampling f rom the sequence 
have particularly attractive and i l luminat ing features. 
In practice however, the assumption of a sequence being potentially infinite is 
a modelling simplification, for i t is usually possible to give an upper bound to the 
length of the sequence under consideration. For example, we have motivated our 
work through an examiner considering the marks on scripts for exams sat by in-
dividuals. In reality, the sequence of individuals who could sit the exams is not 
potentially infinite but finite; there w i l l only be so many individuals registered for 
the exam. In consideration though, i t is not always easy or straightforward to specify 
the upper bound for the sequence. In the examiner example, the number of poten-
t ia l candidates may not be available to the examiner and he may be faced wi th a 
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cost in finding this information out. Moreover, any upper bounds he gives maj' be 
rather arbitrary. As such, it is often easier to proceed with the simpHfication that 
the sequence was of potentially infinite length. 
As with any modelling assumption, we would like to investigate the consequences 
of the the infinite approximation and how it effects both our modelling and learning. 
In the infinite exchangeable case, we proceed with the assumption that observables 
Xi, . . . , are assumed to be part of an infinite exchangeable sequence. In the 
case of full exchangeability, we may use the representation theorem developed by de 
Finetti (1937) and reproduced as Theorem 1 in this thesis. However, Diaconis (1977; 
p272) shows, via means of an example of an urn containing two balls, one marked 
0 and the other 1 and drawing a sample of size two, without replacement, from the 
urn, that one serious problem with this representation is that it does require an 
infinite sequence and is false if the sequence is finite. Diaconis (1977) and Diaconis 
k Freedman (1980b) go on to develop analogous representations when the sequence 
is finite and show that the diff'erence in probabilities, for the finite sequence of length 
m and the infinite approximation, assigned to an event goes like (1/m), suggesting 
that the infinite approximation causes no important diff'erence. 
I t seems tempting, as Bernardo & Smith (1994; pl71) say, "to wonder whether 
every finite sequence of exchangeable random quantities could be embedded in or 
extended to an infinitely exchangeable sequence of similarly defined random quanti-
ties" . They produce an example which shows that this is not true, and that indeed 
a finitely exchangeable sequence cannot always be embedded into a larger finitely 
exchangeable sequence. This example is based on pure mathematics, of course there 
will be situations where there is no concept of being able to extend the sequence; 
the random quantities themselves may have no notion of belonging to a potentially 
infinite sequence. For example, excluding the Preface and Contents, I might be in-
terested in the sequence of random quantities Xi, ..., X^^e where Xi is the number 
of occurrences of the word 'aesthetic' on page i of Bernardo &; Smith (1994). I may 
judge this sequence to be exchangeable, but there is no notion of it being extendible; 
there are only 586 pages. Even if there was a sequence of infinite exchangeable ran-
dom quantities for which I judged every subsequence of length 586 to have the same 
mathematical beliefs as Xi, ..., X^se, it would seem bizarre to use this as a basis 
for introducing the representation theorem for infinite random quantities over the 
sequence Xi, Xgse- Thus, the study of finite exchangeable sequences has a 
broader scope than the study of infinite exchangeable sequences for it will include 
exchangeable sequences that have no analogue in the infinite setting. 
Hence, we see that the study of finite extendible sequences is important for two 
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distinct reasons. I f an exchangeable sequence is conceptually and mathematically 
extendible to an exchangeable sequence of longer length, indeed of possible infinite 
length, then we may desire to compare the consequences of the sequence length used 
in any modelling assumptions when the real length of the sequence is unknown. For 
example, before I physically turned to the last page and read its number, I didn't 
know the length of the sequence Xi, yet I would still have been willing to judge it 
exchangeably. I could, though, have put an upper bound on the length; I certainly 
knew it was finite. Notice that any exchangeable sequence we could conceive as 
being an extension of a subsequence of length two. We proceed as follows. We 
investigate the adjustment of finite exchangeable sequences of length m and show 
how these may be linked to the adjustment of sequences of length 2. This then allows 
us to study both infinitely extendible sequences and those that are not extendible, 
or only finitely so. For sequences of length m that are infinitely extendible, we draw 
the comparison with the adjustment of the infinite sequence into which the finite 
sequence is embedded. We then draw comparisons between the grouped modelling 
in Chapter 2 with the case when the individuals in each group are only finitely 
exchangeable. Once more, we proceed with second-order beliefs since the finite 
judgement does not overcome our doubts about being able to specify full probability 
models. 
4.2 Finite second-order exchangeability 
We are interested in a making a series of measurements C = {Xi, X2,...}, finite 
or infinite, on a finite collection of individuals. We shall consider that there are at 
most m individuals. The collection for each individual is generated from C by letting 
Ci = {Xii, X2i,... } be the measurements for the ith. individual. We specify directly 
the prior means, variance and covariance for each pair of quantities and judge that 
the collection of measurements C is second-order exchangeable over the the full 
collection C*, see Definition 3 in Subsection 1.5.3 for full details; this also gives us 
our second-order specification. Again, to conform with the geometric representation 
of [C*] as an inner product space, we standardise our quantities by subtracting the 
mean. Since we are considering that there are only m possible individuals that we 
could observe, C* is the union of a finite number of individuals' collections, and so 
we say that the sequence of individuals is finitely second-order exchangeable. 
Observe that whatever the number of specifications of prior means, variances and 
covariances involved in the specification of the full collection C*, all that is actually 
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required is the consideration of two cases. The symmetries that we judge between 
the individuals means that the specification of the complete collection follows. Thus, 
in terms of specification, there is nothing different in how we may regard a finite or 
an infinite second-order exchangeable sequence. The second-order judgement makes 
less symmetry requirements upon our beliefs than the ful l finite exchangeability re-
quirement of symmetry judgements related to the sequence length; see, for example, 
Definition 2. 
However, the length of the sequence under consideration does effect the coherency 
statements we make between the individuals. We have to ensure that we do not 
specify any quantities in the full collection C* to have negative variation. The 
following statement clarifies the restriction of the choice of the dy^ and Cyw, where 
dvw = Cov{Xy^,Xiui) and c^ ^ = Cov{Xy^, Xyjj) as given in Definition 3. 
Statement 1 Suppose that C* is the union of m individuals' collections. Letting 
{vi,V2,. • •} be a general finite subset of integers, rj = [rjiri2 . • be a general real 
valued vector, then dy^i and Cyyj must satisfy the following: 
^^TluVu'dy^y^, > 0; (4.1) 
u u' 
"^^VuVu'idy^v^,-Cy^y^,) > 0; (4.2) 
u u' 
+ ("^-l)c^>.'^u') ^ 0- (4-3) 
u u' 
Proof - I f the three conditions above hold, then [C*] is an inner-product space. 
The first follows by considering the variance of Yi = ^^rjuXy^i, and the second 
by considering the variance of Yi - Y j = Y^^rjui^y^i - Xy^j). The third condition 
follows from considering the variance of a general quantity Y = Y^^i Y^u'^iVu^v^i-
There are two cases to consider: 
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Firstly, when J2u J2u' 
VuVu'Cvuv, I ^ 0- III this case, we find: 
Var{Y) = J ] ^ 7 7 „ 7 7 „ J f ^ a 2 C o 7 ; ( X „ „ „ X , ^ , , ) + 
u u' L 1=1 
m m ^ 
5;]5]a,a,Cot;(X,„„X„^„) (4.4) 
i=i j+i J 
{ m m m ^ 
^vuv^, X I [ (4-5) 
. u «' J L i=l J 
> 0, (4.7) 
where (4.7) follows by condition (4.2) and the assumption. 
Secondly, when Y^^> VuVwCy^v^, < 0. In this case, we find: 
{ m m m 
<v^' J2 +^-"'^u' X X f (^ -^ ^ 
i=l 1=1 jT^i J 
= X I X I [^''"V + ("^ - l)c^u«„/] X ~ 
It u' L i=l 
m m 
C " " v X X ' ' ^ ( ' ^ ^ ~ ' ^ ^ ) f (^-^^ 
i=l j^i J 
= I X X t^ '^ '^^ u' + ("^ - i)c^ui;„, ] I ( X i=l 
m m 
X X ^ « ^ « ' ^ - w X X ( « ^ - « ^ ) ' (4-10) 
. « u' ) K i=l j>i J 
> 0, (4.11) 
where (4.11) follows by condition (4.3) and the assumption. • 
4.2.1 The examiner's considerations 
To highlight the parallels between the finite and infinite cases, we assume that the 
examiner in confronted with the same problem as in Chapter 1. For each individual 
sampled he will make the same set of measurements C = { X i , X2}, where Xy is the 
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mark on the vth question. The only diflFerence between the scenario in Chapter 1 
and the current one is that the examiner wishes to make his model more realistic 
in that he accepts that there are only a finite number, m, of possible individuals to 
sample from. Everything else is unchanged. 
To aid with the comparison, we assume, indeed there is no discernible reason why 
he should change his opinion, that the examiner makes the same specifications over 
the individuals as he did previously. That is he makes the following specification: 
EiX„) = OVv,i; (412) 
C o . ( X „ , X J = { I , , (4.13) 
Cov(X„,X„) = { J 25 ^ l ^ Z - ' ^ i f (4.14) 
4.3 The representation theorem for finite second-
order exchangeable beliefs 
The representation theorem for infinite second-order exchangeable sequences is only 
valid i f the sequence is infinite. However, all is not lost, for in an analogous way to the 
representation theorem for infinite second-order exchangeable sequences, reproduced 
as Theorem 2 in this thesis, Goldstein (1986a) derives a representation theorem for 
finitely second-order exchangeable measurements as follows. 
Theorem 25 IfC is second-order exchangeable over the (finite) individuals, then we 
may introduce the further collections of random quantities M{C) — {7Vl(Xi), ^^(^'2), 
and ni{C) = {1^^{Xl),1i2{X),...], and write 
Xyi = M{Xy)+MXy), (4.15) 
where 
m 
M{Xy) - - j ^ X y i . (4.16) m 
1=1 
The collections M{C) andiZi{C) satisfy the following relationships 
E{MiXy)) = my\tv- (4.17) 
E{n,{Xy)) = 0\/v,i; (4.18) 
C0V{M{Xy),M{Xy,)) = Cyy,-\--{dyy,-Cyy,)yV,W; (4.19) 
Cov{M{Xy),nj{Xy,)) = Oyv,w,j; (4.20) 
Cov{MXy),n,iX^)) - | _ ^ ( ^ ^ ^ _ , ^ ^ ) (4-21) 
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Notice that as we are dealing with only a finite number of individuals, it is con-
ceivable that we sample each possible individual. The quantities in ^A{C) and in 
the 'JZi{C) are observable; this contrasts with the unobservable quantities in the in-
finitely exchangeable representation theorem. In this case, M{C) is the population 
mean collection for the individuals and the collections 'Ri{C) are the individual dis-
crepancies from the overall means. The representation theorem may be extended to 
encompass linear combinations in an identical fashion to the infinite case. We let 
{M{C)) and {iZi{C)) be, respectively, the collection of finite linear combinations of 
the elements of A4(C)and 7Zi{C). Then for X e (C), for each individual i, we have 
X, = M{X) + n^iX), (4.22) 
where M{X) e {M{C)) and 'R.iX) e {UiiC)). 
4.3.1 The examiner applies the representation theorem 
The examiner may then apply this representation theorem to his beliefs. He may 
introduce the collection of random quantities M{C) = {M.{Xi),M.[X2)], the collec-
tion of mean scores for the questions, and iti{C) = {7t i (Xi) , 'Ri{X2)}., the individual 
residuals from the means and write: 
X,i = MiXy) + ni{X,). (4.23) 
The newly introduced random quantities have the following induced beliefs: 
E{M{Xy)) = 0\fv; (4.24) 
EiMXv)) = Oyv,i; (4.25) 
f 1 + ^ \iv = w] 
Cov{MiXy),M{X^)) = I (4.26) 
Cov{M{Xy),n,{X^)) - Oyv,w,3; (4.27) 
( i f z = j andv = w; 
m •' ' 
— ^  nij^ J and v — w\ 
m 
7 
" 2m Hi ^ j and v ^ w. 
4.4 The examiner's learning 
Suppose, once more, that the examiner receives the scores on a single exam paper, 
and wishes to scrutinize the effect of those scores on his prior beliefs about the 
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Component Resolution (sample size 1) 
M{X^) 
M{X^) 
hMiX^) + l2M{X2) 
_ m+6 _ ( m - l ) A + + l 
+ 7m m 
\ _ 3m+2 _ { m - l ) A _ + l 
~ 5m m 
(5m+30)(;i+i2)^A++(3m+2)(Zi-;2)^A-
{8m+32)(/2+/2)+(4^+56)ij;2 
Table 4.1: Resolutions for the quantities in [A^(C)], having seen the scores 
on a single exam paper 
remaining individuals. He remains interested in learning about various linear com-
binations of the M{C). In the example of Chapter 1, we showed that the canonical 
resolutions in the finite case were proportional to M{X+) and M{X-). The theory 
developed in Goldstein & Wooff (1998) shows that the canonical resolutions for all 
samples sizes are the same. In this finite case, we shall focus upon the analogous 
quantities, namely 
M{X+) = M{Xi)-{-M{X2), (4.29) 
representing the total scored on the paper and 
M{X+) = M{X,)-M{X2), (4.30) 
representing the difference in marks between the first and the second question. The 
quantities A^(X+) and M[X_) are mutually uncorrelated and thus form an orthog-
onal basis for [7M(C)], so that any element liM{Xi) -\- l2M{X2) 6 [A^(C)] may be 
expressed as a linear combination of the two stated quantities. The examiner draws 
up Table 4.1 to show the effect of receiving the scores on a single paper for his beliefs 
over the population mean collection. 
The resolutions in Table 4.1 should be compared with those in Table 1.1 in 
Subsection 1.7.3. Compare the resolution for M{X+) with M{X+). We observe 
that in the finite case, the resolution is greater, and by expressing A+ in terms of 
A+, we see that the increment is ((1 - A+)/m). Now compare the resolution for 
M{X_) with that of M{X^). The identical comments apply; A_ is larger than 
A_, the difference being ((1 - A_)/m). I t is no surprise that in the finite case, the 
resolutions are larger - when we take a sample we are actually seeing a definable 
amount of the population mean (in this case a 1/mth of it) whereas in the infinite 
case, there is no such comparison of actually 'seeing' part of the underlying mean. 
The interest is that the difference in the finite and infinite resolutions takes the same 
form, hence creating a regular link between finite and infinite modelling. Observe 
that the resolution of liM{Xi) -\- l2M{X2) may be found as a weighted average of 
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Component Resolution (sample size n) 
Table 4.2: Resolutions for the quantities in [A^(C)] having seen the scores on 
the first n exam papers 
the resolutions oiM{XJ^) and M{XJ). The canonical directions for this adjustment 
are thus proportional to M{X+) and M{X^). Hence, the canonical directions for 
the finite adjustment share, up to a scale factor to ensure a prior variance of one, 
the same co-ordinate representation as the canonical directions in the infinite case. 
It should be emphasised that these observations do not depend upon the length, m, 
of the finite sequence. The only place m has an effect is on the weighting between 
the two canonical resolutions for the general quantity, liM{Xi) •\'l2M.{X2). Indeed, 
note that as m —> oo, then the weights are the same as those for liM.{X\)-\-l2M.{X2) 
(see Table 1.1). 
Having observed these links between the finite and infinite assumptions for a 
single paper, we may wonder whether there are similarly strong coherence relations 
between adjustments in the finite case for samples of n papers as there was in 
the infinite case. Thus, the examiner would like to investigate the effect of the 
adjustment i f he saw the scores on the first n scripts, where n < m. The examiner 
thus performs a Bayes linear adjustment of his beliefs having seen the scores of the 
first n individuals and once more calculates the resolutions in order to help him 
assess the effect of the adjustment. To investigate the relationships between sample 
sizes, he focuses attention upon the two quantities, M{X+) and M{X-). Table 4.2 
summarises his calculations. There are a number of points to make, firstly between 
the finite sequence for changing the sample size, and secondly between different 
sequence lengths. I t is immediate from the table that the canonical directions are 
proportional to M{X^) and M.(X_). The elegant features of the adjustment of the 
underlying population structure induced by a second-order infinitely exchangeable 
sample remain true when we adopt the more realistic modelling assumption of finite 
second-order exchangeability. Irrespective of sample size, we may form an orthogonal 
grid which summarises the adjustment. We expect to learn most about quantities 
that are highly correlated with M{X-) and least about those highly correlated with 
M{X+). Thus, the effect of changing the sample size is quantitative, by modifying 
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Quantity Sample size required for variance reduction of 
50 percent 90 percent 95 percent 
M{X^) 6 54 114 
M{X+), m = 1000 6 51 102 
M{X+), m = 250 6 43 76 
M{X+), m = 50 5 24 33 
M{X^) 1 6 13 
M{X^), m = 1000 1 6 13 
A4(X_) , m = 250 1 6 12 
M{X_),m = 50 1 6 10 
Table 4.3: Table showing the resolutions required to achieve the specified 
variance reductions in the given quantities 
the canonical resolutions, and not qualitative, as the canonical directions are the 
same for all choices of sample size. For any choice of m, this grid has the same 
form; the canonical resolutions have, up to a scale factor to ensure a prior variance 
of one the same co-ordinate representation. This holds not just for finite m, but 
in the limit when we take m to infinity and we have an infinitely exchangeable 
sequence. Thus, in this case, for any length of sequence (provided the specification 
is coherent) for which the judgements between each pair of individuals is the same 
then the underlying features of the adjustment of the second-order exchangeable 
sequence induced by a second-order exchangeable sample remains the same not just 
for all possible sample sizes, n, but also for all possible sequence lengths m. In 
particular, it is straightforward for the examiner to assess the impact of an infinite 
assumption upon each quantity as the qualitative information is easily comparable. 
One possible comparison may be to investigate the difference in sample sizes 
required to achieve a specific variance reduction for quantities of interest. The ex-
aminer constructs Table 4.3 to summarise these sample sizes. Hence, if we have 
m = 250, then the cost of the infinite assumption in achieving a proportionate 
variance reduction of 95 percent for M.{X-) for the analogous quantity M{X_) 
is a single individual. As M.{X^) is proportional to the canonical direction with 
largest resolution, M{X_) achieves the maximum variance reduction for quantities 
in [A1(C)]. As M{X+) is proportional to the canonical direction with largest reso-
lution, M{X+) achieves the minimum variance reduction for quantities in [A^(C)]. 
The analogous comment is true for M{X+) in [A^(C)]. Thus, if m = 250, the 
greatest additional number of individuals we would have to sample to ensure that 
all quantities in the space of interest received a variance reduction of 95 percent is 
114 — 76 = 38, an increase of 50 percent in the sample size required. Notice that if 
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m = 1000, this falls to 114 - 102 = 12 further individuals. 
4.5 Learning about the mean components 
Suppose that we are about to observe a sample of n < m exchangeable collections, 
which we label for convenience, C i , . . . , C„ and we let C{n) ~ Uf^iC^. We then want 
to use this data to revise our beliefs over the mean collection, M[C). In a similar 
style to Goldstein & Wooff (1998), we use the following notational shorthands for 
our adjusted quantities: 
En{X) = Ec^n){X)- l /a r„(X) = y a r c H ( X ) ; E ^ ( X ) = (4-31) 
For each X E [C], denote the average of the first n values by 
1 " 
Sn{X) = - X - ^ - (4-32) 
and the collection of average values by <S„(C) = {»S„(Xi), 5„ (X2) , . . . } . For each 
Xy, e C{N) let 
%{Xy) = Xyi-Sn{Xy), (4.33) 
so that Ti{C{n)) ~ {7i(Xi), 7I(X2), . . .} is the collection of residuals of the i th 
individual from the collection of sample means. The complete collection of sample 
mean residuals is then T[C{n)) — Uf=i7I(C(n)). We have the following lemma. 
Lemma 21 The second-order relationships between the M{C)s, the Sn{C)s and the 
Ti{C{n))s may be expressed as 
Cov{MiXy),SniXy,)) = Cy^-\--{dyy,-Cyy,)\/v,w; (4.34) 
Cov{Sn{Xy),Sn{Xyj)) = Cy^-\-^{dyy,-Cyy,)yv,w; (4.35) 
CoviSn{Xy),rjiX^)) = 0\/v,w,r, (4.36) 
Cov{M{Xy),Tj{X^)) = Oyv,w,j; (4.37) 
CovmXy),UX^)) - . / . ^ , ; V . , ^ . . 
Proof - The results follow from the definitions of the 5„(X„)s, the Ti{Xy)s and the 
specifications given by equations (4.19) - (4.21). • 
We now show that the collection of sample means is Bayes linear sufficient for 
the ful l sample for adjusting the collection of mean components. 
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Theorem 26 IfC is (finitely) exchangeable over individuals, thenSn{C) = {iS„(A'i), 
Sn{X2),... } is Bayes linear sufficient for C{n) for adjusting the collection M{C). 
Proof - From equation (4 .36) we have that [(S„(C)] ± [Ti{C{n))] for each i and from 
equation (4 .37) we have that [M{C)] ± [7I(C(n))] for each i. Letting 7{C(n)) = 
UiTi{C{n)) we have that 
[M{C)/C{n)] = [M{C)/{Sn{C) + TlC{n)))] (4.39) 
= [[M{C)/7{C{n)mSn{C)/mnm (4.40) 
= [M{C)/Sn{C)], (4 .41) 
and hence the result. • 
Thus, i f we want to adjust the population mean collection corresponding to a 
finite sequence of second-order exchangeable systems by observing n individuals, 
then we only need the sample means to perform the adjustment. 
4.5.1 Resolution transforms for (finitely) exchangeable sys-
tems 
In Chapter 1, we explained how Goldstein & Wooff (1998) used the resolution trans-
form to investigate the coherence conditions imposed on second-order infinitely ex-
changeable adjustments. We now show that there are similar coherence relationships 
obtained between adjustments based upon second-order finitely exchangeable sam-
ples. Denote the resolution transform for the mean collection M{C), based on n 
observations, C{n) = Ur^iC^, by fn = Ej^{En{-)}- We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 27 The eigenvectors ofTn are the same for each n. IfY is an eigenvector 
of Ti with corresponding eigenvalue X, then the corresponding eigenvalue A(„) for T„ 
is 
A H = ^ fe^^^^ . (4.42) 
^ ' (n - l)mA + (m - n) 
Proof - By linear sufficiency, we have for any X e [C], 
EniMm = Es^n){M{X)). (4.43) 
The space [S{n)] is the collection of all elements of the form 
Sn{X) = M{A:) + - j 2 M X ) , (4.44) 
i=l 
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for A" e [C]. Therefore, for any W G [A^(C)], the projection 
Esin){W) = M{Xw) + -J2'^^(^^^^ (4.45) 
for some Xw 6 [C]. Therefore, as iZi{Xw) J- [.A^(C)] V?, Xw G [C], we have for any 
We [;W(C)],for eachn, 
EM{Esin){W)} = E^{M{Xw) + ^j2^^^{Xw)} (4.46) 
" i=i 
= M{Xw). (4.47) 
Suppose that Y is an eigenvector of T i , with eigenvalue 1 > A > 0. Then from 
equation (4.44) we have 
E,{Y) = M{Uy) + n,{Uy), (4.48) 
for some Uy G [C]. We have 
\Y = f,{Y) (4.49) 
= E^{E,{Y)} (4.50) 
= M{Uy), (4.51) 
with equation (4.51) following via sufficiency and equation (4.47). Therefore, Y is 
an eigenvector of Ti if and only if, for all A" G [C], 
Cov{Y-~XY-ni{Uy),M{X)-{-ili{X)) = 0, (4.52) 
or equivalently, i f and only if, for all X G [C] 
{l-~X)Cov{Y,M{X)) = Cov{ni{Uy),it,{X)). (4.53) 
Similarly, Y is an eigenvector of T„, with eigenvalue n, if and only if, for some 
Zy G [C], 
E„(F) = / / f + - X ^ i ( ^ y ) > (4-54) 
or equivalently, if and only if, for all X G [C 
n n 




Cov{-Y,MU),-Y.'^m) = ^ j ^ ^ C o v { M U ) M V ) ) (4.56) 
1=1 1=1 ^ ' 
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for all U,V e [C], we have that Uy satisfies (4.53), with eigenvalue A, if and only if 
„ n(m — 1) , , 
Zy = 7 — T T H T T — ( ^ - 5 ^ ) 
[n — l)mX -\- [m — n) 
satisfies (4.55) with eigenvalue n = A(„) • 
Goldstein & Wooff (1998) derive the corresponding result for infinitely exchange-
able sequences by deriving the equivalent form for (4.56). The points they raise 
remain valid here. For the adjustment of [A^(C)] by C(n), the canonical directions 
Zi = Var{Yi)~^Yi, Z2 = Var{Y2)~^Y2, . . . are the same for each n, and are termed 
the canonical directions induced by (finite) exchangeability. Thus, the qualitative 
features of the adjustment are the same for all sample sizes and the effect of chang-
ing the sample size is to refashion the canonical resolutions in the manner given 
in equation (4.42). Compare the resolutions with those given in Table 4.2 for the 
examiner's problem when he receives the scores of the first n papers. Notice that 
from equation (1.63) we have that, for any sample size n, the adjusted variance for 
any Y € [M {€)] is given by 
Var.(Y) = E , ' " - f Ccv(Y.Z.r, (4.68) 
^ (n - l)mAi -I- (m - n) 
and the resolution may be similarly expressed. Thus, in an identical manner to 
Goldstein & WooflF (1998), we see how we may exploit equation (4.42) to simplify 
design problems for which we are required to choose the sample size to achieve a 
specified variance reduction in elements of interest in the [A1(C)]. We have the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 13 Suppose that Y is an eigenvector ofTi with eigenvalue A > 0. Then 
the sample size n required to achieve a proportionate variance reduction of K for Y, 
Varn{Y) < (1 - K)Var{Y), is 
n > . ^ . (4.59) 
- A ( l - / c ) + ( l / m ) ( l - A ) 
// the minimal eigenvalue of f i is Xmin, then to achieve a proportionate variance 
reduction of K, for every element of [M{C)] requires a sample size, rounded up, of 
Amm(l - «) + (1M)(1 - Xmin) 
We observed this corollary in action in Table 4.3 
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4.6 Extendible and non-extendible exchangeable 
sequences 
Recall from the introduction that the use of finite exchangeability is desirable within 
the subjective framework as it acknowledges the necessarily finite nature of our ac-
tual exchangeability judgements. I t is also more general than infinite exchangeability 
as i t covers two possible scenarios. Firstly, the collection could form part of a larger 
(possibly infinite) sequence of exchangeable collections, or the sequence cannot be 
embedded in any longer sequence of exchangeable collections. There may be a num-
ber of reasons for this. Firstly, the situation may just not be extendible, there are no 
more cases to cover. Secondly, we may be able to embed our sequence into a longer 
sequence, but the maximal length may be restricted by the specifications having to 
remain consistent. We make the following definition 
Definition 19 Suppose that we have a sequence of m second-order exchangeable 
collections, Ci, ..., Cm- We say the sequence is M extendible if there is a sequence 
of m-\- M second-order exchangeable collections, Ci, ..., Cm, Cm+i, • • •, Cm+M-
Thus, our consideration for each case and our considerations between each pair of 
cases is the same in the two sequences. From this definition, we can view infi-
nite exchangeability as corresponding to the assumption of M-extendibility for all 
M > m. A second-order exchangeable sequence is, theoretically, extendible pro-
vided we have not introduced an invalid specification over quantities in C*. From 
the coherency conditions given in Statement 1, we can immediately impose upper 
bounds on the length of exchangeable sequence our judgements between two cases 
could conceivably allow. 
Statement 2 IfJ2u VuVu'Cvuv^, > 0, where {vi,V2, • • •} is a general finite subset 
of integers, and rj = [rjirj2 .. is a general real valued vector, then the collection C 
is M - extendible for all M. If Cov{Xyi, Xyj) = c^y < 0 for some v, i ^ j then the 
collection C is an exchangeable sequence of length at most 1 - I- /nt[|pmi„|~^] where 
Pmin = minCorr{Xyi,Xyj). (4.61) 
Proof - From the three conditions in Statement 1, we see that equation (4.3) 
is the only condition that depends upon the length of the sequence. Thus, we 
have M extendibility provided equation (4.3) holds. From the proof of State-
ment 1, we see this holds for all values of M i f ?7u%'C„„7;„, > 0. Not-
ing that Corr{Xyi,Xyj) = (cyy/dyy), thcu if Cyy < 0, by considering Var{X) = 
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Var{Y^^i'^ Xyi) > 0, where m -h M is the total length of the second-order ex-
changeable sequence, we must have 
dyy-\-(m + M - l)cyy > 0 ^ ( T T Z - f " M ) < 1 " — . (4.62) 
Cyv 
The largest value of m -f M is then 1 + Int[\Corr{Xyi, Xyj)\~^] and by considering 
the cases where Cyy < 0 the result follows. • 
We are interested in the relationships between the adjustments made in ex-
tendible exchangeable sequences. From a design perspective, this is useful because 
we may have costs involved in actually determining the length of the sequence and 
would like to be able to assess the impact of changing the sequence length on the 
design, both qualitatively and quantitatively. Suppose that C* is the union of m 
collections and C is second-order exchangeable over C*. Then we may make the 
length of the sequence explicit when we use the representation theorem by denoting 
by M^"''^{C) = {A^H(x^)^_A4H(X2) , . . . the population mean collection, and by 
:^H(C) = {nf^\Xx),izf'\X2),...}, the residual collection for the ith individual, 
so that 
Xyi = ; W N ( X „ ) + ^ H ( X „ ) . (4.63) 
Recall that any length second-order exchangeable sequence is uniquely specified by 
the consideration of just two cases. We shall show that this is essentially all we need 
consider for the adjustment of any second-order exchangeable sequence of length m. 
Denote by TI"*' = Ej^[m]{En{-)} the resolution transform for the population mean 
collection M^'^^C), based on n observations; the following theorem reveals the link 
between the structures. 
Theorem 28 Suppose that = I]„^uAl[^^(Xi„), where {ii,?2, • • •} is a general 
finite subset of integers, is an eigenvector O / T | ^ ' , with eigenvalue At^l Then F ' '"! = 
'^y_^u-^^"^K^iu) i^ ^'^ eigenvector ofT^\ with eigenvalue 
AH = + (4.64) 
m 
Proof - From the proof to Theorem 27, we have that F'^^ is an eigenvector of T^ '^ 
if and only if, for all X G [C 
{l-X^'^)Cov{Y^^\M^Hx)) = Cov{nf{Uy,.{),v}?{X)\ (4.65) 
where 
£;i(y[2]) = M^\Uy,.,)+v}?{Uy,.{) (4.66) 
= Xm^^ + v}?{Uy,,{). (4.67) 
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Similarly, Y^"^'^ is an eigenvector of T]"*' if and only if, for all X G [C 
(l-A['"])Co^;(f[™],>(H(A')) = Cov{n^^\Uy^m^),1l^r\^)); (4-68) 
where 
£ ; i ( y H ) = M^^\Uy,^{) + n^^\UYi^^) (4-69) 
Now, from equation (4.21), we have 
Cov{n^r\Xv).nt\x.)) = — ( 4 . 7 1 ) 
= 'J^Cov{mXy),mX.)) (4.72) 
m 
so that 
CoviTZ^r\Uy,r.^),1Z^r\^)) = ^ ^ ^ ^ C o ^ ( 7 ^ f l ( ^ / i > ( . , ) , ^ f l ( A ' ) ) . (4.73) 
Similarly, for equation (4.19), we have 
C0V{M^^^{Xy),M^"'KX^)) = Cy^ + -{dyy,-Cy^) (4.74) 
= Cox;(;WPJ(^.), M^^KX^)) + ^ ^ ( ^ - - (4-75) 
= Coi;(A^t2](X,), A^M(X^)) + ^ ^ C 7 o w ( ^ f ( X „ ) , ^ f ' ( X „ ) ) . (4.76) 
From equation (4.70) we have that 
C o t ; ( f H , ; ^ H ( A ' ) ) = ^^Cov{M^"'\Uy,r.i),M^'^\X)), (4.77) 
so that, by equation (4.76), we have 
Cov{Y^"'\M^"'^{X)) = 
Cov{Y^'\M^'\X)) + '^Cov{n?\Uy^,,),nf\x)). (4.78) 
By substituting equations (4.73) and (4.78) into equation (4.68), we have that Ft""' 
is an eigenvector of T'l'"^ i f and only if, for all X G [C 
{l-~X^^^)Cov(Y^^\M^^\X)) = 
\^ m m A N y 
= '"^""-p- '" 'c<^(Rr'(t/„. ,) ,Rr'( .y)). (4^ 80) 
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We thus have that t/y[2j satisfies equation (4.65), wi th eigenvalue i f and only i f 
Uyim] = aUY[2] satisfies equation (4.80), wi th eigenvalue A''"! where 
m'xl^] - (2 - m) 1 , , 
—= -a = (4.81) 
m A N ( l - A H ) l - A P l ^ ^ 




Substituting equation (4.82) into equation (4.81) and rearranging gives 




and hence the result. • 
The eigenvectors of T|^' and T]'"^ thus share the same co-ordinate representation, 
w i th easily modified eigenvalues. Recall that we observed this feature in the exam-
iner example. We noted that the quantities M{X+) and M{X_) for the adjustment 
were proportional to the canonical directions and that this feature did not depend 
upon m. 
We may combine the results of Theorem 27 and Theorem 28 together to yield 
the following corollary. 
Coro l lary 14 If Y^'^^ is an eigenvector of T f \ with eigenvalue A '^1, then y''"' is, 
for each n < m, an eigenvector of TI'"^ with eigenvalue 
^ 2 n ( m - l ) ^ A P l - n ( m - l ) ( m - 2 ) 
2(n - l ) m ( m - l)At2l - (n - 2 )m(m - 1) ' ^ ' ' 
Hence, the canonical directions for the adjustment of [A^['"1(C)] have, up to a scale 
factor to ensure a prior variance of one, the same co-ordinate representation for all 
m , w i th simply modified canonical resolutions. Thus, the qualitative information 
provided by the adjustment remains the same for all possible sequence lengths and 
all possible sample sizes and the quantitative information is easy to compare across 
this, via equation (4.84). Thus, not only is i t straightforward to compare the effect 
of changing the sample size for learning about [Al ' ' " l (C)] , but we now see that i t is 
straightforward to compare the differences between learning about the corresponding 
quantities in differing [Al['"l(C)]s. For example, i f rui and m2 are feasible sequence 
lengths we have that 
^ ! ^ ( 1 _ A [ - ^ ] ) = _ A [ - . ] ) . (4.85) 
m i — 1 m2 — 1 
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Since the canonical resolutions share the same co-ordinate representation for all 
feasible choices of m , then by using equations ( 4 . 7 6 ) and ( 4 . 7 2 ) i t is straightforward 
to compare Rn{M^"'''^{X)) w i th RniM^'^'^iA:)) for any ; f e (C) 
Note also the computational advantage. In order to compare all sample sizes for 
all sequence lengths, we need only to consider the transform for a sample of size one 
and a sequence of length two. 
I t should be emphasised that the work in this section remains valid for the two 
types of second-order exchangeable sequences of length two. The first when we have 
at most m — 2 extendibility (for whatever reason) and the second when we have 
infinite extendibility. We proceed by assuming we have infinite extendibility and 
showing the links between infinite second-order exchangeable sequences and finite 
second-order exchangeable sequences. 
4.7 Linking the adjustments of finite and infinite 
second-order exchangeable sequences 
Suppose that we have a sequence of two second-order exchangeable collections Ci 
and C2 and that the sequence is M extendible for all M, so that there is an infinite 
sequence of collections €1,62, . . . which is second-order exchangeable. I t is straight-
forward to see that for this to be theoretically possible, equation ( 4 . 3 ) of Statement 
1 must reduce to J^u' VuVwCy^v^, > 0 , as was suggested by Statement 2. We have 
the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 29 Suppose that F'^l = J2u^u-^^'^K^iu)> where {^l,^2, • • • } is a general 
finite subset of integers, is an eigenvector of f f ^ , with eigenvalue A ' ^ ' . Then Y = 
X^u ^u-^(-^ju) '^^ '^'^ eigenvector ofTi, with eigenvalue 
X = 2 A P 1 - 1 . ( 4 . 8 6 ) 
P r o o f - By noting that, 
CoviT^\x,),'R}^\x^))- ( 4 . 8 7 ) 
Covin^iX,),'Jl,{X^)) = 2Cov{'Rf\x,),nf\x^)), ( 4 . 8 8 ) 
the result follows in a similar way to Theorem 28 . • 
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By combining the results of Theorem 3 of Goldstein & Wooff (1998) (reproduced 
as Theorem 5 in this thesis) and Theorem 29 we have the following corollary. 
Coro l lary 15 / / F'^J is an eigenvector of TI^\ with eigenvalue A ' ^ l , then Y is, for 
each n, an eigenvector of T„ with eigenvalue 
'^^^ = 2 ( n - l ) A [ 2 ] - ( n - 2 ) - ^ ' ' ' ' ^ 
Notice that by comparing equation (4.89) w i th equation (4.84) we see that 
m—>oo ^ ' 
Indeed, by comparing equation (4.87) wi th equation (4.76) and equation (4.88) wi th 
equation (4.72), we can easily see that for any X € {C) we have 
R^{M{X)) = l im Rr.iM'^^X)). (4.91) 
m—>oo 
Thus, we may think of the adjustment of the mean space corresponding to an infinite 
exchangeable sequence by a sample of n individuals f rom that sequence as being the 
l im i t of the adjustment of a finite sequence by a sample of n individuals f rom the 
finite sequence. 
Notice that we have expressed all our canonical resolutions in terms of A '^ ' . This 
allows us to include the theory for both infinitely extendible and finitely extendible 
sequences together since a second-order exchangeable sequence of length m which is 
not extendible may be conceived as a second-order exchangeable sequence of length 
2 being m - 2 extendible. In the case of infinite extendibility, we may choose to 
express the resolutions in terms of the resolutions for the infinite sequence. Using 
equations (4.84) and (4.89), we may write, for any infinitely extendible second-order 
exchangeable sequence of length m , 
A H = (4.92) 
In particular, we have that 
A H = irn-l)X + l 
m 
Notice that equation (4.93) shows that the relationships displayed in Table 4.1 
between the resolutions for M{Xj^) and M{Xj^) and between the resolutions for 
M{X_) and M{X^) are not quirks obtained by the simplicity of the examiner ex-
ample but a consequence of the second-order exchangeability judgements. We may 
rearrange equation (4.92) into the form 
= A M + ^ ( 1 - A ( , ) ) . (4.94) 
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Thus, we could consider the qualitative difference between infinite and finite mod-
elling to be that for the finite case, we need a finite model correction term for the 
canonical resolutions, this correction term is ^ ( 1 - A(„)). I f Fi"*' is an eigenvector of 
TI'"^ w i t h eigenvalue A^^j^ and Yg, X(^n)s the corresponding eigenvector and eigenvalue 
for Tn, then f rom equation (4.94) we have that 
I / a r„ (y i ' " l ) = (1 - ( n / m ) ) y a r „ ( y ) . (4.95) 
The multiplier (1 — [n/m)) is the same for each eigenvector of TI'"'. We could 
use the fraction {n/m) as a 'rule of thumb' for assessing the validity of the infinite 
approximation to the finite judgement; the smaller the value of ( n / m ) , the greater 
the validity of the approximation. The benefit of this guide is that i t does not 
depend upon any particular direction in [M\'^\C) . 
Of course, i f we are specifically interested in given directions in [A^H(( j ) ]^ which 
may not correspond to the canonical resolutions, then we may like a less ad hoc 
guide to the validity of the approximation. However, as the eigenvectors of TI'"' and 
Tn share the same co-ordinate representation then i t is straightforward to assess the 
difference between the infinite approximation and the finite reality. Suppose that 
Zs = Ys = X]„ ^ u-A^(^iu) is a canonical direction of T„, wi th canonical resolution 
\{n)s- Then, by Theorem 29 and Theorem 28, zl"^' = a^yj '" ' is a canonical direction 
of TI'"' w i t h canonical resolution AH . is chosen to ensure that zl"*^ has prior 
variance 1, so that a j ^ = Var{Ys). Now Zs G [A^(C)] so suppose Zs = M{Zs) 
for some € (C). Hence, zl"" ' = A^H(o^2 : , ) . Notice f rom equations (4.19), (1.22) 
and (1.24) we may wri te for any X e (C), 
COV{A4-^\ZS),M^'^\X)) = 
Cov{M{Zs),M{X)) + -Cov{niiZs),ni{X)). (4.96) 
m 
Hence, 
a, = {l + {l/m)Var{n,{Zs))}-'^. (4.97) 
Then, by using equation (1.62), we may write for any X € (C), 
VarniM^^Kx)) = (l - - X^n)s)al{Cov{M{Zs),M{X)) + 
{l/m)Cov{n^{Zs),ni{X))}\ (4.98) 
s 
Equation (4.98) thus expresses the adjusted variance for any A ^ N ( ^ ) e [A^['"1(C)], 
having observed a sample of size n, for any infinitely extendible exchangeable se-
quence in terms of relationships and adjustments of quantities purely in the infinite 
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sequence. By noting that, 
Varr.{M{X)) = ^{l-X^„)s){Cov{MiZs),M{X))}', (4.99) 
s 
i t is straightforward to compare the effect of the infinite approximation for any 
sample size n and any sequence length m. Notice the rather simple dependence upon 
(1 /m) . By let t ing m oo, i t is easy to confirm equation (4.91). Thus, not only do 
we know that qualitatively and Tn provide the same information, but also that 
the quantitative differences are straightforward to calculate via equations (4.98) and 
(4.99), providing an easy way to assess the differences between the more realistic 
modelling framework of finite second-order exchangeability, where the difficulty may 
lie in determining m, and the convenient use of infinite second-order exchangeability. 
4.8 Prediction of future individuals 
Suppose that we wish to consider the effect of observing n individuals for predict-
ing the values for a further r individuals who are second-order exchangeable wi th 
those in the sample. Then, this adjustment is driven completely by the relationships 
between the individuals and as such, provided that there are the respective n and 
r individuals available, the adjustment does not depend upon the total number of 
individuals who could have been sampled. Thus, i f there are only m>n-\-r second-
order exchangeable individuals, or an infinite number of second-order exchangeable 
individuals the adjustment w i l l be the same, and is given by that in Section 8 of 
Goldstein & Wooff (1998). Since the canonical directions of the predictive adjust-
ment share, up to a scale factor, the same co-ordinate representation as for the 
adjustment of the underlying mean components, then the same qualitative insights 
may be made i f the sequence in fact only contains a finite number of individuals. 
4.9 Implementing the theory; linking with the 
underlying canonical variable problem 
Consider that for each individual we shall make a total of VQ measurements. Thus, 
we may write Ci as the VQ x 1 vector, Q = [Xu... Xy^i]'^. As per usual, we collect 
the {cyyj} into the VQ x VQ matr ix C w i th {v,w)th entry (C)„^ = Cy^^ and the 
{cyyj = dyyj " Cyy,} luto thc VQ X VQ mSitnx E w i th {v,w)ih. entry {E)yy, = Cyy,. 
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We may then wri te 
K a r ( y W H ( c ) ) = C+-E; (4.100) 
777-
f m-l p - f • • 
C „ . ( K H ( C ) . K H ( C ) ) = { A s othe^'se. 
We shall assume that the variance matrices under consideration are strictly positive 
definite and hence invertible. In the case where they are not, we would obtain 
the corresponding results by considering the adjustment over the linear span of the 
columns of the matrices that we need to invert. We have the following corollary 
which summarises our work in the previous two sections. 
Coro l lary 16 The resolution transform matrix, T^\ is calculated as 
f f ] = {C^{l/n)EY^{C + {l/m)E}. (4.102) 
For each s — \,... ,VQ, the canonical directions for the adjustment of [MS™^{C)] by 
C{n) are given by 
= (4.103) 
with the corresponding canonical resolutions given by ~^^)s- underlying 
canonical variable direction as given by Definition 12. 
P r o o f - We need only to verify that the canonical resolutions have a prior variance 
of one. We have that 
C 0 ^ ( Z H , Z ! - 1 ) = A f „ ) ^ A | „ ) , y 7 y a r ( > l H ( C ) ) y , (4.104) 
= Hm)sHm)tyI^C+{l/m)E)Y, (4.105) 
= Hm)sHm)t{[i^ - l)/m]{Y^CY)st + [ l / (mA,) ] (F^(C-HE)FA) , J (4 .106) 
_ (m - 1)A, - f 1 i i 
" ^ ^ ^ t ^ ( m ) . V ) t (4.107) 
= 5st. (4.108) 
The result thus follows. • 
4.10 Co-exchangeable finitely exchangeable sys-
tems 
We introduced co-exchangeability in order to achieve a more realistic belief model. 
The problem at hand is one where we are interested in making a series of measure-
ments C = {Xi,... on a collection of individuals, where each individual can 
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be classified as coming f rom one of go groups. For each individual, we wish to mea-
sure the same set of VQ variables. Let Cgi = {Xgu,... ,Xgy^i} be the values of the 
measurements for the ith individual in the ^ t h group. In Chapter 2 we proceeded as 
i f there were, in each group, a potentially infini te amount of individuals that could 
be observed. However, as we argued at the start of this Chapter, this is not really 
the case and i t is usually possible to give an upper bound to the number of individ-
uals that are available in each group. We shall proceed in this vein, assuming that 
in the gth group, there are nig possible individuals. We collect the measurements 
for all the individuals in the ^ t h group together as the collection C* = U^^Cgi, and 
the tota l collection of measurements, namely those for all the individuals in all the 
groups, are collected together in the collection C* = Ugi^C*. In an analogous way 
to Chapter 2, we consider that each C* is second-order exchangeable over the in-
dividuals and C j , Q, ..., Cg^ are pairwise co-exchangeable across the individuals. 
That is, our specifications take the form of equations (2.3) - (2.6). Thus, we change 
not the relationships between the individuals, but just the judgement as to how 
many possible individuals there are. In an analogous manner to Theorem 7, the 
representation theorem for finite exchangeable sequences may then be adapted to 
incorporate finite co-exchangeability as the following theorem. The representation 
follows immediately f rom Goldstein (1986a). 
T h e o r e m 30 Suppose that €{, C^, C^, ..., are a sequence of co-exchangeable finite 
exchangeable systems. Then for each system g we introduce the further collections 
of random quantities jC&^^\Cg) = {M^-^^\Xgi), A ^ K ] ( x ^ 2 ) , • • • } , and nf''\Cg) = 
0r'\X9i)^T^t'\X92).---), andyg,v,i write 
Xgyi = M'^'^^\Xgy)+ll^r'\X9v), (4-109) 
where 
M^^^\Xgy) = —j2Xgy,. (4.110) 
» 1=1 
The collections M^'^'>^{Cg) and iZ^J^^\Cg) satisfy, for all v, w, the following relation-
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ships 
E(7U["^ ' ] (X, , ) ) 







_ (Cggyw ^ {dgvw (^ggvw) if 9 — h\ ^^^^ 





^^{dgvw - Cggvvj) if 9 = h,i + j(4-115) 
0 otherwise. 
Cggvw) if 9 = h, i = j; 
Notice that the residual vectors are uncorrelated across systems and that i t is only 
the wi th in system, different individuals residual vectors that have a correlation in-
duced by the finite population judgement. The residual vectors are uncorrelated 
w i t h the mean component vectors. Thus, i f M{C) — UgM^'^!>^{Cg) represents the 
complete collection of mean components and ^{C) = Ug U iZ^^^\Cg) the complete 
collection of residual components, then f rom equation (4.114) we have that 
[M{C)] L [n{c)]. (4.116) 
4.10.1 Adjusting the mean components 
Suppose that we make observations in go systems, observing 0 < rig < nig individuals 
in the gth system, for ^ = 1 , . . . ,go. Thus, the sample in the ^ t h system is the 
collection Cg{ng) and the total sample is the collection ^(A'^). Sng{Cg) denotes the 
collection of sample means in the ^ t h system, wi th the complete collection of sample 
means being SN{C). %{Cg{ng)) denotes the collection of sample mean residuals of 
the i t h individual in the pth system w i t h the complete collection of sample mean 
residuals given by T{C{N)). 
L e m m a 22 The second-order relationships between the Jw^9\Xgy)s, the Sng{Xgy)s 
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and the Ti{Xgy)s may be expressed, for all v, w, as 
COviM^-^\Xgy),S^,{X,y,)) ^ + ^ i^gyy, - Cg gyy,) ^f g = h', ^^^^^^ 
I Cghyyj otherwise; 
CoviS„^ iXgy), ( X , J ) = h'^- + i^"^'^- - ''''-^ = (4.118) 
I C9hvw otherwise; 
Cov{Sn^{Xgy),Tj{Xhy,)) =Oyg,h,j; (4.119) 
CoviM^^^HXgy),rj{X,y,)) = 0 , , J; (4.120) 
rig i'^gvw ~ (^ggvw) '^f 9 ~ ~ 31 
COV{%{Xgy),r,{X,y,)) = { -^{dgyy, - Cggyy,) l f g = h,l^ J', (^^ISl) 
0 otherwise. 
P r o o f - Since Sng{Xgy) and Ti{Xgy) only depend upon Ug individuals, then there 
is no diflFerence as to whether they are sampled f rom a finite or infinite collection 
and equations (4.118), (4.119) and (4.121) are identical to the respective equations 
(2.18), (2.19) and (2.21). Equations (2.17) and (4.120) follow f rom equations (4.113) 
- (4.115). • 
The resolution transform for the adjustment of [A^(C)] by SN{C) is denoted by 
'^[M{C)/SN{C)] resolution transform for the adjustment of [Ai(C)] by C{N) is 
denoted by T^M^q^(^^j^^y We now show that the collection of sample means is Bayes 
linear sufficient for the f u l l sample for adjusting the population mean collections. 
T h e o r e m 31 IfC^,... are a chain of co-exchangeable finite exchangeable sys-
tems then Siv{C) is Bayes linear sufficient for C{N) for adjusting the collection 
M.{C). Equivalently, for each M.{?i!) £ [jVl(C)] we have 
Es,ic){M{X)) = E^{X)); (4.122) 
Vars^iC){M{?C)) = VarN{X)); (4.123) 
T^Mic)/s.ic)]{M{X)) = T^MiO/cm- (4.124) 
P r o o f - Note f rom equation (4.119) we have that [SN{C)] T \T[C{N))] and from 
equation (4.120) we have that [M{C)] ± [1\C{N))] and the results follow. • 
Thus, i f we want to adjust the population mean collection corresponding to a 
sequence of co-exchangeable finite exchangeable systems by observing individuals 
in each of the systems then we need only the resulting sample means to perform 
the adjustment. Notice that this mirrors precisely the case when the systems were 
judged infini tely exchangeable, see Theorem 8. 
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4.11 Grouped multivariate exchangeable systems: 
the finite analogue 
We now develop the analogous results to those for the adjustment of the mean 
collection for grouped multivariate exchangeable systems we considered in Chapter 
2 where, at least in principle, there were an infinite number of individuals available 
in each group. We judge that the relationships between each pair of individuals is 
the same as when we considered the individuals as being f rom an infinite population. 
To each individual we may apply the representation theorem to write, for each g, v, 
h 
Xgv. = A 4 [ - ' l ( X , , ) + ^ h l ( X , , ) . (4.125) 
The induced specifications for the A^t"'sl(Cp), n^l^'\Cg) are as 
C o ^ ( A 4 [ - ^ ] ( C J , ^ [ - ' ' l ( C , ) ) = S^'^sC + ^^PgE iig^h-
{ UgfiC otherwise; 
Cov{M^"'^\Cg),n^p\C,)) = O V y , / i , j ; (4.127) 
f ^ ^ . ^ ^^9 = K^ = r, 
Cov{n^^\Cg),n^P'^\Cn)) = I -A.f3^E i f g = h,i^r, (4-128) 
L 0 otherwise. 
Once more, we let A be the x 9o matr ix w i th {g, h)th. entry {A)gh = ctj/i, and let 
B be the go x go diagonal matr ix w i t h {g.,g)th entry {B)gg = Pg. We collect the 
population sizes together into the matr ix M = diag{mi,... ^rug^f). 
We wish to take a sample of size > 0 f rom the ^ t h group and use the obser-
vations to adjust our beliefs over the population mean collection, M.{C). We collect 
the sample sizes together into the matr ix = diag{ni,... ,npo). Using our usual 
vector notation then we may combine Lemma 22 wi th equations (4.126) - (4.128) to 
obtain the following lemma. 
L e m m a 23 The second-order specifications for the population mean collection, M{C), 
and the sample means, SN{C), may be expressed as 
Var{M{C)) = {A ® C) + {M'^B ® E); (4.129) 
COV{M{C),SM{C)) = {A®C) + {M-^B®E)- (4.130) 
Var{SN{C)) = {A®C) + {N-^B®E). (4.131) 
We now consider separately the analysis of variables and groups as follows. 
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4.12 Underlying canonical variable problem 
Recall the work at the start of this chapter for finite second-order exchangeable se-
quences. We showed that the adjustment of the population mean collection induced 
by a sample of size n drawn f rom the population had the same canonical resolu-
tions for all choices of n, whilst for all choices of m, the length of the exchangeable 
sequence, the canonical resolutions had the same, up to a scale factor to ensure a 
prior variance of one, co-ordinate representation. In our current framework, we have 
a tota l of go finite second-order exchangeable sequences. Suppose that we consider 
the adjustment in a single group f rom a sample, of size n, drawn exclusively from 
that group. We may rewrite Corollary 16 as the following corollary. 
Coro l lary 17 For the adjustment of M^'^s^{Cg) byCg{ng), the resolution transform 
matrix, T^jCil^g'\(Cg)/Cg(ng)]' -^^  calculated as 
TlMi-9}iCg)/Cging)] = 9 9^ + / Tl g) ^ g E y ^ {a g gC + {l / m g) ^ g E} . (4.132) 
For each s = 1, • • • ,Vo, the canonical directions are given by 
with the corresponding canonical resolutions given by 
_ Ug J mgagg(t>s + I5g{l - (i>s) ^ 
\M^r.g,^Cg),Cging)ls ' \ U ga gg<j>, + ^g{l - <!>^ ^^'^^^^ 
^ \M{Cg)ICg{ng)\s 
\M(Cg)ICg{mg)]s' 
where Yg is the sth underlying canonical variable direction and (j)s the sth underlying 
canonical variable resolution as given by Definition 12. 
(4.135) 
Corollary 17 is the finite analogue of Theorem 11. Notice that each •Z [^X i^'"9i(Cg)/Cg(n<,)]5 
has, up to a scale-factor the same co-ordinate representation as Z^M(Cg)iCg{ng)]s (as 
given by equation (2.97)) and that both these directions are found from the solution 
of the underlying canonical variable problem as given by Definition 12. As we would 
expect f rom observing Theorem 11, we have similarly strong coherence properties 
across the groups as we do for sample sizes and sequence lengths. Irrespective of the 
length of sequence in the group or the sample size observed, up to a scale-factor, 
the canonical resolutions have the same co-ordinate representation and thus the 
qualitative information of adjusting [A^f'"»^(Cg)] by a sample of size n drawn purely 
f rom that group does not depend upon g (or mg or n ) . 
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Notice also how both \Mi'^g]^Cg)/Cg{ng)]s ^ ^ d X[M{Cg)/Cg(ng)]s (see equation (2.123)) 
may be obtained f rom the solution of the underlying canonical variable problem. 
Recall f rom equation (4.94) that we may rewrite equation (4.135) as 
ri 
^ [ A 4 l - s ] ( C „ ) / C „ K ) ] s = >^[M{Cg)/Cg{ng)]s + - f - ( l - \M{Cg)/Cg{ng)]s)- (4.136) 
g 
We emphasise once more that the essential difference between the realistic judge-
ment of an extendible finite second-order exchangeable sequence and the convenient 
assumption of an infinite second-order exchangeable sequence is not qualitative, but 
quantitative. We have a finite population correction, {ng/mg){l — X]^M(Cg)iCg{ng)]s) 
for the sth canonical resolution which corresponds to the same direction in the finite 
case as i t does in the infinite case. Notice that the size of this correction is depen-
dent upon the proportion of the sequence we observe. Recall that f rom equation 
(4.95), we suggested that the proportion {ng/rUg) could be used as a rule of thumb 
for assessing the validity of the infinite approximation. Here, we see that {ng/rrig) 
w i l l typically differ across the groups so that groups wi th small values of {ng/mg) 
may be perceived as being better approximated to an infinite exchangeable sequence 
than those w i t h larger values of {rig/nig). 
4.12.1 The examiner problem in this finite setting 
Recall how in Chapter 2, the examiner attempted to improve his modelling in Chap-
ter 1 by explicitly introducing the two markers into his model. Having reassessed the 
model in Chapter 1 in the first half of this chapter by introducing the finite exchange-
able modelling, the examiner wishes to reintroduce the markers to this model. He 
assesses that the first marker has a potential m i individuals to mark and the second 
marker has a potential m2 individuals to mark. For example, rui 4- m2 could refer to 
the tota l number of individuals registered for the exam. The examiner specifies the 
same relationships between each pair of individuals as he did in the infinite case. In 
terms of the representation theorem he may write Xgyi = M^'^^^{Xgy) -\-izf^^\Xgy). 
The finite modelling version of equations (2.47) and (2.48) are 
Cov{M^"'^KXgv),M^""'Kx,^)) = 
/ lgh + {Sgh/mg)4. iiv = w,yg,h; . . 
\ 0.2575/, + {6gh/mg)3.5 iivy^w, Vp, h; 
Cov{'R}r'HXgy),n^P\Xnw)) = 
{Sij - {l/mo))4 if g = h,v ^w,yi,j; 
{5ij - ( l /mp))3.5 iig = h,v^w, V?, j ; (4.138) 
0 otherwise. 
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where jgh = 1 if g = h, and jgh = 7 otherwise, for —1 < 7 < 1. The examiner, 
through use of Corollary 16, calculates the canonical structure for the adjustment 
for the ^ t h marker for a sample of size n. He has already, see equation (2.118), 
solved the underlying canonical variable problem and so his results are immediate. 
The canonical directions, for each g are 
Z[M^-9]iCg}/Cg{n)]l ^ M ^ g - ) (4.139) 
= MiXgi) - M{Xg2); (4.140) 
^[M^'^9]{Cg)/Cg(n)]2 °^ 
MiXg^) (4.141) 
= M{Xg,)+M{Xg2), (4.142) 
w i t h the corresponding canonical resolutions being 
n 
\Ml"^9HCg)/Cg{n)]l = \n)g- + — ( 1 - \n)g-); (4.143) 
nig 
ft 
\M^^9\Cg)ICg{n)]2 = \n)g+ + — ( 1 " \n)9+), (4.144) 
11 Ig 
where \n)g- is as given by equation (2.52) and \n)g-\- is as given by equation (2.51). 
Notice the crucial difference between the finite and infinite assumptions here. For 
each of the two markers, the second-order exchangeable sequences CI and C2 are 
judged to have the same relationships between each pair of individuals. We observe 
the same number of individuals' marks for each marker. When we judged and C2 
both to be the union of an infini te number of individuals then we observed that the 
canonical resolutions for the adjustment, \n)g- and A(„)p_|_ did not depend upon g. 
However, in the finite case, unless m i = m2, \My^9\Cg)/Cg{n)\i ^[.Mi'"9i(Cg)/Cj(n)]2 
do depend upon g. We w i l l learn most for the marker who has the smallest number of 
available individuals. This is not surprising, for in the finite case, we do physically 
observe part of the population mean collection, whereas in the infinite case, the 
mean components are unobservable. Thus, we w i l l learn most in the marker group 
where we have observed the greatest proportion of the available population. This 
is intui t ively clear, but i t is worth making explicit the role of the factor {ng/rug) in 
the finite population correction and that this is the only appearance of mg in the 
resolution. 
4.13 Underlying canonical finite group problems 
Defini t ion 20 The sth underlying canonical finite group directions are defined as 
the columns of the matrix Ws = [Wis • • • W^ so^ ] solving the generalised eigenvalue 
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problem 
{<PsA + {l-<Ps)M-'B}Ws = {(l)sA+{l-<Ps)N-'B}Ws~A^M)s, (4.145) 
where A(^N)S = diag{\N)is, • • • , \N)gos) is the matrix of eigenvalues. Ws is chosen 
so thatW^{A-\-{{l/(f)s)-l)M-'B}Ws = I, Wj{A + {{l/cl>s)-l)N-'B}Ws<i>s = L 
The ordered eigenvalues 1 > \N)IS > • • • > \N)gos > 0 are termed the sth underlying 
canonical finite group resolutions. 
We motivate this definition on the identical fashion to the infinite case by forming, 
for each s = 1,... ,vo, the analogous collection to -Z(]v)s (see equation (2.124)). 
Thus, for each s, we form the collection 
Z{N)s — { '^ [A^[" ' i l (C i ) /C i (n i ) ) s ' • • • ' '^[A^['"sol( ^ [ A ^ [ - [M^"'sol{Cgo)/Cg„{ngo)] 




mgagg(j)s + Pg{l " (j)s)' 
then in our usual vector notation, we also represent Z(^N)S as the x 1 vector 
(4.147) 
Z^N)s = DMs{Igo®Y^)M{C). (4.148) 
Notice the similarity w i t h the representation in the infinite setting, given by equation 
(2.126). 
L e m m a 24 The second-order relationships between Z^N)S o,nd Si^{C) may be ex-
pressed as follows 
y a r ( i ( ^ ) , ) = {l/(l)s)DMs{(f>sA-\-{l-(t>s)M-'B}DMs; (4.149) 
Cov{Z^N)s, SN{C)) = {l/(t>s)DMs[els ® {(t>sA + (1 - (f>s)M-'B}] X 
[ ( / , „ ® r l ) . . . ( / , „ ® n J ] - ^ (4.150) 
Var{SN{C)) = [Ig,®Y-\C-\-E)-'] - n - i 
^go ® ^lovo 
[®:U{<l>sA + {l-(i>s)N-'B}]x 
[{Ig,®Y,)...{Ig,®Yj]-'- (4.151) 
Cov{Sj,{C),Z^N)s) = [Ig,®Y-\C + E)-']-' 
[Cvos ® {(l>sA + (1 - (f>s)M-''B}]DMs-
ho ® ^vol 
T T 
(4.152) 
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P r o o f - The result follows in a similar manner to Lemma 8, making use of equation 
(4.148). • 
Denote the resolution transform for the adjustment of 2'(jv)s by C{N) as ^ l i ^ ^ j /C(N)]-
We have the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 32 For the adjustment of [Z(^N)S] by C{N), the resolution transform ma-
trix is calculated as 
D-^MsA + (1 - (f>s)N-'B]-'{(j>sA + (1 - <j)s)M-'B]DMs- (4.153) 
The canonical directions are given by 
ZiN)ds = {D-^\W,sfZ^;,)s = iW,s®Y,fM{C), (4.154) 
for each d = 1,... go, with corresponding canonical resolutions given by X(N)ds-
is the {d,s)th underlying canonical finite group direction as given in Definition 20; 
^{N)ds the corresponding {d,s)th underlying canonical finite group resolution. 
P r o o f - From Theorem 31, SN{C) is Bayes linear sufficient for C(A'^ ) for adjusting 
M{C). For each s, we have [-^(^v)*] C [A1(C)], so that Sf^{C) is Bayes linear sufficient 
for adjusting Z^M)S. Thus, T^Z^,,JC(N)] = T^z^^.js^iO], where T^z^^^j^^iO] is the 
resolution transform for the adjustment of Z(^N)S by SN{C). From equation (1.74), 
T[z^j,^js^{C)] inay be computed as 
%(jv)3/5;v(c)] = {Var{Z^N)s)}~^Cov{Z^N)s,SN{C)) 
{Var{SN{C))}-'Cov{Sr,{C), Z^i,)^). (4.155) 
Thus, by inverting equation (4.149), post mul t iplying by equation (4.150) and then 
the inversion of (4.151) and finally by (4.152) we may obtain equation (4.153). 
From the solution of the underlying group problem as given by equation (4.145), 
i t is straightforward to see that 
%(.)3/5.(0] =^  D-^\W,A^N)sWr'DMs, (4.156) 
so that 
Tiz,,,Js,ic)]iD-M\Ws) = D-^\Ws~A^i,)s. (4.157) 
Hence, A(^N)S is the matr ix whose diagonal elements are the canonical resolutions of 
the adjustment. To confirm that the (D^^Wds)^Z(^N)S are the corresponding canon-
ical resolutions, we verify that they are mutually uncorrelated wi th prior variance 
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one. Notice f rom equation (4.148) we have 
Cov{{D];,\w,s)'^z^r^)s, {D;,'Wd's')^z^N)s') = 
{Wjs ® Y^^)Var{M{C)){W,.s' ® ^ 0 (4.158) 
= {Wls®Y^^){{A®C) + {M-'B®E)}{W,,s'0Ys>) (4.159) 
= {{WlAWd^s' ® Y^CYs>) + {WlM-'BW,,s' ® Y^EYs-)} (4.160) 
= 6ss'[Wl{A + {{1/cps) - l)M-'B]Wa.s] (4.161) 
= ^ss'^dd'- (4.162) 
Equation (4.161) follows by the choice of Y in Definit ion 12 and equation (4.162) 
follows by the choice of in Definit ion 20. Setting s = s' completes the verification. 
Notice that equation (4.162) also shows that, since the Z^^^ds form a basis for 
then i f s 7^  s', [Z(^N)S] -L [Z(^N)S']- D 
This theorem is the finite equivalent of Theorem 12. Notice how i f we let each 
Trig -> oo then DMS D (as given by equation (2.125)) and also T^Z^N)SIC{N)] ~^ 
r[2(jv)s/c(iv)] (as given by equation (2.145)). The sth canonical group structure may 
be derived f rom the problem of learning about the relationships of the sth most im-
portant variable directions when considered across the groups. Notice the similarity 
in form of equations (4.154) and (2.146) but also the crucial difference. Equation 
(4.154) w i l l , in general, depend upon the choice of s, so that the adjustment over 
each [2'(;v)s] does not share the same qualitative features for each s. This contrasts 
w i t h the scenario in the finite case where the adjustment over each [ZI^N)S\ does 
provide the same qualitative information. This result is, perhaps, not surprising i f 
we think back to equation (4.136). From equation (2.98), we have that 
\M[Cg)ICg{ng)]S ^ \M {Cg) / C g [u g)]s' ^ S > S' (4.163) 
so that the X[M{Cg)/Cg{ng)]sS are ordered according to the ^^s, irrespective of g. Thus, 
for large values of (j)s the finite population correction term w i l l have a much smaller 
effect than for smaller values of 4>s. Recall that f rom equation (4.95), we perceived 
that the fraction {ug/rug) could be used as a rule of thumb for assessing the validity 
of an infinite approximation and that f rom equation (4.136), we suggested that there 
was a difference in the groups in that those wi th small values of {ug/rug) may be 
perceived as being closer to the infinite case than those wi th larger values of {ug/mg). 
Now, f rom equation (4.136), we can suggest that i f 4>s > ^s' this diff"erence between 
the groups in their closeness to being infinite is damped down so that i f s < s', we 
would expect, since (ps > 4>s', that the quantities in the collection Z(^N)S to be at least 
as well approximated by the collection as the collection Z^N)S' is approximated 
by Zi^N)s'-
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4.13.1 The underlying canonical finite group problem for 
the examiner 
From equation (4.140), the examiner forms the collection 
^{2\m,)-mM{X2,) - M{X22))} • (4.164) 
From equation (4.142), he forms the collection 
ZinH)2 = J(2A(^,)+/5)(>t(Xn) + A^(Xi2)), 
^ (2A(^ , )+ /5 ) (A4(X2i ) + M{X22))] . (4.165) 
A(^)_ and \{m)+ are as given in Table 1.2. The inner product spaces and 
[Z(^ni2)2\ are then formed. The examiner constructs the sth underlying canonical 
finite group problem by making use of A and B as given in equation (2.117) and 
that N = nl2 and M = diag{mi,m2). It should be emphasised that in this balanced 
design, n is constrained to be at most mm(mi,m2). The problem is then reduced 
to finding the eigenstructure of the matrix, DMST^Z^^^ ^jc{ni2)]^M^s^ where 
^sl ^ . + ( l /m2) ( l -0 . ) J -^4 - l^^^ 
The examiner thus solves this sth underlying canonical finite group problem to 
obtain 
~ Tl 
A(n/2)ls = -^{n/2)ls -I (1 -^(71/2)15) + 
777"! 
( ) T { 2 - A(„/2)is - A ( „ / 2 ) 2 j - (1 - ^77117712)^1(^5); (4.167) 
Wis cx [1 5^,^, + ((l/m2) - ( l / m i ) ) ^ 2 ( < / ' . ) r ; (4.168) 
- Tl 
A(7l/2)2s = A(„/2)2s H (1 - A(„/2)2s) + 
TTli 
7(2 - \nl2)ls - \nl2)2s} + (1 " ^77117712)^ 1 (0^); (4.169) 
\m2 mi / 4 
W2s OC [1 - 577.l77^ 2 + ( ( I M ) - ( l /mi))p2('^.)r; (4.170) 
gi{(f>s) and (/2(^s) are functions of <ps obtained by regarding the solution of the sth 
underlying canonical finite group problem as a function of ^ j . g2{(i>s) does vary with 
n so that Wu and are not the same for each sample size, which contrasts with 
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the infinite case. A(„/2)is and X(ni2)2s are the canonical resolutions for the adjustment 
of [-2(„/2)s] by C{nl2). For their precise forms, see equations (2.159) and (2.160), or 
equivalently. Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. 
The important observation to make is when mi = m2- In this case, M oc N 
and so we see an equal proportion of the population mean collection in each group. 
Notice that, in this case, \ni2)ds may be thought of as X(ni2)ds plus a finite population 
correction term, this correction term having precisely the same form as that for 
the adjustment of a single finite second-order exchangeable sequence, see equation 
(4.94). In this case, we also see that Wds do not depend upon s and are proportional 
to Wd, the dth underlying canonical group direction as given in Definition 12. We 
shall show that these observations are not typical to this example, but a completely 
expected consequence. 
There is one feature of this example which is a consequence of the example for 
it is driven by the additional second-order exchangeability of the questions and the 
balanced sample, but is perhaps worth noting. We shall make use of the prior un-
certainty in the system and the resolved uncertainty for the collection, see Goldstein 
(2000; p9) for further details. We have that the resolved uncertainty for [Z(^ri[2)s], 
for each 5, is 
2 
RUnh{^{nl2)s) = '^~\nl2)ds, (4-171) 
d=\ 
and the prior uncertainty in the collection Z(ni2)s, for each s, is U{Z(ni2)s) = 2. The 
resolved uncertainty for [Z(^ni2)s]i for each s, is 
2 
RUnl2iZ(nl2)s) = ^\nl2)ds, (4.172) 
d=l 
and the prior uncertainty in the collection Z(^rii2)sy for each s, is U{Z(^rii2)s) = 2. We 
define the remaining uncertainty in the collection Z[ni2)s) for each s, is 
2 
U{Z^nl2)s)-RUnl2{Z[nl2)s) = J ] ( l " ^ 2 ) ^ . ) (4-173) 
d=l 
2 
2 Vmi m2/ J ^ 
= ( l - | ( ; ^ + ; ^ ) | M % / 2 ) . ) - ^ t ^ n / . ( - Z ( n / . ) 3 ) } - (4-175) z \mi 777.2/ J 
This holds for any choice of r77i and m2 and is a means of assessing the remaining 
uncertainty left in each collection after the adjustment. The form of this result 
should be compared with equation (4.95) summed over all the canonical directions. 
For this overall summary, the finite and infinite cases are easily comparable. 
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4.14 The adjustment of the mean components by 
the observed sample 
We now consider the adjustment of the full collection, [A1(C)]. We shall show that 
once more the underlying canonical variable analysis and each underlying canonical 
finite group analysis completely determine the adjustment of the full collection, 
M[C)]. To proceed, we re-express equations (4.129) - (4.131) as the following 
lemma; the proof follows by various applications of Lemma 7. 
Lemma 25 The relationships between the M{C) and the S^iC) may be expressed 
as follows 
I -f on 
Var{M{C)) = [Ig, 0 Y - \ C E ) - ' ] - ' 
'50 ^ Sol 
T T 
ho ® ^vovo -1 
mU<PsA (1 - (l)s)M-'B}WMW, ® F i ) . . . {W,o ® no)]-'; (4.176) 
COV{M{C),SN{C)) = Var{M{C)); (4.177) 
X Var{SN{C)) = [Ig,®Y-\C-hE)-']-' 
[®:U<l>sA + {1- cPs)N-'B}Ws][{W, ® F i ) . . . {W,, ® YJ]-'- (4.178) 
Cov{SNiC),MiC)) = Var{M{C)). (4.179) 
Denote by T^M{C)/C{N)] resolution transform for the adjustment of [A^(C)] by 
C{N). We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 33 The adjustment of M{C) by C{N) satisfies the following properties 
1. There exist VQ QQ-dimensional orthogonal subspaces, [Zf^^^^i], [-2(;v)uo] ^ / 
M.{C)]. For each s, 
Z{N)s = {'^[>l[-i l(Ci)/Ci{ni)]s' • • • ' ^[.M''"so!(C,,)/C<,o(n<,o)]J- (4.180) 
2. The canonical directions for the adjustment in each [Z(^N)S] o.re given by the 
columns of the matrix Z(^N)S = [Z{N)\S • • • Z[N)gos], where 
~Z(N)ds = {Dl,\WasfZ^N)s = {W,s®YsfM{C). (4.181) 
3. The resolution transform matrix for the adjustment is calculated as 
T[M(c)/cm = {iA®C) + {N-'B0E)}-'{{A®C) + {M-'B®E)} (4.182) 
= {(W, O F i ) . . . (W „^o ® yvo)KU^I{<t>sA + {1- <f>s)N-'B}-' X 
{cPsA + (1 - <j),)M-'B}WMWi 0 F i ) . . . « ® Y j ] - \ (4.183) 
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4. The collection Z(jv) = {Z(^N)ds} for d = 1 , . . . ,gQ, s = 1 , . . . ,VQ, are the canonical 
directions of the adjustment with canonical resolutions given by A(yv)ds-
Proof - Statement 1. follows from equation (4.162). 
Statement 2. follows immediately from Theorem 32. 
To obtain Statement 3., we use the Bayes linear sufficiency of SN{C) for C(iV) for 
adjusting M{C) which follows from Theorem 31. Letting T^M{C)/SN{C)] resolu-
tion transform for the adjustment of [M{C)] by Si\f{C), we have that T^M(^C)/C{N)] — 
T^M{c)/SNic)]- From equation (1.74) we have that 
T{Mic)/s,(c)] = {Var{M{C))}-'Cov{M{C),S^{C)) X 
{Var{SN{C))}-'Cov{Sr,iC),M{C)). (4.184) 
We may verify equation (4.182) by using equations (4.129) - (4.131) in equation 
(4.184). Equation (4.183) follows by using equations (4.176) - (4.179) in equation 
(4.184). 
Using equation (4.183) and substituting in the solution of the sth underlying 
canonical finite group problem, as given by Definition 20, yields 
[(VFi®yi)...(iy,„®nj]-i. (4.185) 
Thus, 
TiMicys.mKWi ® n ) . . . iK ® Yvo)] = 
[ ( m 0 rO . . . {W^o ® Ko)][®:LiA(yv),]. (4.186) 
I t then follows that {Z^N^ds, \N)ds) is an eigenvector/value pair for T^M{C)/SN[C)]-
Since Z(^N)ds has prior variance one, (^(iv)ds, ^(N)ds) are the pairs of canonical direc-
tions/resolutions. Statement 4. thus follows. • 
This is the finite version of Theorem 13. Notice the similarities. We break down 
the Vogo x vogo problem into one problem of size vo x VQ and then VQ problems 
of size go x go. Each go x ^0 problem has a similar form and so in fact we need 
only to solve the sth underlying group problem as the functions Wg = W{(j)s) and 
As = A.{(j)s) to reveal the complete solution. The Vo x Vo problem consists of finding 
the underlying canonical variable structure, and through its motivation as being 
the single group adjustment, we see how and why this problem remains the same 
in both the finite and infinite modelling assumptions. Having solved across the 
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variables, we then use this solution to solve across the groups. Each collection, 
Z(^jv)s is analogous to the collection 2(Ar)s, so that our understanding of the design 
remains constant in the finite and infinite cases. Recall how when we dealt with a 
single finite exchangeable sequence, see for example Corollary 16, that the difference 
was quantitative as opposed to qualitative. In this grouped framework, we observe 
that there is a qualitative difference as well which may be observed happening in 
the collections 2(jv)s. Intuitively, see our comments following Corollary 17 and 
Theorem 32, we felt that this was caused by the fact that in the finite case we 
actually observe part of the population mean collection and so for general choices of 
M and N, certain groups will be better approximated by the infinite assumption. 
Explicitly, we considered {ug/mg) to be a 'rule of thumb' for the validity of the 
infinite assumption. The following corollary shows that this intuition was well based. 
Corollary 18 Suppose that there exists 0 > 1 such that M = 9N. Then the ad-
justment in [Z(^N)s] is qualitatively the same for each s and is qualitatively the same 
as the adjustment in each [Z(^N)S]- The canonical directions of the adjustment of 
M{C)] by C{N) and the canonical directions of the adjustment of [M{C)] by C{N) 
thus have, up to a scale factor, the same co-ordinate representation. If ^(;v)ds = 
{Wci®Ys)^M{C) is a canonical direction of the adjustment of[M.{C)] byC{N), with 
canonical resolution X(^N)ds, then 
Z{N)ds = \i,)dsi^d®YsfM{C) (4.187) 
is the corresponding canonical direction of the adjustment of [M{C)] by C{N) with 
canonical resolution 
\N)ds = \N)ds + -^{^ - ^{N)ds)- (4.188) 
A(M)ds 2S the canonical resolution corresponding to the canonical direction Z(^M)ds = 
Z{N)ds for the adjustment of [M{C)] by C{M) and may be found from equation 
(2.184). 
In this case, the link between the finite and infinite case is much clearer. The 
solution of the underlying variable and group canonical problems given in Definition 
12 and Definition 13 allow us to completely determine the finite and infinite mod-
elling solutions. Notice the similarity of equation (4.188) with equation (4.94). The 
finite assumption provides the same qualitative information as the adjustment using 
the infinite approximation and the quantitative differences are easily obtainable and 
comparable. This is the feature that we drew attention to in the examiner example 
when we take mi = m2 in equations (4.167) - (4.170). 
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We may obtain the analogous form of equation (4.95) which is 
VarM{Z^N)ds) = (l-l]varM{Z^N)ds) (4.189) 
so that in this group setting, we may use (1/^) as a 'rule of thumb' for the vahdity 
of the infinite approximation. If both N and M are balanced then we may easily 
adopt Corollary 4 to relate the finite and infinite cases. Although it may be rare that 
Corollary 18 holds, it is useful for i t provides us with understanding as to how the 
infinite approximation in each group fits in with the more realistic modelling in each 
group. We see that the infinite approximation only plays a role in the underlying 
canonical finite group problems and we may perceive these as being perturbations of 
the underlying canonical group problem for the infinite case, as given by Definition 
12. Thus, we can perceive the canonical resolutions deduced from the adjustment of 
each [-^(Ar)s] as being rotations of the infinite equivalent directions deduced from the 
adjustment of [2^(Ar)s]. This interpretation may also allow us to appreciate differences 
in the choice of possible sequence lengths, M , should we be uncertain here. 
In this grouped case, the infinite assumption means we solve only a single x 
problem, so has computational advantages, but we also have a means of assessing 
the validity of the infinite assumption by comparing this go x problem with each, 
or indeed any, of the Vo go x go problems for the finite case. 
4.14.1 The full adjustment for the examiner 
Having already solved the underlying canonical variable problem and each underly-
ing canonical finite group problem, from Theorem 33 the examiner has completed 
all the calculations he need perform for the adjustment of the full collection. The 
canonical directions for the adjustment are X{ni2)ds, for d = 1,2 and s = 1, 2, as given 
by equations (4.167) and (4.170). The corresponding canonical directions are given 
by Z^ni2)ds = {Wds ® Ys)'^M{C). Notice from equations (4.168) and (4.170) when 
we set mi = m2, so that M oc N, Corollary 18 reveals that W^s oc Wd, where Wd is 
the dth column of the matrix W as given by equation (2.156). Equation (4.188) is 
clearly seen, in this instance, in equations (4.167) and (4.170) as we observed in the 
comments following these two equations. 
Chapter 5 
Extensions: one-level hierarchical 
co-exchangeability 
S U M M A R Y 
In this chapter, we illustrate another avenue to co-exchangeable 
modelling, namely that of the one-level hierarchical model. We 
explore this model in the context of balanced designs where the 
residuals in each group do not explicitly depend upon the group. 
The model is specified in Section 5.1 and in Section 5.2 we show 
that in this balanced symmetric design, we may use three different 
Bayes linear sufficient statistics for the adjustment of the three 
components in the model: the overall population collection; the 
gth. group residuals; and the group mean collection. In Section 
5.3, we adjust the overall population collection. Section 5.4 sees 
the adjustment of the ^th group residuals. We show how learning 
in the ^th group residuals reduces to a problem comparable to 
the problems studied in Chapter 2. In Section 5.5, we show that 
this lower level analysis completely determines the adjustment 
of the group means. Thus, the adjustment of the group mean 
collection in this model may also be solved by considering a series 
of subproblems which have interpretable forms. 
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5.1 The one-level hierarchical co-exchangeable 
model 
We shall consider designs where each individual can be classified as coming from 
one of go possible groups, where is the total number of available groups; there is 
no concept of additional groups. For each individual, we wish to measure the same 
set of variables, C = {Xi,... , Xy^}, and thus denote by Cgi = {Xgu,... , Xgy^i} the 
collection of measurements for the ith individual in the gth group. We shall proceed 
as i f there were a potentially infinite number of individuals that could be observed 
in each group and denote by C* the union of the measurements of the individuals 
in the ^th group. We judge that, in accordance with Theorem 7, that C^, . . . , C*^ , 
are a sequence of co-exchangeable infinite exchangeable systems and hence we may 
write 
Xg^ = M{Cg) + n,{C^). (5.1) 
This means we are required to specify the VQ X VQ matrix Cov{M {Cg), M [Ch)) = Cgh 
for each g, h, and the Vo x vo matrix Var{TZi{Cg)) = Eg, for each g. In Subsection 
2.3.1, we mentioned that one approach could be that we judge that the mean com-
ponents are second-order exchangeable over groups, that is Cgg = F for all g and 
Cgh = P for all g ^ h. We now adopt this model in this chapter. Hence, we 
judge that the collection M{C) = Ug°^-iM{Cg) is second-order exchangeable over the 
groups, see Theorem 25, and we may write 
MiCg) = MiQ + TZgiC), (5.2) 
where 
1 °^ 
MiC.) = - 5 ] A 4 ( C , ) . (5.3) 
We term M{C.) the overall population collection, and Ttg{C) the ^th group residuals. 
The ful l model is 
Xg, = M{c.) + ng{C) + n,{Cg). (5.4) 
The requirements from Theorem 7 and Theorem 25 for the asserted judgements 
yields the following lemma. 
Lemma 26 The collections M{C.), TZgiC), and Tli{Cg) satisfy the following rela-
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tionships 
E{M{C.)) = m- (5.5 
E{ng{C)) = OV5; (5.6 
E{MC^)) = Qyg,z; (5.7 
Var{M{C.)) = F + - F ; (5.8 
9o 
Cov{M{C.),nh{C)) = OV/i; (5.9 
r i f g = h; 
Cov{ngic),n,{c)) = . (5.10 
[ go J y T y 
Cov{M{Cg),'R,{Xt,)) = 0 V 5 , / i , i ; (5.11 
r/ie Vo X 1 vector m is arbitrary, whilst the vo x VQ matrices P, F, Eg, for each g, 
are merely constrained by having to provide a coherent specification. 
Once more, we shall assume that P, F , and each Eg are positive definite, so that 
they are of ful l rank. This hierarchical co-exchangeable structure is similar to one-
way layout multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) models; see Press (1989; 
Chapter VI ) . Goldstein (1988b) investigated the univariate one-way layout from a 
Bayes linear perspective. Suppose that we assume the the individual residuals are 
the same for each g\ that is Eg = E for each = 1 , . . . , ^o-
5.2 Sampling and learning about the components 
of the model 
We would like to observe a sample of individuals from each group in order to learn 
about the components of the model: the overall mean collection, the group residuals 
and the mean components corresponding to the gth group. Suppose that we observe 
n individuals in each of the go groups. The total sample is then expressed as C{nlg^). 
From Theorem 8 we have that the collection of sample means, Snig^ (C), is Bayes lin-
ear sufficient for C{nlga) for adjusting [M{C)]. Notice that since [M{C.)] C [M{C)] 
then Snig^{C) is Bayes linear sufficient for (^(n/^J for adjusting [7V((C.)]. Also, for 
each g, we have that [ilg{C)\ C [M{C)]. Thus, Sni^^iC) is Bayes hnear suflScient 
for C{nlgg) for adjusting [R-g{C)] and hence for adjusting ["^(C)], where 'R.(C) = 
\Jg'Li'R,g{C). Notice that of the elements forming 'R.{C), only go - 1 of them are 
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linearly independent since, for example, we have 
go-l 9 0 - 1 _ so 
= E - ^ ( ^ . ) - V ^ E - ^ ( ^ p ) (5.13) 
9=1 3=1 '^^  ff=l 
1 
= - ^ ( C , J + - - E - ^ ( ^ 3 ) (5.14) 
9=1 
= -ng,{C). (5.15) 
From equations (5.8) - (5.12), we may derive the following lemma. 
Lemma 27 The second-order relationships between the M{Cg)s and the Sn{Cg)s 
may be expressed as 
Cov{M{Cg),M{Ch)) = { ^ J ^ I ^ J ^ : (5.16) 
Cov{M{Cg),Sr.{Ch)) = { ^ J ^ 1^ ;^ : (5.17) 
C a . ( 5 „ ( Q , 5 „ ( Q ) = 1^ + ^ + ^ ^ ^/^ = J|; (5.18) 
Notice that we may equivalently write equations (5.16) - (5.18) as 
VariMiC)) = {(/^o ® i^) + ( ^ ® ^ ) } ; (5-19) 
Cov{M{C),SnjJC)) = {{Igo®F) + iJ9o^P)h (5.20) 
Var{SnijC)) = [{Igo®iF+{l/n)E)} + {Jg,®P}] (5.21) 
= [U9o®iF + {l/n)E)-'} + {Jg,®B}]-\ (5.22) 
B is the matrix -{F + {l/n)E}-'^P{F + goP + {l/n)E}-^ and multiplication of 
equations (5.21) and (5.22) confirms the validity of equation (5.22). Furthermore, 
equation (5.17) shows that Snig^{C) is second-order exchangeable over the groups. 
We may then use the representation theorem, see Theorem 25, to write 
SniCg) = Sr.iJC) + fg{C{nIg,)). (5.23) 
where 
1 °^ 
^nlJC) = -J2^n{Cg). (5.24) 
The second-order relationships are 
Var{SniJC)) - P + - ( F - ^ ~ E ) ; (5.25) 
Cov{SniJC),%iC{nIg,))) = Oyg,h; (5.26) 
Cov{rgiC{nIg,)),TMnIg,))) = | T± \F+ ^E} i/g ^ h. ^'"^^^ 
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By making use of equation (5.24) and the specifications given in equations (5.8) -
(5.12), we may derive the following lemma. 
Lemma 28 The second-order relationships between M{C.), the iZg{C)s, 5„;^^(C) 
and the Tg{C{nIgfj))s may be expressed as 
Cov{SnrjC),M{C.)) = P + -F- (5.28) 
9o 
Cov{SniJC),nh{C)) = OV/i; (5.29) 
Cov{fgiCinIg,)),MiC.)) = Oyg; (5.30) 
f ^ F i f g = h-
Cov{Tg{CinIg,)),n,{C)) = ' (5.31) 
The orthogonahties given by equations (5.26), (5.29) and (5.30) immediately enable 
us to determine the following theorem. 
Theorem 34 The collection of measurements Sni^^ [C) is Bayes linear sufficient for 
C{nlgg) for adjusting the collection M{C.). 
The collection of measurements'f[C{nIg^)) = {Ti{C{nIg^)),... ,'fgQ{C{nIg^))] is 
Bayes linear sufficient for C{nlg^) for adjusting the collection TtiC) = {'R.\{C), ..., 
^.o(C)}-
5.3 Learning about the overall population collec-
tion 
Suppose that the matrix U = [Ui... Uy^] solves the generalised eigenvalue problem 
{goP + F)U = {goP + F + E)U~A, (5.32) 
where A = diag{Xi,... ,A„o) is the matrix of eigenvalues. U is chosen so that 
U'^{P+(l/go)F)U = h„ U^{P+{l/go){F-hE)}UK = h,. The resolution transform 
for the adjustment of [A1(C.)] by C{nlgj is denoted by T^M{c.)/c{nigo)]- ^^"^^ 
following theorem. 
Theorem 35 For the adjustment of the overall population collection, [M{C.)], by 
the balanced sample, C(n/g(,), the resolution transform matrix is calculated as 
TiMc.ycini,,)] = {9oP + F-t(lME}-'{goP + F}. (5.33) 
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The overall population collection canonical directions for the balanced design are the 
same for each n and are given by 
Z[Mic.)/cini,,)]s = UjM{C.), (5.34) 
for each s = 1 , . . . ,wo. The corresponding overall population collection canonical 
resolutions are given by 
{n-l)Xs + l 
Proof - By the Bayes linear sufficiency of Snig^{C) for C{nlg^), we have that the res-
olution transform matrix, T^M{c.)ic(ni,,)] = ^[.M(c.)/i„/,„(c)). where T[^(c.)/5„;,^(c)] is 
the resolution transform for the adjustment of [A^(C.)] by Snig^{C). By substituting 
equations (5.8), (5.25) and (5.28) into equation (1.74), we obtain equation (5.33). 
Equations (5.34) and (5.35) thus follow immediately from equation (5.32). • 
5.4 Learning about the ^th group residual 
We wish to investigate the adjustment of ["^(C)] by C{nlg^). From Theorem 34, 
we have that the collection T{C{nIgg)) is Bayes linear sufficient for C{nlg^) for this 
adjustment. Thus, to proceed, all we require is the second-order specifications for 
the collections n{C) and f{C{nIg^)). We collect equations (5.10), (5.27) and (5.31) 
together as the following lemma. 
Lemma 29 The second-order specifications for the group residuals, iZ{C), and the 
sample mean group residuals, T{C{nIg^)), may be expressed as 
VarinC)) = {Igo-{l/go)Jgo)®F; (5.36) 
Cov{n{C),f{C{nIg,))) = {Ig,-{l/go)Jg,)®F; (5.37) 
Var{TlC{nIgM = (ho ~ {l/9o)Jj ^ {F + il/n)E). (5.38) 
Compare this lemma with Lemma 6 of Chapter 2. In terms of the adjustment, '^(C) 
fills the role of M{C) and f{C{nIg„)) fills the role of ^/^(C). Notice how for both 
adjustments, 7{C{nIg^)) and SN{C) are both Bayes linear sufficient for the respective 
adjustment by the full sample. The specifications in Lemma 29 do differ slightly 
though from those in Lemma 6. 
Firstly, since the collection %{€) is not linearly independent then {Igo — {l/go)Jgo) 
is not of ful l rank. Thus, for any resolution transform involving this quantity, there 
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will be an infinite number of matrix representations of that transform, generated 
via equation (20) of Goldstein k Wooff (1998). In this case, equation (1.74) of this 
thesis should be re-expressed as equation (20) of Goldstein & Wooff (1998), namely 
TT, = {Var{B)yCov{B,V){Var{V)yCov{V,B)-\-
[Ip - {Var{B)yVar{B)]T\ (5.39) 
where represents the Moore-Penrose generalised inverse of A, see Penrose (1955), 
and T° is an arbitrary p x p matrix. The natural choice, and indeed the choice we 
make in this thesis, is that T° = 0. Notice that since 
{Igo-{l/go)Jgoy = iho-{U9o)Jj, (5.40) 
then we have the following Moore-Penrose inverses 
(/,„ - ( l / ^ o ) ^ ) ^ = {ho-{y9o)Jj; (5.41) 
{{ho-{y9o)Jgo)®Fy = {Ig,-{l/go)J9o)®F-'; (5.42) 
{iIg,-il/go)Jgj0iF + il/n)E)y = (/,o - ( l / ^ o ) ^ ) ® (5.43) 
{F-\-{l/n)E)-\ (5.44) 
These Moore-Penrose inverses will allow us to proceed with representations of all the 
resolution transforms of interest for this problem. As we have commented already, 
the corresponding canonical directions and resolutions are found over the linear span 
of the columns of the matrices of interest. 
Secondly, in terms of a direct parallel, we may take TV = Ig^ (since we have a 
balanced design, we observe from Corollary 4 that we may solve the group problem 
as if we obtained a sample of size Ig^; the sample size could then be displayed through 
the variable problem) and then B = (Jp^ — (l/po)^po)- However, {Ig^ — {i/go)Jgo) 
is not diagonal. Again, this problem is surmountable. The results developed in 
Chapter 2 does not explicitly require B to be diagonal and the results all hold for 
any choice of B. 
Thus, we may view the adjustment of ["^(C)] by C{nlgj to be completely anal-
ogous to the adjustment of [A1(C)] by C{nlg^) in Chapter 2; we solve a variable 
problem and a group problem and combine the two to obtain the full adjustment. 
We commence with the variable problem, we make the following definition which 
is analogous to Definition 12. 
Definition 21 The underlying group residual canonical variable directions are de-
fined as the columns of the matrix F = [ F i . . . Yyg] solving the generalised eigenvalue 
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problem 
FY = {F + E)Y^, (5.45) 
where $ = diag{(pi,... ,(j)vo) the matrix of eigenvalues. Y is chosen so that 
Y^FY = ly^, Y^{F + E)Y^ = ly^. The ordered eigenvalues 1 >(f>i > ... > (f)vo > 0 
are termed the underlying group residual canonical variable resolutions. 
This definition is thus motivated by considering adjusting the ^th group residual 
collection, Ttg{C) by a sample of size n drawn from that group. Thus, we are inter-
ested in the adjustment of ['^^(C)] by Cg{n). Denoting the resolution transform for 
the adjustment of [ilg{C)] by Cg{n) as ^[7?,j(c)/Cj(7i)]' "^^ have the following corollary, 
which follows immediately from Theorem 11. 
Corollary 19 The resolution transform matrix, 2 ] K ^ ( C ) / C J ( 7 I ) ] ; calculated as 
Tin,ic)/c,in)] = {F+{l/n)E}-'F (5.46) 
For each s = 1 , . . . ,vo, the canonical directions for the adjustment are given by 
%.(c) /c , (7 . ) ] . = ^f^Yjng[C), (5.47) 
with the corresponding canonical resolutions given by 
( n - l ) ( / ) , + l ' 
This completes our underlying variable work. We now move on to the underlying 
group problem. We make the following definition, which is analogous to Definition 
13. 
Definition 22 The underlying group residual canonical group directions are defined 
as the columns of the matrix H = [Hi... Hg^] solving the eigenvalue problem 
{Ig,-{l/go)Jg,)H = H^, (5.49) 
where = diag{ipi,... , tpg^). We choose 
for each d = 1 , . . . ,go-l, sothatifd,d' E {1,... ,go~l} then Hj{Igg-{l/go)Jgo)Ha> 
= Sdd'- Hg^ = ( l /^o)l jo- For each d = 1,... ,go - I, (pd = I and (j)g„ = 0. The (j)as 
and (po are the underlying group residual canonical group resolutions. 
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= [y^Hgo Hi... i?go-i] the transpose of the go x Helmert matrix; see, for 
example, Searle (1982; p71). The motivation for the definition is thus that for each 
s = 1 , . . . , Wo, we form the collection 
^{nlg^)s = { % i ( C ) / C , { n ) ] s ' - - - ' % , o ( C ) / C 5 o ( n ) ] J - (5-51) 
Using our usual vector notation, we may also represent Z^nigjs as the x 1 vector 
^inl,o)s = V ^ I ^ ^ ^ ^ o ® i f )^(C)- (5.52) 
Notice that of the elements forming only — 1 of them are linearly 
independent. Thus, we expect to find at most — 1 non-zero canonical resolutions 
for the adjustment of [7^(C)] by C[nlg^) which explains the presence of the zero 
underlying group residual canonical group resolution <f)g^ = 0. For completeness, we 
have the following lemma. 
Lemma 30 The second-order relationships between Z[nig^)s and TlC{nIgg)) may be 
expressed as follows 
Var{Z^,j^^),) = - ^ { / p o - ( l /5o)Jpo}i (5-53) 
cov{z^nig,)s,mnig,))) = ,J^^j{ho-i^/9o)jgo}®yl'n (5.54) 
Var{T{C{nIg,))) = {Ig, - {l/go)JgJ 0 {F + {l/n)E). (5.55) 
Let ^[2(„/gp)s/c(Ti/jg)] denote the resolution transform for the adjustment of -Z(n/jp)s 
by C{nlgg). We have the following corollary which follows from Theorem 12. 
Corollary 20 For the adjustment of [Z(^nigg)s] byC{nIgg), the resolution transform 
matrix may be calculated as 
T[z,^,^^,jcini,,)] = {ho - {U9o)Jsoy{{ho - ( l / ^ o ) ^ ) ® F 7 F } X 
{{ho ~ {l/9o)ho) ®{F + {l/n)E)y{{ho - {l/9o)ho) ® F Y ^ (5-56) 
= \ilg{C)/Cg{n)]s{ho - {'^/9o)Jgo}- (5-57) 
The canonical directions are given by 
Z^nigjds = ^I^^HjZ^^j^j, = {Hd®Y,fn{C), (5.58) 
for each d = 1^... ,go — I, with corresponding canonical resolutions given by 
= ( n - l t . + l - ^^-^^^ 
Hence, X(nig^)s is a resolution with multiplicity go —I- Hd is the dth underlying group 
residual canonical group direction. 
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In order to achieve the representation of T[Zf^^j^^^jc{nigg)], we have made use of the 
Moore-Penrose inverses given in equations (5.41) and (5.44). Equation (5.59) should 
be compared to equation (2.147) (or, equivalently, equation (2.185) since we are 
dealing with the balanced design) with •0d = 1- Notice also that Hj^Z(^nigg)s = 0, a 
quantity with prior variance zero. 
The canonical variable and group analysis completely determine the adjustment 
of the ful l collection [R-iC]] by Cinlg^). We let T^n{c)ic{nig^)\ denote the resolution 
transform for the adjustment. The following corollary follows immediately from 
Theorem 13. 
Corollary 21 The resolution transform matrix, T^ii{c.)ic{nigQ)]' calculated as 
T[nc)ic^nig,)] = {{Igo-{U9o)Jg,)®Fy{{Ig,-{l/go)Jg,)®F}x 
{{Ig, - {l/go)Jgo) ^{F + {l/n)E)y{{Ig, - {l/go)Jg,) ® F} (5.60) 
= {Igo - (l/goUgo) ®{F + il/n)E)-'F (5.61) 
The collection Z ( „ 7 ^ j = {^(„/j„)dJ for d = 1,... ,go - 1, s = 1 , . . . ,'Uo are the 
canonical directions of the adjustment with the corresponding canonical resolution 
to Z{nig^)ds being given by A(„/^j,. 
Notice that from the representation of T^ii{c)ic{nig )]> given by equation (5.61), the 
results about the canonical resolutions being the product of the eigenvalues of {Ig^ -
{l/go)Jgo) and {F -\- {\/n)E)~^ are not surprising. The eigenvalues oi A® B, for 
general matrices A and B, are well known to be the product of eigenvalues of A with 
those of B, see Searle (1982; p266). The link with the work of Chapter 2 and the 
corresponding understanding thus provided in terms of understanding the canonical 
structure was less apparent. 
5.5 Learning about the group means 
We now show that the analysis of the overall mean collection and the analysis of the 
group residuals completely determine the adjustment of the full collection, M.{C) = 
{M{Ci),... ,M{CgQ)]. We denote the resolution transform for the adjustment of 
[M{C)] by C{nlg^) as T^M{c)ic{nig^)\- We have the following theorem. 
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T h e o r e m 36 The resolution transform matrix for the adjustment is calculated as 
T[M(cmnI,,)] = [{Igo ® + ( V ^ ) ^ ) } + Ugo ® P}]'' X 
[{Igo^n + Ugo^P}] (5.62) 
= {{Igo®{F + il/n)E)-'F} + 
{J,, ®{F+ il/n)E)-'P{h, -{F + goP + {l/n)E)-'{F + goP)}}]. (5.63) 
The canonical directions of the adjustment are given by 
'[M{C)jC{nI, 90 
j {Ha®YsYM{C) ford^l,...,go-l;ys- , . 
" \ {Hg,0UsfM{C) ford = go;ys ^ 
(5.65) Z{nig^)ds ford = l,...,go-l; Vs; 
Z[M{c.)/c{ni,^)]s for d = go; Vs. 
The corresponding canonical resolutions of the adjustment are given by 
X _ / \ni,,)s ford = l , . . . ,go-l; Vs; 
\Micycini,,)j,s - I Af^(,.^/,(„,^^3j, ford^go;ys. (5-66) 
P r o o f - By the Bayes linear sufficiency of Snig^{C) for C{nlg^), we have that the 
resolution transform, T[M{c)/c{nis^)] = ^[A^(c)/5„/^^(c)], where r[^(c)/5„y^^(c)] is the 
resolution transform for the adjustment of [jM(C)] by Snig^{C). By substituting 
equations (5.19) - (5.21) into equation (1.74), we obtain equation (5.62). Equation 
(5.63) follows by using the inverse of Var{Snig^{C)) given in equation (5.22). 
Noting that JgoHa = 0 for each d = 1 , . . . ,go - 1, i t follows immediately that 
Hd<^Ys is an eigenvector oiT[M{c)/c{nigg)], w i th eigenvalue X(nigo)s for = 1 , . . . , -
1; Vs. We then observe that 
( F , » n f K ( C ) = ^ ; = = = y f | ^ K , ( C ) - d K , „ ( C ) | (5.67) 
= {H,®YsfM{C), (5.69) 
so that {Hd ® YsfM{C) = ^ (n / . jd . -
Simple algebra shows that for each s = 1,... ,vo, Hg^ ® Ug is an eigenvector of 
T[Mic)/c{nig^)], w i th eigenvalue X[M(c.)/c{nig„)]s and the result follows since M{C.) = 
HlM{C). • 
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5.6 Comments and conclusions 
Thus, our lower level analysis allows us to completely determine the analj'sis of the 
higher level analysis; we may consider separately the adjustment of the components 
parts of M{C), M{C.) and ^ ( C ) and the union of these canonical components 
yield the canonical components for the adjustment of M{C). Once more, we have 
the breakdown of the problem into interpretable subproblems. This result is not 
surprising for the second-order exchangeable statements we made for this problem 
produce an invariant covariance matr ix for the relationships between individuals, 
r P + F + E iig = h,z = j-
Cov{Xgi,Xhj) = I P + F i{g = h,iy^j; (5.70) 
[ P if g h. 
So our modelling is formally analogous to models considered in Consonni & Dawid 
(1985) and Dawid (1988). We could consider our example as being the multivariate 
version of Example 1 of Consonni & Dawid (1985). In this multivariate version, 
we have To = P F -h E, Ti = F + F and r2 = P, where To, Ti, are the 
respective matr ix versions of 70, 7i, 72, as given by Consonni & Dawid (1985; p632). 
Alternatively, we could view our specification as analogous to the model (M*W)/R 
of Dawid (1988; p6) so that to compare our modelling wi th his, the groups are the 
machines, the variables are the workers, and the individuals are the runs. I t may be 
shown, in an analogous way to the work here, that i f we consider more levels in our 
model, and maintain an invariant covariance matr ix which is a judgement of hier-
archical co-exchangeability (we need not consider the variables to be second-order 
exchangeable), then for balanced design, the adjustment of the mean components 
corresponding to any level may be performed by solving the adjustment for all the 
components on the lower levels. 
The multi-way layouts discussed by Goldstein & Wooff (1997) and the construc-
t ion of the canonical structure for the mean components may also be viewed as 
deriving f rom the solution of a series of interpretable subproblems. For example in 
the two-way layout, see Section 6 of Goldstein & Wooff (1997), solving the overall 
mean problem yields equation (15), the column problem yields equation (16) and 
the row problem yields equation (17), which then combine together to yield the 
whole solution. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions, suggestions for 
further work 
In the introduction to the work in this thesis, given in Chapter 1, we outlined the 
reasons behind our viewpoint that the revision of belief should be viewed from a 
subjective standpoint and that the most widely used methodology for organising and 
analysing our subjective beliefs, namely the familiar Bayesian approach, is handi-
capped by our inabi l i ty to both envisage and quantify every possible outcome. As 
such, we advocate a system of partial belief adjustment based upon the revision of 
prevision; the system is frequently known as the Bayes linear approach. 
Throughout this thesis, we have used the canonical resolutions and directions as 
the central focus for understanding, both qualitatively and quantitatively, the infor-
mation we expect to gain f rom the adjustment of a belief structure, [B], following 
the observation of a data collection, V. The canonical structure may be calculated 
f rom the eigenstructure of the resolution transform matrix; the eigenvectors corre-
sponding to the directions and the eigenvalues to the resolutions. The reason for our 
interest in them is that the collection Z = {Zi , Z2, . . . } of canonical resolutions form 
an orthogonal grid of directions which summarise the effects of the adjustment. The 
Zi form a basis for [B] and so the prior variance of any A G [B] may be expressed 
as a linear combination of the prior variances of the Zi, but crucially, as equation 
(1.62) shows, the adjusted variance of any A G [B] may be expressed as a linear 
combination of the adjusted variances of the Zi and hence the resolutions also; see 
equation (1.63). Constrained by being uncorrelated wi th {Zi,... ,Zj), Zj+i is the 
element of [B] maximising the resolution. Thus, the grid summarises the qualita-
tive information we expect to receive, wi th the canonical resolutions providing the 
quantitative information. By comparing the canonical structure for different data 
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collections, we may begin the process of design, for we may understand the differ-
ences between different data collections in the types of information we expect to 
learn and thus can begin to compare the benefits of each collection weighed against 
the cost. 
The work of Goldstein k Wooff (1998) elegantly shows this in operation for the 
adjustment of inf ini te ly second-order exchangeable sequences: for learning about 
the mean components, the canonical directions are the same for all sample sizes 
and so our qualitative learning in unaffected by sample size; only the quantitative 
information is dependent upon the sample size. The same statements apply to the 
prediction of future individuals. I t is this beauty and level of understanding that 
we sought to bui ld upon in Chapter 2 when we widened the infinite second-order 
exchangeability to encompass a form of co-exchangeability. 
We introduced the co-exchangeability through having second-order exchangeable 
sequences labelled as a group. In each group, the sequence measured the same set of 
variables and our specification, as given by equations (2.67) - (2.69), was such that 
we could separate the specification as the product of a group part and a variable 
part. The consequence of this was that the adjustment of the mean components of 
each second-order exchangeable sequence by a sample drawn f rom that group had 
the same quantitative form provided by the underlying canonical variable problem 
as given by Defini t ion 12. We may then collect the analogous directions from each 
group together to fo rm VQ orthogonal collections and adjust each of these collections 
by the complete data collection. The adjustment of each of these collections had 
the same quantitative fo rm provided by the underlying canonical group problem, 
given by Definit ion 13. The collection of all the canonical directions and resolutions 
f rom these vo ^o-dimensional collections formed the canonical structure for the fu l l 
adjustment of the mean components. 
Notice how we achieved our three aims given in Chapter 1. Adoption of a 
Bayes linear approach enables us to work wi th a second-order specification, whilst 
our scaled approach across groups reduces the specification further. In the most 
general co-exchangeable setting, we are free, up to maintaining coherency, to specify 
the {l/2)go{go -\-1) VQ x vo matrices Cov{M{Cg), M{Ch)) as we see fit: a total of 
{l/A)go{go + 1)VO{VQ -H 1) covariances. Similarly, specifying Var{TZi{Cg)) requires 
a further {l/2)goVo{vo + 1) covariance statements. The specifications we adopted 
required only the specifications of the VQ X VQ symmetric matrices C and E, the 
9o X go symmetric matr ix A and the go x go diagonal matrix B. Of course, we choose 
to work wi th this model when i t does, to the level of specification we are wil l ing to 
make, conform w i t h our beliefs and we would not seek to forcibly impose i t . The 
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second aim is accomplished through the reduction in the dimension of problems we 
have to solve. The goVo^goVo problem is reduced to one of size VQXVQ and a second of 
size goxgo- Moreover, only the latter problem is changed when we consider different 
samples. As both of these problems are interpretable then we gain insights into how 
changing features of the design w i l l effect the qualitative information provided by 
the canonical directions. Thus, we reach the th i rd aim. As we suggested in Chapter 
2, future work could be made in viewing the subproblems as perturbation problems 
and looking at the rotations of the canonical directions as a consequence of these 
perturbations. 
One i l luminat ing method of assessing the change in quantitative information 
provided by different designs and specifications could be via the use of Gerschgorin's 
theorem, Gerschgorin (1931), which states that the eigenvalues of a matrix lie in the 
union of certain disks i n the complex plane. For applications to perturbation theory, 
see Stewart & Sun (1990; pl80-187). 
We concluded Chapter 2 by examining the prediction of future individuals, both 
f rom the previously observed groups and also f rom unobserved groups. Although, in 
general, qualitatively different, the predictive problem follows the same breakdown 
into interpretable problems as for the adjustment of the mean components which 
aids our understanding of the design process. In Chapter 3 we took the specifications 
to their natural l i m i t by considering that the group structure could be broken down 
into a series of factors, and we showed that we could interpret the design as one of 
solving a series of subproblems related to the individual factors, as well as the same 
variable problem. This allowed us to consider both slicing and marginalisation of 
the factor settings, and these problems could be handled without the need to solve 
additional problems. 
Having reached the end of Chapter 3, one is faced wi th the question of 'where 
do we go f rom here?'. As ever, we check back through our modelling and begin to 
consider whether the model has weaknesses, areas where we have not t ruly reflected 
our beliefs and made pragmatic simplifications. One area of attention that we are 
aware of, and would like to know the consequences of, is the use of infinite second-
order exchangeability in the model; a convenient approximation to the reality of 
only finite sequences. 
Examining the adjustment of finitely second-order exchangeable sequences also 
opens up the scope of our analysis, for we may now handle sequences which have no 
notion of being potentially infinite in length. We commence Chapter 4 by looking 
at the adjustment of finite second-order exchangeable sequences in the same way 
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as Goldstein & Wooff (1998) considered the adjustment of infinite second-order ex-
changeable sequences. We showed that the adjustment of such sequences exhibited 
the same coherence properties as for the infinite case, in that the resolution trans-
form for the population structure induced by the finite second-order exchangeable 
sequence has the same form whatever the sample size; the canonical directions are 
the same for each sample size, w i th simple modifications for the canonical resolu-
tions. We then explore the comparisons between sequences where only the lengths 
change and show that , reassuringly so that our qualitative understanding remains 
unaffected by sequence length, the canonical resolutions of each sequence share, 
up to a scale factor, the same co-ordinate representation. We may view infinite 
second-order exchangeability as being the infinite extension of a finitely second-
order sequence and our results mean that we can view the adjustment, in terms of 
the canonical structure, of a infinitely second-order sequence as being the l imi t of 
the finite adjustment as the sequence length goes to infinity. Thus, the essential 
difference between the adjustment of the finite sequence and the infinite sequence 
is not qualitative but quantitative; the finite canonical resolutions require a simple 
finite population correction term. 
We then moved on to consider our co-exchangeable model f rom the finite per-
spective. In this case, we may st i l l separate the problem into problems over the 
variables and over the groups; in the finite case we get a different group problem 
for each direction of the variable problem. This differs f rom the infinite case and 
so there are qualitative differences between the finite and infinite cases in that the 
finite case causes rotations of the canonical resolutions of the infinite case. However, 
i t is easy to see that as we become closer to the infinite case in all of the groups, 
these rotations get smaller and so the adjustment may st i l l be viewed as the l imi t 
of the finite adjustment. 
This reaches the end of the core work in this thesis. However, i t does not reach the 
end of our investigations. We examined one particular type of co-exchangeability; 
there are many other avenues we could take before reaching the most general form 
of co-exchangeability and i t may be profitable to examine these to see what insights 
they provide us w i t h . One such development is that discussed in Chapter 5 where 
we judged second-order exchangeability over the groups, as well as the individuals. 
This left us w i t h a one-level hierarchical co-exchangeable model and in the balanced 
design w i t h no group dependence for the residuals, the analysis broke down once 
more into a series of interpretable subproblems over the components of the model. 
The types of problems discussed in this thesis, and those outlined in Section 5.6, 
all have one thing in common, and that is the presence of invariant subspaces. In 
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the theory developed in Chapter 2, for example, i t is straightforward to see that the 
adjustment of [A^(Cg)] by C{N) has the same qualitative form for each g and is the 
same as that for the adjustment of [A^(Cp)] by C{ng). I t is, perhaps, this avenue 
that we should explore: that of an exchangeability of the canonical directions across 
the second-order exchangeable sequences that may provide the most i l luminating 
use of co-exchangeable second-order exchangeable sequences. 
Appendix A 
Some useful notation 
A . l Matrices and sets 
• Ip denotes the p x p identity matrix. I t has the column representation 
• Jpq denotes the q matr ix of ones. I t has the column representation 
Jpq — Ipl • • • Ipg • 
• {A)pq denotes the (p, g)th element of the matr ix A. 
• ^i^^Ai = Ak<S> Ak-i ® • • • (g) ^ 1 . 
• ®i=yAi = ^1 e ^ 2 ® • • • © ^fc-
• A = { 1 , . . . , A;} denotes a finite set of classification criteria, or factors. 
• Iq = {1,... , Iq^o} denotes a finite set of possible levels of the qth factor. 
• Z = y^qe^X denotes the available cells. 
• l[k\ denotes the cell ( 4 , . . . 
• hkiQ+iMi-iM denotes the cell ( 4 , . . . , Ig, . . . , h), and so makes 
the level of the qth factor explicit. 
A.2 Collections of random quantities 
• C = {Xi,X2, • • • } , finite or infinite, is a series of measurements to be 
made upon a sequence of individuals. 
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• Ci = {Xii,X2i,... } denotes the measurements for the ith individual. 
• C* denotes the f u l l collection of measurements for all of the individuals. 
In a single sequence, i t is the union of all of the elements in all of the 
collections Ci. 
• Cg = {Xgi,Xg2, • • fiulte Or infinite, is a series of measurements to 
be made upon a sequence of individuals, where each individual may be 
classified as belonging to the gth system (typically a group). 
• Cgi = {Xgii, Xg2i, • • •} dcuotes the measurements for the zth individual 
in the gth system. 
• C* denotes the f u l l collection of measurements for all of the individuals 
in the ^ t h system. 
• C{n) = U^^^Ci, the union of the first n individuals' collections. 
• Cg{ng) = U"^iCgi, the union of the first Ug individuals' collections in 
the ^ t h system. 
• C{N) = UpeGCp(ng), the union of systems g, belonging to a set G, of 
the union of the first Ug individuals' collections in the ^ t h system. 
• C(n; r ) = U"J'^+iCi, the union of the (n - I - l ) s t to (n - I - r ) t h individuals' 
collections. 
Cgi^g-^^g) = ^ZZ%Ai^ the union of the {ug + l ) s t to ( % + rg)th 
individuals' collections in the ^rth system. 
• C{N;R) = [Jg^cCg{ng;rg), the union of systems g, belonging to a set 
G, of the union of the (n^ -1- l ) s t to (n^ 4- rg)th individuals' collections 
in the gth system. 
• C{R/N) = UheHCh{rh), the union of systems h, belonging to a set H, 
of the union of the first individuals' collections in the hth system. 
We impose the constraint that C{R/N) nC{N) = 0. 
• M{C) denotes the tota l collection of underlying population mean quan-
tities relating to systems of infinitely second-order exchangeable se-
quences. I f we have a single system, we may write M{C) = {M{Xi), 
M{X2),...}. I f we have a set, G, of systems then we denote by 
M{Cg) = {M{Xgi),M{Xg2),...} the total collection of underlying 
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population mean quantities for the ^ t h system and then we have, 
M{C) = UgeGM{Cg). 
• M{C) denotes the tota l collection of underlying population mean quan-
tities relating to systems of finitely second-order exchangeable sequences. 
I f we have a single system, of length m, we write M^'^^iC) = {M^"^^{Xi), 
M^'^^{X2),. - • } . I f there is no confusion, we may omit the explicit ref-
erence to m, the sequence length. I f we have a set, G, of systems then 
we denote by M^^'^^Cg) = {M^'^^^iXgx), M^'^^^iXg^),...} the total 
collection of underlying population mean quantities for the gth system, 
which contains rUg individuals, and M{C) = Ug^GM^"^^^{Cg). 
• HiiC) = {TZi{Xi),7li{X2),.. •} denotes the collection of residuals for 
the i t h individual in a single infinitely second-order exchangeable se-
quence. I f we have a set, G, of infinitely second-order exchangeable 
sequences then 7li{Cg) — {TZi{Xgi),TZi{Xg2), •..} denotes the collec-
t ion of residuals for the i t h individual in the gth sequence. 
• n^;^\C) = {nf'\x,), -nt^Xi),... } denotes the collection of residuals 
for the ith. individual in a single finitely second-order exchangeable 
sequence, of length m. I f we have a set, G, of finitely second-order 
exchangeable sequences then U^^'^Cg) = {n^J^'\Xgi), 'R}j^'\Xg2),...} 
denotes the collection of residuals for the ith individual in the ^ th 
sequence, which is of length rUg. 
• Sn{C) = {Sn{Xi),Sn{X2),...} deuotcs the collection of sample aver-
ages for the individuals in C{n). 
• Sng{Cg) = {SngiXgi),SngiXg2), • •.} denotes the collection of sample 
averages for the individuals in Cg{ng). 
• SN{C) = Ug^cSngiCg) denotes the collection of sample averages for the 
individuals in C{N). 
• Ti{C{n)) = {Ti{Xi), Ti{X2),... } denotes the collection of residuals f rom 
the sample mean for the ith individual in C{n). 
• Ti{Cg{ng)) = {Ti{Xgi), Ti{Xg2), • ••} dcnotcs the collection of residuals 
f rom the sample mean for the ith individual in Cg{ng). 
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